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RIVERSIDE RECORDINGS, LONDON, ENGLAN

"Because the automated Series 2400
was my natural choice."
So says Ruth Low, owner of Riverside
Recordings, which has now grown through

three generations of Soundcraft consoles.
"Regularclients like producerAlanTarney
need state of the art facilities at a reasonable
cost. And that's important for attracting new
clients too."
Alan Tarney likes the atmosphere at
Riverside. After all, he's been recording there
for 5 years now. As a writer and musician he
enjoysthe creative freedom the 2400gives him,

without imposing its own sound. And it's
important for him to be able to work easily with
the console to get his ideas straight onto tape.

Soundcraft
The Producer's choice
Soundcraft Electronics Limited, 5-8 Great Sutton Street,
London, EC1V OBX, England. Tel: 0) -251 3631. Telex: 21198.
Soundcraft USA, 20610 Manhattan Place, Suite 120
Torrance, Ca. 90501. Tel: (213) 328 2595. Telex 182499.
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Audio production for EPCOT

is a whole gamut of digital recorders, both multitrack and
stereo, on the market -most of which still won't talk to each other in
terms of taking a tape from one machine and playing it on another,
although there is a fair degree of compatibility in stereo standards
many studio owners must again be wondering whether or not now is the
time to invest in the benefits of this way of working. It's a difficult
decision.
Leaving aside the question of compatibility for a moment, there is a
number of possible approaches. You can go all out for digital multi track: an expensive business. You can go for an all- singing, all- dancing
digital stereo mastering system and editor. Or you can invest in a PCM
adaptor (for example, the Sony PCM -Fl reviewed in this issue),
knowing that there are enough digital editing suites around for clients to
put masters together. Let's look at the options one by one.
Digital multitrack has capital investment as its main hangup. The
digital multitrack machines around today definitely offer exceptional
quality
is interesting to note how much quality has improved even in
the past year -but the money question is a big one, despite rumours of
much cheaper machines `in the pipeline' from unsuspected sources. If
you buy a digital multitrack today, you will have to charge a higher rate
to clients to use it (and if you have only one studio, you'll no doubt have
to charge a higher rate whether clients use it or not). Will you attract
enough clients who want the new technology to justify the expense? It is
similar to the problem of investment in automation, except that it is on
the one hand more expensive than many console automation systems,
and on the other it will probably be more impressive to potential users.
Is it a good idea? In the United States, the answer is `possibly'. In
Britain, I doubt if it's a good idea right now at all. I don't know that
there's the work around at the moment. You'd probably make more
money offering video -audio post-production instead. Wait until the
a
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CLARK DUFFEY on the 3M development
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How about digital stereo, then? This is a far more cost- effective
investment. And while cutting rooms may well want to invest in digital
replay gear for mastering, they should also consider the possibilities of
setting up digital audio editing suites where masters can be assembled.
As with video, people are likely to be relatively easily convinced that it is
not a serious problem to book time at a separate location for editing.
This would be even more cost -effective, as an installation, for video
post -production facilities, of course, where the requisite video recorders
may already be available (but take care with PAL /NTSC standards
where applicable). And with increasing numbers of studios investing in
video gear for sound -to- picture, bringing in a few PCM adaptors for
mixing down to and an editor to go with them is not such a bad idea.
For those who merely want to dangle a foot gingerly in the digital
tide, devices like the PCM -F1 offer a marvellous incentive. Ifyou
already have a VCR in the building, stereo digital will cost you less than
even a `reasonable' analogue machine. Tape's cheaper too! But here
again, check very thoroughly with regard to standards to make sure
that someone, somewhere, will be able to edit, and cut from, your
tapes. Analogue tape- recorder manufacturers, especially those making
portable machines, should begin to have thoughts about new product
lines just about now, by the way.
And when the tape finally gets to the cutting room, be careful there
too. Some early efforts have given digital a very bad name in audiophile
circles. Some of it may have been due to quantisation and dither
circuitry (unnatural reverb die- aways, for example) which is now much
improved: current systems sound excellent off -tape. A bigger problem
appears to be HF cutter -head resonance, which is alleged to cause a
harshness at the top end, and we would appreciate comments from
cutting engineers on the problems of cutting from digital and their
solutions. How does one do it properly?
Overall, it would seem that there is a great deal to be gained from
investing in digital stereo systems, but the present high cost of multitrack heavily offsets its audible benefits-this month.
Richard Elen

A Sound Investment

for Video and
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The Chilton CM2
audio mixing console
as a general purpose stereo or
* Designed
monomixer.

*Fully modular in construction with a range

of modules for Broadcast Video or Film use.

illuminated VU's are fitted as
* Two large(PPM's
as option) on the rear

standard
meter bridge.
also houses the Cue Loudspeaker and
* This
digit
stopwatch /clock (hours -mins- secs).
6
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EVERYTHING WE DO IS JUST THAT LITTLE BIT BETTER
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* Both items are options.
*Two frame sizes are available housing
(10/2) or

18

12

(16/2) modules.

stereo Line of Phono input modules
* Note:same
width - 45mm - as Line /Mic
are
module.

for mobile use, or drop
* Transportable
mounting for fixed installations.

through

Magnetic Tapes Ltd, Chilton Works, Garden Road, Richmond, Surrey.
Tel:

01 -876

7957 Telex: 912881CW

One f You
Will buy 0 ne of ThEJE

This month

This month, eight new twenty
four track recorders will be sold in
Britain.
About half will be used for
broadcast. A few will update existing studios, and the rest will go
into brand new ventures.
Those are the facts which we uncovered for Otari when they invited us to
become the alternative source for their remarkable twenty four track machine.
It challenges the most established branc names in the industry, in features,
performance and not least price.
Call us and we will arrange to show you how it compares.
And not only will we offer you the direct price,
but you can also make dramatic savings
on complete packages and installation.
If you're ready for twenty four track,
8 East Barnet Road
call Garry or Andrew now on 01 -440 9221.
NEW BARNET, Herts EN4 8RW

txnkey

1

PLUTO 3-1
ENG MINI MIXER

mono dyn /cond mic channels
dyn mic/line input channel
Return cue line input
Commentator cue line output
48V phantom powering
0dB test tone, cueing microphone
Limiter warning signal in phones
Runs from dry cells or eliminator
8 hours continuous operation
XLR connectors
2
1

Radio
microphones
that sound
like wired
microphones
and are reliable
as well: DD
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS

TDRESEEM1,°J/,(`-7'
P.o.box 10,1344 Haslum, Norway
Tel.: (02) 53 39 75. Telex: 19121 seem n

WITH 40 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF
SEVERAL HUNDRED THOUSAND TRANSFORMERSWE CAN SUPPLY:

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF

EVERY TYPE
WE MAKE IT
YOU NAME IT!

".

OUR RANGE INCLUDES
Microphone transformers (all types), Microphone Splitter/Comoiner Transformers. Input and Output transformers, Direct Injection transformers fir Guitars,
Multi- Secondary output transformers, Bridging transformers, Lina transformers.
Line transformers to G.P.O. Isolating Test Specification, Tapped impedance
matching transformers, Gramophone Pickup transformers, Aud o Mix ng Desk
transformers (all types), Miniature transformers, Microminiature transformers
for PCB mounting, Experimental transformers, Ultra low frequency transformers, Ultra linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500 watts,
Smoothing Chokes, Filter irductors,
.nductive Loop Transformers,
Amplifier to 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1000 watts), ICO
volt line transformers to speakers, Speaker matching transformers (sll powers),
Column Loudspeaker transformers up to 300 watts or more.
We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI -FI
QUALITY OR P.A. QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANSFORMERS. Many standard types are in stock and normal dispatch times are
short and sensible.
OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHOR-FI
ITIES, MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS, HI
is a
ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export
speciality and we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E.E.C.,
U.S.A., MIDDLE EAST. etc.
Send for our questionnaire which, when completed enables us t> nost quo cation by return.

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS
E.

Manufacturers and Designers
A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941), Reg. No. England 303990

The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP1 2EG,
Suffolk. P.O. Box 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, Eng and.
Phone: 0473 52794 & 0473 219390. Telex: 987703G
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HME Dynamic Expansion Systems are
world acclaimed as the ultimate in wireless
microphone performance and reliability. The key to
their remarkable sound quality is a sophisticated
approach to the long known and widely used
compansion technique for noise reduction.
Alternatively, where this wide dynamic
range is either unnecessary or undesirable, soft
compressor/limiter versions are available.
Another of HME's unique products is the
AD10A diversity system. The system provides multi virtually eliminating dropouts
aerial reception
for up to 4 separate radio microphone systems. It can
be used with your existing radio mic system until you
purchase HME.
Full details from the European distributors:

-

-

77'
Electrosound House,

11

Technical
Projects

Marshalsea Road, London SE1.

Tel. 01 -403 3838 Telex 885659 YODEL G.
A member of the Theatre Projects group of companies.

The Sound ofa Beyer Dynamic
for the Price da Shhh .. ,! you know who.,.
Is your band tired of the muddy sound?
The frequency response of the new Beyer
Dynamic M300 will delight you - and your
audience.
The important harmonics of your voice. your
guitar, your drums will now cut through like
never before.
Beyer Dynamic are world famous for exacting

standards, when you listen to TV or radio the
chances are you're listening to Beyer Dynamic.
The M300, designed by listening to musicians
own opinions on the kind of microphor_es
they want and the prices they want to pay,
is no exception. From the Cannon XLI
connector to the modular construction
and superb frequency response; the
sound of a Beyer Dynamic MOO
can be yours for around £50.
Clip the coupon for further
details and your
nearest stockist

Please
send me
further details
on the M300
Name

CLAIR ROAD,
HAYWARDS HEATH,
SUSSEX, RH16 3DP
1

Address

.

Tel: (0444) 451003

Lss1z.sz

'

I

i
i
i

Beyer dynamic

7

The Otani range.
Compact recorders. The MX5050 range of
compact stereo and multitrack recorders is
designed for the smaller studio, but still meets
the demands of the professional recordist.
Available in 2, 4, and 8 track format the
inherent Otani hallmark of quality and long life
is not compromised by their competitive
pricing, as evidenced by their selection for use
by video production companies, (8 track),
audio-visual users (4 track), local radio
stations and multitrack studios (2 track).
Mastering Recorders. The MTR Series
includes a full range of recorders designed for
major studios, broadcast and video
production companies. The MTR10 range
includes quarter and half inch stereo
mastering machine&, and 4 track half inch
versions for video and other specialist
applications.
The MTR90 multitrack range is available in
one inch 8 track, 2 inch 16 track and 2 inch
24 track models. These are the most
advanced recorders available today. (The
MTR90 24 track is reviewed by Hugh Ford in
Studio Sound, October 1982.)
Small duplicating systems. The DP4050
Series is aimed at the smaller user who
requires minimum maintenance but still
demands a high level of consistent
performance. These in-cassette copiers will
go on producing perfect copies for many
years. Two basic models are available, one
using a cassette master, and one with a reel
master. Both versions are very easy to
operate.

Large duplicating systems and video tape
loaders. Otani produced their first system in
1965 and currently produce the DP7000
series, running at 64 times normal speed.
The video loaders are used by all the major
tape manufacturing companies including 3M,
Maxell, TDK Sony, etc.
Independent Tape Duplicators is now the
largest independent duplicating house in the
U.K. and Otani duplicators are used
exclusively. Loop -bins and slaves run 24 hours
a day to give a weekly capacity of 150,000
cassettes per week.

T

Windmill Lane Studios

RECENT INSTALLA
I.T.A.

-

BY

is the largest
Rediffusion Music
producer of pre- recorded background music
in the world. Six Otari MTR10 stereo and 4
channel recorders are used for the production
of master tapes. Solid State Logic and
Audio Kinetics both use the MT10 series
for demonstrating their own products at their
premises.

-

is the top sound
and video dubbing studio in Ireland. They have
just replaced their 24 track with the latest

Otari MTR90 -il.
A New Service from I.T.A.
If you are thinking of replacing your 16 or 24
track recorder, or of upgrading your studio.
we are offering attractive part exchange
facilites against your old machine. Ring our
sales department for full details of allowances
against the purchase of a new MTR90 16 or
24 track.

Avenue, Marylebone Road, London NW1 6LE.
ITA Tel: Harewood
01 -724 2497/8 01 -724 3768. Telex: 21879.
1

-7

&

-

Comprehensive facilities with custom
with the
options at realistic prices
well -proven Alice Broadcast quality,
performance and reliability.

-

mono mic /line or
inputs
stereo line /RIAA gram (phono)
Mic inputs transformer balanced
Two -group or stereo output, transformer
balance optional
8 or 12

Stereo 'B' check and P.F.L. on
meters
either VU or PPM

-

Mains or external battery
both with 48v
power
phantom standard

f-s
(STANCOIL LTD.),
Alexandra Road, Windsor, England. Telephone Windsor 51056/7 Telex AEGIS G 849323.

Lindos

... and the art of Audio Maintenance
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THE LA1 AUDIO ANALYSER

-A complete portable audio test set with these facilities:

CCIR 468 -2 QUASI Pk NOISE MEASUREMENT
HIGH OUTPUT + 26dBm
BALANCED OR UNBALANCED CONNECTIONS
PEAK PROGRAMME METER
MAINS OR BATTERY OPERATION

-

100dBu
Plus 4 other methods down to
With 10, 75 or 600 ohm output impedance
Via PO Jacks and BNC connectors
As well as average and true rms characteristics
With automatic charging if

a

Nickel Cadmium battery

is

fitted

Plus comprehensive provision for measuring sittnal level, frequency, distortion, rumble, and wow and flutter. LAI PI with S fl Studio Interface E844 plus VAT. Simpler units available down to 1495.
Tel. EYKE 1039471432
Sandy Lane, Bromeswell, Woodbridge, Suffolk IP12 2PR.
Made in Britain by I.INDOS E.I. EC IRONIC'S
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Cornpact

The B67 Mkll.
Taking precision a step further.
Having talked to B67 users the world
over, professionals who demand the

highest quality and performance
standards, Studer have introduced the
Mkll version of this highly successful
1/4" machine.
An even better noise specification
and a dual circuit braking system are

just two of the refinements built into the
B67 Mkll. Easier access to the heads
makes for swifter editing and this is
further aided by automatic blocking of
the tension sensors in the stop mode.
The B67 was and still is one of the
most precise pieces of professional
recording equipment available.

The B67 Mkll takes that precision one
step further.

' TUDER
I°
IlñS1LÌf

Z4,\

CH-8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01) 840 29 60

FWO. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091, Telex 27502
STUDER REVOX AMERICA tNC Nashville
Telephone (615) 254-5651

STUDER FRANCE S A R L Paris
Telephone 533 5858

STUDER REVOX CANADA LTD Toronto
Telephone (416) 423 -2831

Organise your baby- sitter, Moss Bros. and
taxi company, now, for this superb evening.

All cheques should

be

made payable to D.E.A.F.

Tickets are available from:
Gillian Meeson
The Beacon House
Monken Hadley
Herts.

Telephone: 01

-

449 2161

The Professiona
Revox.
The PR99 has been developed
from the highly successful B77 in
order to meet the stringent demands
of the recording and broadcasting
industries. The PR99 offers the
professional these important features:
1 Raised deck plate for easier editing
2 Improved tape start
3 Tape dump
4 Two-way self-sync with automatic

sync /input switching
5 Balanced line inputs and outputs
6 Calibrated or uncalibrated level

adjustments

7 Manual or remote control

operation, with fader start

The Revox PR99 is available in
several versions: mono or stereo
334/7'/z ips NAB or 7'/z/15 ips NAB or

IEC. And being built to Studer
precision, the PR99 achieves
exceptional performance and
reliability but now at an easily
affordable price.
For more information on the
PR99 phone or write for a catalogue.

ST

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091.
13

was44N
£1.59
£1.36

Line Female A3F
Line Male A3M

XLR CONNECTORS
Chassis Female D3F
Chassis Male D3M

FRONTLINE
Equipment Sales Rental.

£2.04
£1.19

4, 5, 6 & 7 pin versions, audio adaptors, Jackplugs & Sockets,
Tiny Telephone Jackfields and Patchcords in stock.

NEUTRIK
f1.34

Line Female NC 3FC
Line Male NC 3MC

£1.15

P.C.B., Latchless, 4 &

5

XLR CONNECTORS
Chassis Female NC 3FP
Chassis Male NC 3MP

Design & Engineering.

£1.65

BACK -UP

£0.87

pin, Black versions & Adaptors in stock.

NEUTRIK
LINE FEMALE NC LNE F.0
CHASSIS FEMALE NC LINE F.P

&

£2.17

f2.24

LNE SERIES

LINE MALE NC LNE M.0
CHASSIS MALE NC LNE M.P.

£2.02
£1.56

Tel: 01-226 7940
t

BELCLERE AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
1 + 1:2 + 2 freq. 40Hz -35KHz Fri 150 /600asec 600/2.4K
EN6423 Ratio 1 + 1:6.45 + 6.45 freq. 40Hz-25KHz Pri 150/6000 Sec. 6.25 25K
SKT723 MuMetal Screening Can 39dB reduction 50Hz ext. field

EN6422 Ratio

£4.15
£4.15
£1.30
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EDAC MULTIPIN CONNECTORS (Varelco Equiv.)
20, 38, 56, 90 & 120 pin versions, metal covers, crimp, solder or wirewrap pins.

Ey

Electrol/oice

0 YAMAHA

MICROPHONES & SPEAKERS

Aktk

PROFESSIONAL RANGE

ilarduuare'}louse

Hardware House (Sound) Ltd
1 -7 Brittannia Row,
Lor don N1 8QH

Multicore & mic cable, D.I. Boxes, Mic Splitters, Multicore systems,
mic stands, gaffa tape. cable glands, metalwork, tools etc.

Trade enquiries welcome; quantity discounts available. All prices subject to V.A.T.
50 p&p.
Access, American Express, Barclaycard accepted.
Min. order value f 10 t

fl

KELSEY ACOUSTICS LTD

hl!

28 POWIS TERRACE. LONDON W11 1JH
01 -727 1046/0780

VISA

TAPE TIMING AND
A UTO- LOCATION

Limited number
of old size STUDIO SOUND binders avail-

If you have any of the following machines

able (each holds 12 copies).
Keep your copies of STUDIO SOUND in
smart black binders with the title in gold
block letters on the spine.
At only £3.50 each
including inland and overseas postage
and packing. Send your order with
cheque or postal order to: Modern Bookbinders Ltd., Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs BB2 4AG (state clearly your name
and address and the relevant magazine

A77
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60 Baker Street, Weybridge, Surrey KT13
Telex: 8952022 CTYTEL G M

LINK HOUSE GROUP

AUDIO SERVICES

AUDIO SERVICES

AUDIO SERVICES

AUDIO SERVICES

AUDIO SERVICES

AUDIO SERVICES

AUDIO SERVICES
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u
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AUDIO SERVICES

5050

Applied Microsystems Ltd.

MUST SEND
MONEY ORDER

READERS

INTERNATIONAL

PR99

or similar reel to reel machines we can equip it with a
real -time electronic counter or intelligent auto location.
For further details call Steve Brown on
Weybridge (0932) 54778
or write to:

title).
OVERSEAS

B77

Ammo SFRVICFs STUDIO HOUSE HIGH
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THE MORE-AFFORDABLE 94E3.
From the makers of the world's
finest broadcast turntables comes
the EMT 948, a direct drive unit
that embodies the proven circuitry
and reliability of the EMT 950 in a
compact format.
Featuring almost instant start
(0.02 secs), stop and reverse cue;
motor-driven tone-arm lift and

integral amplifiers, the EMT 948
has a new shock-absorbing system
and pick -up illumination.
Available for use with a standard
47k -ohm cartridge, the EMT 948 is
an integrated system ready to drop
straight into a desk-top. The EMT
948 brings excellence within
greater affordability.

For further information contact
F.W.O. Bauch Limited.

EMT FRANZ GmbH
Postfach 1520,

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091, Telex 27502

D -7630 Lahr, Tel.

07825 -512. Irrex /54319. Franz

Introducing
the New VFM

An exciting new range of
low cost fully modular
mixers designed for both
P.A. and recording studio

applications.

Totally modular construction.
Four band EQ on each input.
Three auxiliary sends (two echo, one
foldback).
Insert send and return on each input.
Separate mic and line inputs.
Full multi -track monitoring.
Accurate 12 segment L.E.D. metering.
Rugged welded steel frame

construction.
Self contained power supply.
Long throw faders.

All at an unbelievable price:

16 -4 -2

Studio or P.A.

L1,000 .00 plus VAT.
16 -8 -2

Studio or P.A.

L1,150 .00 plus VAT.
Trident Audio Developments Ltd.,

TRIDENT

16

Shepperton Studio Centre,
Shepperton, Middx. TW17 OQD, U.K.
Tel: Chertsey (09328) 60241.
Telex: 8813982 (TRIMIX G.)
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Trident (U.S.A.) Inc.,
652 Glenbrook Road, Stamford,
Connecticut 06906 U.S.A.
Tel: 203 -357 -8337

THE NEW ITC 996 IS MORE
THAN JUST ONE GREAT IDEA
ON TOP OF ANOTHER.
When the microprocessor -controlled
ITC 99 was introduced three years
ago, it represented a new
generation of cartridge machines
capable of producing reel -to -reel
performance. Numerous
mechanical and electronic

innovations ensured the highest
sound quality, improved operator
convenience and much simplified
maintenance.
Now, the ITC 99B has taken
the original breakthrough several
stages further.

The result is cleaner, crisper
sound ...consistently.
Write or telephone for full details:

1!

le

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreharn Wood. Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091. Telex 27502

International Tapetronics
Corporation
Bloomington, Illinois 61701, USA.

Mains Distribution

.ditfitartitIi_441.111

120/240v

Units
.41

a

1u-

Zi

12

1911RACK

MOUNT

OUTPUTS - FUSED OR DIRECT

TOTAL CAPACITY INPUT CIRCUIT

10

AMPS

BREAKER PROTECTION

MATING CONNECTORS PROVIDED

SALES

ENQUIRIES. -

Video Jackfields

Mercury Middle East

2u - 1911RACK MOUNT

32

TWO ROWS OF
U

LINK

16

WILTS

WITH INTEGRAL MONITOR POINT
MUSA CRIMP OR BNC REAR CONNECTORS

0373 - 864974

OPTIONAL

OTHER PRODUCTS: VIDEO DISTRIBUTION AMPS

PULSE DISTRIBUTION UNITS

NEWTOWN

WESTBURY

MUSA PLUGS

TELEX 449961

VIDEO

SWITCHERS

POWER DISTRIBUTION PANELS

REVOX B77 EDITING CONVERSION
A FACTORY APPROVED MODIFICATION

Are you
legal, decent,

honest and
truthful?

* Easier editing
* Easier threading
* Easier head cleaning
Special offer: NAB adaptors -f4

a

pair or free with new machine

Tape and Cassette copying also available. Please call for further
details.

SOUND ASSOCIATES LIMITED
23 REDAN PLACE, LONDON
01 -229 0101
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Advertisers have to be.
The Advertising Standards Authority.
Wnle to I he Ativet Irsdng'4antlatOs Aulhoots
15/17 RiOgmnnl Street London WC If 7AW

MJS 407D Measuring Set

Features include:
Filters: wide band, audio band, CCIR 468 and optional.
Metering: average, RMS, quasi -peak and quasi -peak
expanded (+ or
1.5 dB full scale).
Measuring range: + 40 to 90 dBu full scale.
Total harmonic distortion: auto -nulling in three decade
ranges. Measurement better than 0.005 %.
Cross -talk: Tracking band -pass filter synchronised
Now we are pleased to announce the 401 D version.
via external oscillator.
The MJS 401 D another innovative tool for the audio industry from Technical Projects.
The 401 noise and level test set has been in
widespread use since 1977 throughout the
broadcasting industry. Continuous development
has taken place since the 401 was first introduced
to evolve it into one of the most popular, foolproof,
easy -to -use and well proven test instruments in
use in the professional audio industry.

-

-

-

77'

Technical
Projects

IIUuini,ullllq"

i

Technical Projects (A member of the Theatre Projects Group)
Electrosound House, 11 Marshalsea Road, London SE1 1 EP
Telephone: (01) 403 3838 Telex: 885659 Yodel G Contact: Sam Wise

Lú

/'%%%%NIR
AI/Ai

" THE MACHINE TO MASTER ON "
A 80 VU
FOR HIRE :

1/2 "

2 TRACK , TRANSFORMERLESS INPUT

STUDER 2 -24 TRACKS ,HEAD9LOCKS,SYNCRONISERS. TEL:

G.

OUTPUT.

010348 °1339
19

THE NEAREST
THING TO

PERFEC'T'ION...
ONE OF THE NEW RANGE
OF AD 145 PICO MIXERS

FEATURES
Battery ¡Mains Operated.
Phantom and AB Mic.
Powering.
Mic. and Line level inputs.
Hi -Pass Liters.
3 Band EQ.
EQ By Pass.
P.F.L.

Conductive Plastic Faders.
l or 2 Me .ers.
Talkback.
Cue facilities.

FROM THE LIGHT MONO -STEREO
(SYNC) RECORDER SP8, THE PERFECT MIXER AMI 48, TO THE PORTABLE MULTI -STANDARD STUDIO
TAPE RECORDER-TD88- (114 "
112" -perfo -film 16mm)
all are distinguished by:

-

MOBILITY- MUSICALITY
BATTERY OPERATION

MODULARITY -VERSATILITY

SWITZERLAND

--`

Q.'?

r--

I3I3

0

2068 HAUTERIVE-NE
P038 334233 Tx 35380

Wednesday 22
Thursday 23
Friday 24
JUNE 1983

EXHIBITION OF
PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING EQUIPMENT

Apply now for Exhibition Space

Avto

DEVELOPMENTS

HALL LANE, WALSALL WOOD, WALSALL, WEST MIDLANDS, WS99AU.
TEL: BROWNHILLS (0543) 375351 TELEX: 338212 CHAMCOM G CODE TIMING
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Chestnut Avenue,
Chorleywood, Herts,

23

England WD3 4HA
Phone 09237 72907

ear today & Here tomorrow
Just two of the range of Europe
in the United States.

s

best selling sound reinforcement boards -now available

UnD T RàCYM
16-6 MONITOR
Possibly unique in specification,
certainly in price. Incorporating
all the necessary facilities for versatile 'on stage' monitoring. Can
be linked to all '16 Series' boards
by way of multi -pin connector
and cable to provide a full 16
channel sound reinforcement mix.
Phase reverse

Master/master interlink
Talkback to any of the six groups
Balanced inputs/outputs
6 separate sends to masters
Channel mutes and solos

Also available:

16 -2, 16 -4, 16 -4 -2,

24 -4 -2, 3 way crossover,

10

band stereo graphic.

-1OUnD TRacY
OMNI 16

Available either in a studio version (as
shown) or as a mobile unit in flight case,
the Omni 16 combines compactness with
ease of operation and an exceptional
track record of reliability. A number one
choice for 16 channel sound reinforcement or 16 track recording at a very
affordable price.
Unique monitor /mix switching
Balanced inputs /outputs plus unbalanced line
Three Aux rails
100mm faders
Line up 1K oscillator plus separate output

Full color brochure and technical specs from:

NOUTOTqACY

Soundtracs Inc. 262A Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale, NY 11735

Soundout Laboratories Limited

91

(516) 249 -3669

Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6AH, England Telephone: 01 -399 3392
Telex: 8951073 SNDOUT G Telegrams: Soundout, Surbiton.

WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION
America Soundtracs Inc, 262a Eastern Parkway. Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735. Tel: (516) 249 3669.
Australia Klarion Pty. Regent House. 63 Kingsway South.
Melbourne 3205. Tel: 0361 3801.
Austria Bourke & Dissertori GmbH, Wels. Tel: 52242/7147.
Finland Disco Laitteet, Helsinki. Tel: 90 -534 134
France Phase Acoustic, 163 -165 Bd Boisson, 13004 Marseilles. Tel: 91 49 87 28.
Germany Audio Vertrieb, Peter Struven GmbH, Hamburg. Tel: 40 524 51 51.
Greece Bon Studio, Athens. Tel: 3249 305.
Holland Magro Nijmen by, Wolfskuilseweg 27, 6542 JB Nijmegen. Tel: 80- 770910.
Italy Ital Cida srl,
Via Marmolada 17 BIS, Sorbolo, Parma. Tel. 0521- 690158.
Israel Barkai Ltd, 5 Krinizi St, Ramat Gan. Tel: 735178/732044.
Norway Hagstrom Musikk
AS, Oslo. Tel: 2 248090.
Sweden OFO Elektronik AB, Linkoping. Tel: 13 110241.
Switzerland Studio M &M, Schoenewerd. Tel: 64 4149 69
U.K. Don Larking Audio Sales, 29 Guildford St., Luton, Beds. Tel: 0582 450066.

V'
t

ALL YOU COULD EVER WANT
IN A CROSSOVER.

-

x,tar
,,_

DD1000- STEREO 4, 3, 2 WAY.
DD500- STEREO 2 WAY/MONO 4, 3, 2 WAY.

Dikt

All inputs and outputs balanced.
Mid -filter limiters on all outputs (optional on DD1000).
Sub -sonic input filters.
Phase reverse switches on all outputs.
Programmable filter function-system programming
modules available for 24, 18, 12, dB /octave slopes
ith Bessel or Butterworth characteristics

THE CHOICE IS YOURS.

Unit 7b, Worton Hall, Worton Road, Isleworth, Middlesex TW7 6ER

2

01 -847

0363

CONCORD S.2000 28 x 28 RECORDING CONSOLE WITH
PROM SWITCHING
THE LOGICAL CHOICE

-

The Concord S2000 is more versatile than mixers twice the price

FEATURES
In line system
Silent Prom switching
56 line Inputs
28 mic. Inputs
20 Aux sends available from each
module during pre -mix
Sub grouping

4 band EQ

plus HP filter

Full patch bay

Attractive wooden console
Audiofad long throw conductive
plastic faders

Concord S2000
/The
formats:
available

is

in 2

20x20
28x28

(u)

£6,500
£7,950

package with the Soundcraft 24 track
£17,500
machine

Or as

a

1)66 LA

iiy

Audio Sales
29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds.
Tel: Luton 105821 4500Gú daytime. Telex: 825488 DONLAR
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Just grab it and go. THE LOCATION MIXER was
designed to travel.

it there's no MC at your location,

Doing a live remote? THE LOCATION MIXER
is perfect.

What's i2 THE LOCATION MIXER for film
people? Plenty! Nn more battery or power supply

All four mix busses (2 main, 2 AUX)

no problem. You've got the battey pack right in the

drive a 600ohm line to 20d8m (with balanced Xfmr

hassles for your

lockoìle cover. No need to bothr with batteries or
power supplies for your mics. TIE LOCATION MIXER
powe-s them all - 12 -48v. phantcm, and even
T-power is provided.

option) giving both mono /stereo and back up

there's a low -cut flier ahead of the mir. transformer

You can

-ewer mics. Just flip a switch. And

T

feeds at the same time. And the ability to solo pre or

to keep wind and boom movement from saturating

post fader with the channel on or off makes set-up

your tape. This filter is independent of the EQ section.

and trouble shooting a bad cable or mic. easy.

The EQ itself has sweepable mid, detented pots

se up everything from a single

resetability and car

mane mix, to a stereo mix to an eight channel direct

5e

mix feeds at once!

-

You've got the flexibility to insert

effect: to individual :helmets. Ani

his own custom mix!

you'll appreciate the convenienceof

icr reliability and quick positive

the tape return to the monitor section.

switch indication, we've used self -

An instant, easy way to check 'our

indicuírg colour-coded push button

tape, or the output of an outboard compressor.

With Mic/line switches on aH channels, audio

switches that

- along with colour-coded knobs - keep

you informed

of coi of status at a glance.

and video sound people can moni;ormultitrack

For your next location job,

- just cress a button.

get a LOCATION
MIXER and you're

Multitrack mixdown .n the field ?Absolutely.
And with no compromise in quality because
you feed line inputs directly

ready for anything.

-

NOT podded down through the mi-.

preamp. You'll love the ability
to edit eledronicclly Mrough
the flexible Solo system

1

,

and channel mute. ..
It can be a great

'ime sever.

EQ

NedJ a quick talk -back system for
your boom man ?list use the pre fade Aux bus on an
unused mic. input, rrd he can hear his mir., cues,
and your closed-tin eit directions in /out switch.

feed for your multitrack. You can even set up all three

playbacks without patching

for

totally bypassed with the

it!Ill

Just unlock it, open the cover and you'll find the most versatile 8- input mixer you ever uncove,ed.
Compare features, compare performance, compare price. You'll choose THE LOCATION MIXEF'.

AT £975.00 CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO?
For your

free colour brochure

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LIMITED, 83 Leonard Street, London

contact sole UK distributor,

EC2 01

-729 5411 or see your nearest dealer

- London:

IIA,1 -7 Harewood

Avenue,

London NW101 -724 2497 Kent: MICHAEL STEVENS & PARTNERS, The Homesdales Centre, 216 -218 Homesdale Road, Bromley, Kent 01 -464 4157
Manchester: WIGWAM ACOUSTICS, St. Annes House, Rycroft Avenue, Heywood, Greater Manchester, 0706 68766.
Manufactured in the UK by OXGLADE LIMITED.

diary
Agencies

Anniversary
On December 19, 1982, the BBC is
celebrating the 50th Anniversary of
the official start of the Empire
Service (now renamed the External
Service). To commemorate this,
Ariel Radio Group has obtained
special call -signs and will be using

them during the period December
to 31.
The amateur radio stations will be
GB2BBC, GB3BBC and GB8BBC in
Central London, G3BBC in West
London and GB4BBC at Caversham
near Reading. In addition several
other BBC Club Stations around
Britain will participate. The bands in
use will be 80 m, 40 m, 20 m, 15 m,
10 m and 2 m, and maximum activity
will be centred around December 19.
SSB will be the main operating mode
on HF.
A special QSL Card will be issued
for contacts made with these stations.
1

Low -cost digital from dbx

Unveiled at the recent AES Anaheim
Convention was a new, low -cost
digital audio processor from dbx
Inc. Called the dbx 700, the unit
utilises delta modulation (in which
changes in levels are recorded rather
than absolute values as in PCM) plus
precision compansion and linear
prediction technology. Thus the
system is termed Companded Predictive Delta Modulation (CPDM). The
inherent cost -effectiveness of delta
mod plus the other aspects of the
system -which allow DM to be used
to professional standards -combine
to produce a system of high quality
Solid State for Editel
yet low cost (under $5,000), thus
Editel in New York, a division of making digital recording an affordColumbia Pictures, opened a state - able proposition for the majority of
of- the-art sound mixing facility in studios.
September. Mixing capabilities
The inclusion of compansion
consist of all forms of video circuitry eliminates a major problem
programming plus regular album with DM, namely that there is a
recording. Virtually every tape limitation to the available dynamic
format will be available, from 2in to range. Adding high -precision
3/4 in plus cart machines,
35/16mm compansion offers a range of over
film, and VTRs. Studer recorders 110 dB. Linear prediction is used to
will be used in conjunction with a `predict' the future of a signal by
custom -designed SSL 4000E auto- monitoring its recent past. This is
mated console.
done 700,000 times per second and
The Editel mix room has been further enhances the dynamic range
designed by Vin Gizzi to match any capability. This circuitry combinamajor recording studio control tion additionally eliminates the need
room, the three basic specifications for costly anti -aliasing filters as used
being top acoustic performance, in PCM systems. Specifications are
technical capabilities, and working given as follows.
atmosphere.
All machines will be capable of committee member Roger Cameron
operation with or without SMPTE of Advision studios.
The booklet covers the history of
timecode and can be locked to
picture at all times. SSL's events and digital recording, a description of its
effects controllers will also be instal- workings, digital recorders, monitoring and mixing digital tapes and
led along with the console.
Editel, 222 East 44 Street, New editing them, an appraisal of digital
York, NY 10017. Phone (212) 867- standards, and a recommended
reading list. There is also a
4030.
comparison table of available equipment culled from manufacturers'
responses to a questionnaire.
APRS digital recording
The booklet is available free to
survey
APRS members, but will also be
The Association of Professional available generally for £3.
Recording Studios has published the APRS, 23 Chestnut Avenue, Chorfirst impartial study of digital leywood, Herb WD3 4HA.
recording techniques and available
equipment, the Association having Corrections
decided that a full-scale handbook, In the Tape Duplication product
along the lines of Sound Recording guide, August issue, there are two
Practice, would be impractical at the corrections to be made under the
present time due to rapid develop- entry for Recortec Inc. The address
ments in the field. Instead, this should read Recortec Inc, Mountain
review takes the form of a technical View, California 94043, USA.
booklet, edited by APRS committee Phone: (415) 962 -0220. Telex: 910member David A. Pickett, lecturer 379 -5022. Additionally the last
in recording techniques at the sentence should read 'Duplicating
University of Surrey. Other contribu- ratio 50 and 100:1; speedmaster
tors from the industry include fellow 375 in /s, slaveloader 188 or 94 in /s
24
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Electro -Voice has changed its
distribution in the UK and Ireland
and in future it will be handled by
Shuttlesound Ltd, 200 New Kings
Road, London SW6. Phone: 01 -736
0907. Shuttlesound will have
responsibility for all Electro -Voice
and EV -Tapco audio products in
these countries in addition to assumTwo -channel system utilising
ing existing guarantee obligations.
VCR storage medium; frequency
The UK agent for the Enertec
response 10 Hz to 20 kHz ±0.5 dB; range of tape machines is now Crow
dynamic range (unweighted, maxi- of Reading Ltd, PO Box 36,
mum RMS signal to noise floor,
Reading RG 2NB. Phone: 0734
input shorted, noise bandwidth 595025. Telex:
847056.
20 kHz) >110 dB; wow and flutter
<0.010% unweighted, <0.006 o
RMS; THD (1 kHz, V RMS input) People
Peter Thompson has been appointless than 0.03%; sampling rate
700 Kbits /s; error correction com- ed Field Sales Engineer covering
plete up to eight times per video Eastern England for Bourns Elecframe ir s) for a 1024 bit burst tronics Ltd.
error; precision-companded, linear - The National Council of Acoustipredictive delta modulation for A/D cal Consultant, Springfield, New
conversion; two columns of LED Jersey, USA has elected Douglas
metering (switchable between record Muster, a consulting engineer from
level, pre -emphasised), 60 dB range; Texas, as it's new President.
wide range signal -level meter,
Jon Raper and Rodney Wayman,
unweighted RMS, dBV reading, ex- employees of the now defunct
120 dB range; and loudness meter, Studio Equipment Services have set
120 dB range, matching Stevens up their service, sales and hire comcurves to within 2 dB); optional pany for professional audio equipmike preamp adding less than dB ment. They can be contacted at 34
to mike noise for all mike impedan- Danbury Street, London NI 8.111.
ces from 100 S2 to kS2, balanced Phone 01 -359 9342.
XLR in; headphone jack; balanced
Harrison Systems Inc have
line -in at 10 ká2, electronically appointed Ken Fay as a factory marbalanced line -out driving up to keting representative. He will be res+ 24 dBm into 600 S2 ; NTSC 750, ponsible for the administration of
V p -p, BNC connectors for video sales and support of all Harrison
in /out; audio in for editing, balanced products for broadcast, recording
10 ká2 impedance; audio out (also and live performance on the West
for editing), unbalanced, drives coast of the USA and Canada.
2 HI or greater; dimensions 19 x
5'/4 x 11'1 in (whd); weight 20 lb
Contracts
approx.
Scenic Sounds Equipment has just
(for 71/2 or 33/4 in /s master tapes).' completed the installation of a
It has also been brought to our customised 36 input /24 output
attention that there was an error in M2500 console for the new Molinaire
video complex. This is the first
Control Room Acoustics Part
published in July. The equation on M2500 post -production console to
page 107 second column should read feature the new stereo input module
and was installed in record time to
l0logl! _ -20 dB and not as meet Molinaire's tight schedule.
ITA have recently installed Otari
printed This was a printing error equipment in Windmill Lane Studios,
that crept through and Andy Dublin, an MTR90-II 24 -track and
Munro's original manuscript was in MTRIO 2- track; Music Factory,
fact correct.
Cardiff, MTR90 24 -track and
Finally, in the October issue Soundcraft 2400; Rediffusion
Intercoms and talkback product Music, six Otari 2- and 4 -track
guide, we gave the incorrect MTRIOs; Castle Sound Studios,
telephone number for Millbank East Lothian, an MTRIO 2 -track
Electronics, Uckfield, Sussex. It with 3/4 and 1 in headblocks to add
should read 0825 -4811. Apologies to their new MTR90 24- track.
for any inconvenience.
1

1

1

1

1

1

Free Ampex with Studer
For one year, from September 1,
1982, purchasers of Studer professional recorders in the United States
will receive a free reel of the
appropriate width of Ampex 456
Grand Master audio tape. In
addition, the machines will be aligned
for the Ampex product.

Steve Graham Audio name

change
With effect from 26th July, 1982,
Steve Graham Audio Ltd, 20 Victoria
Road, New Barnet, Hertfordshire
EN4 9PF, UK, changed its name and
will now be known as Connectronics

Ltd. All other
unchanged.

details remain

i

You may think that at

SPECIE ICA T ION

MODEL 300

MODEL 60

RMS (Min.) Continuous Power Output
per channel 20Hz to 20KHz
(both channels driven)
Power Output Mono

84 100W (THD002%)
44 150W (THD 0 05%)
2 54 200W (THD O t%)
84 300W (THD 0 1%)

84 200W (THD 0 02%)

Total Harmonic Distortion ITHDI:

0

05% Max

0

05% Mao

Intermodulation Distortion (IM).
250mW to rated power at 84
with any 2 mixed frequencies
between 10Hz and 30KHZ at
ratio
a 4

0

05% Max

0

05% Max

Frequency Response at Rated Power

+0

Signal to Noise Ratio

Greater than 97dB

Transient Response any square wave)

15ps rise fall time

Damping Factor

150 Min

44 300W (THD 0 05%)
2 54 350W (THD 0 1%)

less than a pound a watt, you
are in for a bargain.
The specifications are
impeccable, and every
feature on the Fostex Lab series
amplifiers, suggests that
they are built for professionals.
Like the accurately
stepped input attenuators and
LED display. Or the array of input
connectors for looping and linking, and the massive
torroidal and huge fins helping keep things cool.
Built around a sturdy
chassis, they are meant to
withstand normal handling.
However, and this is the only
catch, they do need proper protection if you intend to
throw them around.
84600W (THD01%)

1

-0 555

10Hz -50K Hz

08VRMS
10KQ

(for rated output)

Unconditionally stable With any type of load
including lull range electrostatic loudspeakers

67 Transistors
58 Diodes
IC

58 Diodes

Heat Sink Surface Area

3700cm.

6100cm°

Power Transformer VA

TOIrSA

Semiconductor Complement

1

Overload Protection

1

2

Loudspeaker

Protection.

75

1

with output current below 20 without limning with
2 54 or signer
Thermal sensing of inadequate ventilation

Relay circuit protects loudspeaker from low frequency
oscillations and D C onset voltages Frye second
turn or off delay eliminates on oft transients

100W

!

125Kg

165Kg

482x88.tin

tit

x

H

x

D

IC

3KVA

Power Consumption

1W

1

Low impedance electronic sensing Circuit limits

{i

After all,

a precision

instrument that's
priced as if it
fell off a lorry,

shouldn't need to.
For more

10

Transistors.

Shipping Weight
Dimensions

Bandive Ltd,

rise fall time

10K4

Stability

information, call
Chris Collings or Ivor Taylor
now on 441 1133.

sps

Mn
(84 20,12-20K Hz)

BVRMS
nor sated -iutpuq
U

Input Impedance

1

150

!84 20Hz- 20K1-41

Input Sensitivity

+0. -0 5dB 10HZ -50KHz

Greater than 95dB

Fostex

East Barnet Road, NEW BARNET, Herts. EN4 8RW. 01 -441 1133

800W

.

ITS

Expert's errors
Dear Sir, I refer to Don Davis' efforts to confuse
in his article Expert's Errors in the October 1982
edition of Studio Sound.
I'll start with his second example the Bel is a
relative logarithmic unit ofpower, ie it refers one
power level into a given load to another power
level into the same or another load.
Bel= log,,

Wa

Wb

This turns out to be an inconvenient formula in
practice as the Bel is too large a unit for convenience and also measuring power is not a common measurement. To resolve the first matter the
decibel
one tenth of a Bel came into common
use.

decibel= 10x log,,

-

Wa

Wb

Rather than measuring power it is far easier to
measure voltage across a load or current in the
load. Remembering that power in watts = voltage
squared or current squared multiplied by the load
the decibel may be defined as follows provided
that the load remains unchanged:
decibel= 10x log,,

(Val'
\Vb/

To ease calculation this

=

10x logo

(Ial'
\Ib/

formula is commonly

written as:

dB= 20xlog,o

Va

Vb

be constant and in such circumstances strictly
remain units of power.
Having got this off my chest I will return to Don
Davis' example No 1 which really inspired this
letter. He criticises an 'expert' who stated that
O VU= +4dBm and goes on to quote "Zero
volume units (ie OVU) is indicated when the
instrument is connected across a 6000 resistor in
which there is dissipated a power of 1 m W at 1 kHz
(ie 0 VU = OdBm)."
This is highly confusing as anyone who has tried
applying 0.7746V to a standard volume indicator
4 VU. It would seem
will find that it indicates
appropriate to clarify this confusion and part of
the secret lies in American Standard C16.5 -1954
Volume Measurements of Electrical Speech and
Program Waves which states in the last paragraph
"For example, the meter sensitivity might be such
that O VU on the meter scale corresponds to a
volume of +4 VU."
The original VU (correctly a Standard Volume
Indicator) was described in the Bell Systems
Technical Journal of January 1940. This
instrument was designed to indicate the volume of
speech or programme waves in terminated 6000
lines. Being an instrument with defined ballistics
and using a full wave rectifier both loading of the
lines and the introduction of harmonic distortion
due to the rectifier being placed across the line
were design criteria. The result was an instrument
with an impedance of 39000 when measured at
the 100 mark (0 VU) on the scale using a sinewave.
Intended for use with a 36000 series resistor the
impedance becomes 750052 which is the
recommended 12.5 x the line impedance.
Considering that a terminated 6000 line has an
impedance of 600/2 = 30052 the loading presented
by the meter affects level by less than 0.4dB. As
the scale of the instrument is cramped at low
indications the instrument was intended to be used
with an attenuator calibrated in VU with the
correct arrangement being shown in Fig I.
Nowadays VU meters in audio equipment are
commonly fed by a variable gain buffer amplifier
which eliminates both loading and distortion
problems, but unfortunately, many instruments
bearing the letters VU bear no relation to the
genuine ballistics and rectifier requirements.

Don Davis' statement "the actualfact is that a
two to one change in voltage is 6dB " is confusing.
The real fact is that the decibel is a power ratio and
a two to one change in power is 3 dB.
The dBm came about from the common use of
6000 lines, OdBm being defined as a power of
1 mW in a load of 6000 which happens to
correspond to 0.7746 V RMS.
Strictly the dBm should only be used with
reference to 6000 loads and it has been proposed
that dB.7V should be used to refer voltage to
0.7746 V across other loads or dBV to refer to 1 V
(with dBu sometimes being used, but I've never Yours faithfully, Hugh Ford, 24A Trinity Road,
seen this defined). These units require the load to Richmond TW9 2LD.

Fig

1

600R

600R LINE

141600R

3600R

Roosevelt tapes
Dear Sir, In the May Business column, Barry Fox
seems to have been caught up in the overly
dramatic promotion and hype American Heritage
magazine gave to its 'disclosure' of the 1940 FDR
White House recordings. The recordings were
not all that secret, and Robert Butow was not the
first person outside the Hyde Park FDR Library
staff to know of the existence of these recordings.
A full explanation and listing was published in
1973 in Volume V, Number 2/3 of the Association for Recorded Sound Collections Journal.
When the Watergate tapes were disclosed there
was public speculation about the recordings of
earlier presidents and I am so sure that I heard
news reports about the FDR recordings that I
never felt it necessary to be the one to make them
public. I, and other archivists of my acquaintance, all assumed the FDR recordings were
common knowledge. Butow himself admits that
the recordings were long available to any
researcher who had cared to listen to them.
There is one other problem with Barry Fox's
account. He states that the machine that was
originally used was an optical sound recorder
manufactured by RCA Photophone engineers in
Camden, New Jersey. This is not borne out by
the American Heritage article which never asserts
that the machine used the optical process nor was
made by the Photophone branch of RCA. All
they said was that it was a film recorder. That is
not synonymous with optical film. Illness
prevented me from fully researching this when 1
was recently in Washington, but from evidence
thus far available it appears that the machine
probably embossed a groove on a continuous
loop of film. This concept was first seen in 1934
in the Filmon developed in Japan by Shozo
Konishi, Koichi Tsubota and Ginjiro Sato, and
may have been similar to the Cellaphilm said to
have been used in California by Freeman Lang in
1935. By 1940 an American inventor, Jay C
Fonda, was developing a machine which was
actually produced in 1944. And while I was
visiting the National Archives in May I had a
chance to inspect a working model of a
continuous loop grooved film machine widely
used by the government and armed forces in
World War II. It is the Amertype Recordgraph
Corporation's ARC Commando Model A which
was featured on the cover of the October 1944
issue of Radio -Craft. The concept of a
continuous loop film with numerous parallel
embossed grooves fits all of the descriptions of
the quality of the FDR recordings, while an
optical system fits none.
Yours faithfully, Dr Michael Biel, Route 5 Box
174, Quail Hollow Road, Morehead, Kentucky
40351, USA.
Barry Fox comments: I am very grateful to Dr
Biel for his valuable comments, as will be any
reader with an interest in audio history. I would
only point out that I did not see the American
Heritage article until long after I had written my
piece, which was researched by telephoning
numerous people in the USA, including Robert
Butow and the FDR Library.

3900R
Zo=3900R

Expert's errors
Attenuator
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Rectifier Instrument

We have had a great deal of correspondence as
a result of Don Davis' Expert's errors and will
be publishing further comments in forthcoming
issues.

iZA
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462

RANGE OF MASTER TAPE RECORDERS
A range of tape recorders designed

for demanding users (typical wow and
flutter .03% CCIR at 15 i.p.s.), who can

upgrade their equipment as their needs
evolve through a wide range of accessories and options such as: remote control panel, varispeed unit with ± 13 semi -tone range, tape marker, scissors,
NAB hub adaptors, monitoring loud-

operation (mono / stereo / two- track,
with full or separate overlapping track
erasure), etc.
... And you can change your mind
later by upgrading your configuration
at your convenience for a minimum

speaker...

cost.

When ordering your recorder, you
may select: 2 of the 4 capstan speeds,
the tape deck height, your usual equalization standard (CCIR/NAB), the head
assembly corresponding toyour type of

F 462: an outstanding and flexible

range of master recorders.
Give us a call. We'll let you know how
and where you can try this product (Why not
in your own studio ?).

ENERTEC

Schlumberger
ENERTEC. DEPARTEMENT AUDIO -PROFESSIONNEL
1, RUE NIEUPORT,
78140 VELIZY- VILLACOUBLAY
TEL: (11 946 96 50. TELEX: 697430 ENERSON

662
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new products
music programme storage capacity front panel pots. XLR -type
of 23 minutes of 4- channel and connectors are used on ins and outs.
about 46 minutes of 2- channel. Full specifications are not yet
Access to required sections is almost available.
instantaneous and the floor- standing HH Electronics, Viking Way, Bar
editing console can achieve swift Hill, Cambridge CB3 8EL. UK.
editing with full compensation for Phone: 0954 81140.
reproduction levels and fade rates. USA: HH Electronic Inc, 2500 E
Denon close by saying that the Fender Avenue, Suite 1, Fullerton,
DN -036ED will soon make its California 92631. Phone: (714) 680
appearance in studios around the 4293.
world.
Nippon Columbia Co Ltd, No 14 -14
Orban 424A

and are simple to attach. The output
The new Orban gated compressor/ from the preamp mixes the two
limiter /de- esser, previewed at the contact mikes down to a single
Montreux AES in prototype form is unbalanced jack output.
now available for delivery. Two units C -Tape Developments Ltd, Transare available, the 422A (mono) and ducer Laboratories, 73 High Street,
the 424A (stereo). Described by Aldershot, Hampshire GUI] 1BY.
Orban as 'the studio Optimod', the Phone: 0252 319171.
units offer several unusual features USA: Griffith Jones & Associates,
which ensure unobtrusive operation 3074 Greenwood Trail SE, Maryetta,
even at very high compression ratios. Georgia 30067. Phone: (404) 953
Both linear and exponential release 0697.
slopes are available; a noise gate is USA: Hammond Industries Inc,
built in; and 'idling gain' adjustments 8000 Madison Pike, Madison,
ensure that the compression level is Alabama 35758.
maintained when there is no signal, or
when the unit is gated off, thus Denon digital editing
avoiding noise surges and other
Co Ltd, or Denon
unwanted effects. A dual- intensity Nippon Columbia
widely known,
more
are
they
as
de-essing circuit is also fitted.
entitled
newsletter
a
distribute
Orban Associates Inc, 645 Bryant
which details new
Street, San Francisco, California Denon News
products etc usually aimed at the
94107. Phone: (415) 957 -1067.
retailer. Issue No. 39 -July 82
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd, hi -fi
gives very brief details of a
however
97 -99 Dean Street, London W1V
digital editing system with the full
5RA. Phone: 01-734 2812/3/4/5.
title of Random Access PCM
Editing System Model DN- 036ED.
New Citec faders
been active
Citec is a new name in faders, but Denon have apparently
for the last
they may be better known under in PCM development
have opted for a disk
their previous title, Plessey Resistors. decade and
with the DN-036ED in
based
system
The company's new 100 SF series is
drives with a
the result of an 18 -month develop- the form of two disk
ment programme originally instiga- Citec faders
ted to produce custom fader units
for Neve Electronics. Particular
attention has been paid in the design
to consistent operating force, and in
addition, the wiper is claimed to
provide superior mechanical and
electrical performance.
The new faders will be widely
available from early 1983, simples
being available at present for evaluation. The range is to be expanded in
the coming year.
Citec Ltd, Cheney Manor, Swindon,
Wiltshire, UK. Phone: 0793 487301.
Telex: 897971 CITEC.

Orban 424A available

C -Tape LP2
C -Tape Developments have produced
a version of their C -Ducer contact

microphone system specially tailored
for use with Latin American drums,
e.g. congas, bongos, timbales etc.
The LP2 comprises two tape contact
microphones and a small preamplifier unit with a balance control to
adjust the level between the two
mikes. The tapes follow the standard
C -Ducer system and fix to the drums
with the use of double -sided tape
28
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Akasaka 4 Chome, Minatoku,
Tokyo 107, Japan.

New HH amp

JBL 4401 compact monitor

JBL have introduced a compact
studio monitor to their Professional
Series to be known as the Model

HH Electronic has announced the 4401. It is a 2 -way system with a
availability of a new amp in its range newly developed 6 % in LF driver
of MOSFET power amplifiers. The which has been designed for optimum
M-900 features 400 W RMS per small enclosure performance using
channel (800 W in bridged mode), JBL's Symmetrical Field Geometry
and has a very high capacity power magnetic design giving reduced
supply unit. The amp is 19 in rack second harmonic distortion. It also
mounting and optional balanced features a rigid lightweight laminainput transformers are available. ted cone with a coating to give
Locks are fitted to the gain setting proper damping characteristics, in
JBL monitor

addition to an unusually long voice
coil to improve excursion linearity.
The HF is handled by a JBL oneinch hard dome radiator which
maintains a linear response over its
operating range.
Intended applications for the 4401
include main monitors where space
is restricted or as a secondary console
mounting system. It may be ordered
with optional steel cradle mounts to
simplify wall or console mounting.
Finish is American black walnut
veneer with dark blue grille.
Specification. Frequency response:
70 Hz to 18 kHz ±3 dB; power
handling: 60 W continuous programme; sensitivity: 88 dB SPL, for
m; nominal impedance:
I W at
852; crossover frequency: 2.5 kHz.
Dimensions: 143/4 in x 9 é in x
7 ¡ in with a weight of 35 lb.
James B. Lansing Sound Inc, 8500
1

Balboa Blvd, Northridge, California
91329, USA. Phone: (213) 893 -8411.
Telex: 674993.
UK: Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill
Street, Slough SL2 5DD. Phone:
0753 76911. Telex: 849069.

Sub -Miniature Precision Pressure Microphones
125 dB dynamic range
± 1.5 db, 20Hz -15KHz
1

cm square package

Accepts 150 dB SPL without distortion
Omni and Directional
versions available

Uti COUNTRYMAN ASSOCIATES INC.

Scenic Sounds Equipment Limited
97 -99 Dean Street, London W
Telephone: 01 -734 2812/3/4/5

1

V 5RA

Telex: 27 939 SCENIC G

Looking for a Distortion
Measurement System?
The Amber model 3501 is quite simply the highest performance, most featured,
yet lowest cost audio distortion and noise measurement system available.
It offers state -of- the -art performance with THD
measurements to below 0.0008% ( - 102dB),
maximum output level to + 30dBm and noise
measurements to below - 120dBm.

µJPGT

0/1/11111111,ua+^^'

-

r'°

It has features like automatic operation, optional
balanced input /output and powerful IMD
measurement capability. It includes comprehensive
noise weighting with four user changeable filters.
Unique features like manual spectrum analysis and
selectable bandwidth signal -to -noise measurements.

LEPEIti
i

¡--.,0

.Ia
MsK

On-

MAX

The 3501 is fast, easy to use and its light weight
and small size make it very portable. It can even be
battery powered.

amber

amber Electro Design Inc. 4810 Jean Talon West. Montreal. Canada H4P 2N5. Telephone (514) 735 4105
Ring to -day for a demonstration

Scenic Sounds Equipment Limited

97 -99 Dean Street, London W1 V 5RA Telephone: 01 -734 2812/3/4/5 Telex: 27 939 SCENIC G
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Digital recording
the 3M system
Clark Duffey (3M)

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency response
Signai to noise
Harmonic distortion

Intermodulation distortion
Erasure
Print through
Input

Output
Wow and flutter
Timing accuracy
Tape speed
Play time

Rewind /fast forward time

Dimensions
Number of channels
Recommended tape

30
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+ 0.5, -3.0 dB
20 Hz to 18 kHz
+0.3 dB; 10 Hz to 20 kHz
> 90 dB
< 0.03% 100 Hz to 20 kHz at maximum input /output level ( + 28 dBm)
< 0.03% 20 Hz to 20 kHz with input/output level of + 15dBm
< 0.03% for any two frequencies 100 Hz to 20 kHz at maximum input/
output level ( + 28 dBm)

No measurable residual signal

Not measurable
Maximum +28dBm
to + 15 dBm adjustable 20 kit
Normal (12 dB headroom) range
impedance for balanced or unbalanced line input
to + 16 dBm for normal (12 dB headroom) output
May be prewired for
with 6000 load. Floating transformer output
Not measurable
Controlled by crystal oscillator
45 in /s with +10% vernier
> 30 min with 121/2 in reels wound with 7,200 ft of recommended tape (45
min with 14 in max reel size)
< 21/2 min with 121/2 in reels
371/2 x 221/2 x 45 in
32 on in tape; 16 on in tape; 4 on 1/2 in tape
Scotch Brand 265 Digital Audio Mastering Tape

-6

-6

1

1

not experience the degradation
inherent in analogue copying.
Because crossfade capability
guarantees smooth transitions for
inaudible splices, there is no need to
try to match an aesthetically acceptable splicing point with a technically
acceptable location as was necessary
in effect, `direct-to- digital' -com- prior to cross -fade. The flexibility
plete performances with no editing added by this capability therefore
-although in some cases, they were translates to a better and faster
transferred to analogue for editing. editing session.
However, 3M engineers In mid Typical of the reactions to cross 1979 made available a working fade was that of Andrew Kasdin
prototype of an electronic editor who used 3M's equipment in the
that was put to use immediately. It production of several classical CBS
was the forerunner of the present Masterworks digital albums:
simplified but sophisticated electronic
"I have made daring splices
editing system, which allows preciswhere I would have been prepared
ion and creativity beyond that
for failure in analogue, and not
achievable with the traditional cut one of them gave any problem at
and- splice editing. Electronic editing
all. Once I became familiar with
also provides these benefits without
this total editing capability, I was
risk to the integrity of the initial
making splices at least as fast as
recording or the new master.
with analogue. Crossfade overPhysical handling and splicing
comes all my earlier reservations
which could destroy the extremely
about editing multitrack digital
high density information (over
tapes."
890,000 bits /in' or approximately
138,000 bits /cm') directly or create
debris that could later interfere with
3M basic technology
signal -is eliminated.
Editing capability expands the use While other digital recording systems
of digital recording equipment in have been or are being developed
both classical and popular record- resulting in and from the growing
ings. With the 3M digital editor, the interest in distortion -free, noiseless,
equipment operator can audition high- dynamic -range recording, 3M's
and preview a potential edit then system was the first commercially
refine it by as little as a millisecond. available system to achieve 30
The complete edit can also be audi- channels of audio with a one tioned and further refined prior to channel- per -track configuration.
committing to the edit. Musical The recorders were designed to be
timing between two takes is typically readily accepted by recording audio
accurate to one millisecond as well. personnel, because they looked like
Because editing is achieved within and were operated in a similar
the digital domain, the signal does manner to the analogue systems
MULTITRACK digital mastering was first achieved in late
1978 and the first 3M 32 -track and 4track recorders were installed in the
US studios in February 1979. Editing other than by physically cutting
the tape, however, was not available
and the first recordings made were,

-

which had been in use for many
years. Essentially, recordists were
not required to learn new procedures;
the 3M digital recorders could be
dropped into an otherwise analogue
system. The digital masters thus
produced have been used to create
higher quality hybrid analogue disc
recordings and it is likely that some
masters will be used again in the
future to produce digital discs or
tapes for public consumption.
Typical systems comprise one or
more 30- channel recorders, a 4channel mixdown recorder and an
editing system. More than 60 recorders and 15 editing systems are
currently in use by American, British,

German,

French, Swedish and
Japanese recording studios.
The one -track -per-channel design
is the result of intensive research and
development over the years, by 3M
and the BBC. Working together,
they were ultimately able to design
an error correction scheme even
more effective than an earlier fourtracks -per- channel format, combining high -quality, relatively blemish free recording tape (also from 3M)
and an error- detection -and -correction scheme that ultimately required
only 50% additional recording
redundancy on the same track. It is
also more cost -efficient as expenditure on recording heads and electronics is reduced.
Versatile recorder controls permit
conventional studio techniques, such
as punch -ins, overdubbing and ping ponging. Each track may be controlled separately to achieve the record ist's final product. Because virtually
no signal degradation occurs with
digital dubbing, each copy is like a
new, full -fidelity original so that,

theoretically, the 20th -generation
dub sounds like the original input. A
digital preview unit is also available
to optimise pitch -control for disc cutting.

Error -correction scheme
Digital recording uses technologies
and procedures much more akin to
instrumentation and data -processing
than to the traditional analogue
technologies heretofore' used in
audio and video recording. All that
is recorded is a series of binary
numbers (composed of groups of 0's
and l's). Since binary numbers take
more space than the equivalent
analogue signal, it is necessary to
pack data densely on digital recording tape so every square inch (6.5

cm') of digital recording tape
contains approximately 890,000
separate magnetic bits of information. At a speed of 45 in /s (50 kHz
sampling frequency), the number of
separate magnetic write -ins and
read -outs per second could be as
high as 40 million. Even though the
tape used in digital recording has a
high degree of quality, it can never
be completely blemish -free. Further,
airborne specks of dust or other
contaminants can interfere with
magnetic reading and writing so at
such densities it is obvious that a
very small interfering object would
cause a drop -out of vital data. Thus,

an error -correcting scheme is
necessary.
In ordinary analogue recording,
the density is orders of magnitude
different. At the extreme of the
audio range -20 kHz -the number
of magnetic excursions necessary per
inch would be only in the order of
40,000 per second spread out over
the 15 in or 30 in of tape typically
used per second. Even if an
occasional drop -out occurs in
analogue recording, it is hardly
noticeable because the drop and
recovery in amplitude is smooth and
tends to mask the event. In digital
recording, on the other hand, a
drop -out does not cause an omission;
instead it causes a wrong number to
be generated which can create
momentary undesirable noise or
distortion. Any noise is much more
obvious because of the lack of the
other noises in digital tapes. Thus,
the error -correcting scheme becomes
vital.
Having the benefit of years of
experience in manufacturing tape
for audio /video, instrumentation
and data -processing applications,
3M development experts determined
the statistical probability of error causing drop -outs per unit of tape
length. Armed with that knowledge
and using a computer -like memory
to store (momentarily) the musical
`data' read from tape, they were able
to devise an error -correcting scheme
that allows one audio channel per
32 Po
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3M system
track as contrasted to other systems
which must use two or more tape
tracks per channel.
In the very rare instances where an
error is so great that complete
reconstruction is not possible, the
system will (by virtue of the data

word /parity /frame interrelationships) still be able to reconstruct
every other data word or sample.
During this period, the good word is
repeated for the missing word. This
form of reconstruction is not audible
through short periods of time.
The recording system basically
works by sampling the analogue
waveform produced by the microphone /preamplifier system 50,000
times per second. Each 1/50,000 s
point in the waveform is then
assigned a numeric amplitude value
using a 16 -bit binary word. (A 'data

processing -to- digital recording
concept conversion kit' accompanies
this article for the benefit of those
not familiar with data processing, or
who may need some memory -

refreshing.)
During recording, two such binary
words, each representing one sample
of the analogue musical waveform,
are moved into an electronic memory
and figuratively laid side by side for

To, T,, 12, T3

comparison. The words compared
are from adjacent input samples but
are spatially separated on tape.
Corresponding bits of the two words
are compared, and from those
comparisons a parity word is generated and recorded at still another
location on the tape deck.
This separation of positions on
tape is essential to error correction; a
blemish or dust particle may interfere
with more than one of the associated
frames which allows complete
reconstruction of the interrupted
data. If there is an indication of
error, reconstruction circuitry cornpares the corresponding error -free
words of the two 'good' frames,
determines what the correct words
should be, and then inserts them in
the 'bad' frame. When that has been
accomplished, the data words are
routed in correct order to the D/A
converter which recreates the
analogue waveform.
Temporary electronic storage is
also the key to absence of wow and
flutter. A time -base corrector with
crystal -controlled clock gates the
digital words out of a playback
electronic memory providing precise,
even timing. Any wow or flutter that
might exist in playback is eliminated
because the tape speed has no bearing on the speed at which the time base corrector clock gates the digital

Digital audio standards
a lot of talk about
digital audio standards. In fact,
discussions for an AES standard
began as early as December 1977
after 3M and Soundstream showed
their digital audio recorders at the
New York AES. Today there are
more than half a dozen technical and
user organisations tackling this
complex subject including AES,
APRS, EBU (European Broadcast
Union), IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission), SMPTE and
SPARS. These organisations are
discovering what other standards
committees have learned: standards
are not easily set -and for good
reasons. And, standards always
involve compromises or trade -offs.
From the manufacturers' standpoint, the equipment finally
marketed reflects considerable
research into the optimum design to

There has been

meet the prospective customer's
expressed needs. Often extensive
field evaluation precedes freezing a

final design.

Design

Successive Input Digital Samples

r--

\

words out to the loudspeaker. Minor
variations in tape speed are servo controlled by the electronics of the
read -out circuitry so there are
neither significant lags of data input
or data pile -ups caused by tape speed
variations.

D

o

compatibility. Even achievement of
signal interface compatibility would
be far from automatic, but perhaps

'/2

Y:

Po

Po

frame

frame

n

n + 15

Data processing-to-digital recording
concept conversion kit

this is a realistic step towards
standards.
In Europe an interim answer to
the standards problem has been
found. Now that 48 kHz has been
accepted in the UK, Europe and the
USA, all future 3M machines will be
fitted with a switchable bit sampling
frequency facility as standard. This
will also include bit sampling at
44.1 kHz which is being used for
audio disc masters.

Decimal
o

Binary
0

1

Digital technology, including error correction, is
the backbone of the data -processing industry. To
readers with a digital background, 'parity',
'cyclic redundancy check' and some other
concepts may be no problem. But to help those
without such a background, this obviously oversimplified 'kit' is offered.
Binary Numbers: A binary number system uses
the lowest range of numbers: two. Only 0 and 1
are used to make up the numbers in even the
most complex digital system. This is because
the numbers are easily represented by the binary
state of electronic circuits -on or off, positive or
negative, magnetically 'north' or 'south', etc.
Larger numbers are simply made up (as are our
'normal' decimal numbers) by putting the binary
digits ('bits') in orders of magnitude after all
possibilities in one order have been used, for

instance:
32
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differences

obviously occur because manufacturers have different experiences,
may receive different input from the
industry and discover methods of
achieving the same result.
User reactions to any new technology generally range from feelings
that it falls short of perfection to
believing that it represents overkill.
As this relates to digital audio, there
are those who would like to see the
sampling frequency extended to
100 kHz. Others feel that 32 kHz or
44.1 kHz is sufficient. The higher
extreme is prohibited today by
technology and practical cost
considerations, while the lowest
sampling frequencies tend to
preclude offering top quality sound
during variable speed operation.
3M, Soundstream and others
chose 50 kHz early because it
appeared to provide full sound
resolution and the best overall
compromise to achieve compatibility
of digital audio with established TV,
film and other digital audio transmission systems. Some manufacturers preferred other frequencies
for various reasons, and there are
many lesser important but necessary
parameters to be chosen if complete
interchangeability is to be achieved.
What may be most needed is a
single interface so that one brand of
recorder can 'talk to' a competitive
brand. This will prove increasingly
important as more equipment
emerges from the initial design
phase. On this belief, in August 1980
3M made available formerly proprietary information to potential manufacturers of digital audio equipment.
This included the technical interfacing necessary so that these manufacturers, while still finalising their
equipment, could provide signal

2
3

10

4
5

100

11

101

A value of any size can be represented by
binary digits, if enough are put into place. Each
successive bit has a magnitude twice that of the
previous one (in decimal notation, each order of
magnitude is 10 times the adjacent one). Thus, a
16 -bit binary word as used in the 3M digital audio
mastering system can hold any value up to
65536.

Parity: This is a technique to ensure correct
storage or transmission of bits in electronic
systems. It is something like the old game of
'odd man out'. The corresponding bits in a pair of
binary words are compared, and a third -parity
-word is created electronically. Its correspond-

ing bit is determined by the bits in the corresponding positions of the two original words. In
the 3M system, if both 'data' bits are the same,
the parity bit as generated is a '0'; if they are
dissimilar, the panty bit generated is a'1'. Then,
later on -at playback or at the other end of a
transmission -the corresponding bits are
compared. Following the ground rules by which
they were originally compared and with the
parity bit as generated, it is possible to re- create
and replace a bit missing from a 'damaged' word.
Data placement on tape: Since digital notations
are simply groupings of numbers (and not actual
musical waveforms) related ones can be on nonadjacent locations on a tape. As long as any

digital 'word' -a specifically defined digital
grouping -can be labelled in some manner, it
can (within limits) be at any place on a tape and
yet routed to the proper electronic 'stall' for
parity comparison or other treatment.
Conversely, words can be routed from temporary
storage circuitry to specified positions on tape.
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Audio production for EPCOT
Bob Anthony

able. There were only five in the
Circle- Vision 360 test setup, four
short of the required nine. Video
multitrack audio recorders available projection was considered to supply
to the studio were manufactured by the additional four rear screens, but
3M, offering four and 32 -track at that point, the answer became
capability. Almost all of the work is obvious -make the entire system
done on three 32 -track machines video projection. "We had already
using 1 in tape, and a 4 -track that been doing research here at WED on
needs % in tape. The company also synchronising video tape machines
owns a Sony PCM 1600 digital to a timecode source, and we felt
processor, which principally holds rather confident that we could do
the sound effects library. The Sony that," says Dave Spencer, supervisor
utilises a 3/4 in U-matic cassette for of audio /video technical services at
storage and affords two recording WED. "And of course, video projecchannels. This machine is usually tion is significantly less expensive
circulated around the lot for various than film for this type of work,
when you consider the price of film
recording tasks.
and interlock systems today."
The primary disadvantage is that
Preparation
During the study phase, the company the pictures are a smaller scale.
was debating whether or not to dub According to Spender, the Stage 2
to film. Studio personnel had two screen formats are about 80% of the
alternatives open to them in terms of full size, whereas the video screens
methods for dubbing multiple panel on Stage 1 measure 12 ft. According
shows. One course of action was to to the audio engineers on the
convert Stage Two, a normal sound dubbing stage, the video dupes are
stage at the studio, into a dubbing not the greatest, but certainly
stage. This, in itself, meant solving adequate for this application.
two problems. The film projectors, However, if any cues are needed on
many of which were 70 mm, would the pictures, they have to be added
have to be quietened down in some before the tape goes to video dupeway, probably by building separate ing. Any attempt to add cues on the
isolation booths for the cameras. sound stage would entail the use of a
The planners decided that to make fairly complicated, and expensive,
the stage sufficiently soundproof for character generator.
The rest of the video system is
dubbing would be time and cost
comprised of nine Sony cinemascope
prohibitive.
The second problem stemmed video projectors (model FPH-670W)
from the number of screens avail- arranged in a circular array, yielding

WHEN Walt Disney first con-

a process called Circle- Vision 360.

ceived Walt Disney World
near Orlando, Florida, in the United
States, he originally purchased
approximately 27,000 acres of land,
of which only a few thousand have
thus far been developed. But
scheduled to open soon is an $800
million addition to the 'entertainment world' called the EPCOT
Center, an acronym for the Experi-

Because the project was started
some time ago, the only digital

mental Prototype Community of
Tomorrow. In an effort to fulfil the
commitment that this name implies,
Walt Disney Studios in Burbank,
California, is planning for the future
with state -of- the -art production
techniques today.
While building Disneyland, Walt
Disney formed WED (derived from
the founder's name) Enterprises, a
diversified group of designers,
engineers, craftsmen and mechanics
responsible for conceiving and
constructing the outdoor recreation
parks. Their major projects to date
include not only Disneyland, but
Walt Disney World, EPCOT Center
and a Tokyo Disneyland, which will
be ready to welcome the public
during the first quarter of 1983. The
studio supports many of these
projects by providing the skills,
equipment and facilities necessary to
complete any film production
required by the parks.
"When the EPCOT Center project
was committed, one of the goals was
to achieve the very best sound
quality possible for a theme park,"
remembers Nelson Meacham, assistant to the studio sound director.
"That meant doing the film tracks
digitally wherever it was feasible.
Two of WED's engineers, Dave
Spencer and Steve Boze, designed all
of the necessary interfacing equipment to allow us to do film sound in
sync with digital. We can shuttle the
video and audio tapes at least as
fast, if not faster, than we can
shuttle our film dummies."
The process has since matured to
the point where the studio is doing
9- panel, 360° shows, which entail as
many as four digital tape recorders
and nine video tape machines
running in sync in the dubbing
theatre. The 9- camera show currently
in production is intended for viewing in the China pavilion, and is
appropriately entitled The Wonders
of China. The footage was all shot
on location in that Asian country by
34
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Current equipment
1
1
1

11

7
4
1

2
3
2

Eventide H949 Harmonizer
Sound Effects highpass, lowpass filter
Aphex Aural Exciter
Aphex EQ F -2 equalisers
CX -1 compressor/expanders
UREI LA -4
Marshall 5402 Time Modulator
Twin Lexicon 224X digital reverb

Nagras

UREI 539

1/3-

octave graphic EQ

Dolby Cat 43 noise reduction units
2 UREI 565T notch filter sets
4 dbx De-essers
4
dbx Overeasy compressors
1
Publison DA- 108962
1
Stereo delay line
1
Lexicon Super Prime Time
2 UREI 1178 graphic EQ
5 Yamaha P -2200 monitor amps
10 Monitors -new JBL Bi- radial Horns (2-way system)
(Monitors are behind the screen up on racks)
White passive 1/3- octave graphics on all the monitors
4

3
1
1

model M81 digital recorders (32 tracks)
model M81 digital recorder (4 tracks)
Harrison model TV -3 mixing console
3M
3M

a 360° field of view. Front projection
is employed, which required a

unique support ring that the studio
machine shop built to specifications.
The projectors are arranged round
the top of, and supported by, the
ring, which is suspended above the
mixing consoles. Feeding them are
nine VTRs all of which are synchronised to a master timecode source.
Thirteen standard BTX Shadow
units were used as synchronisers, but
they demanded a custom interface to
marry the Shadows, the nine video
tape recorders and the four digital
audio recorders. All the pieces are
controlled via a Hewlett Packard
9826 computer with a 16 -bit
processor. Lem Davis of the studio's
scientific systems department wrote
the software for the system in BASIC,
and worked out all of the protocol.
Fortunately, in a distributed system
like this, the computer doesn't have
to do any real -time manipulating.
The HP -9826 simply controls the
BTX machines, which in turn have
to carry out the commands in real
time.
"We had already done it here on a
smaller scale with an HP -85, using
the RS -232 port to the Shadows. On
the full system, we basically run two
RS -232 feeds out of the Hewlett
Packard, and multiplex them to the
13 Shadows. The computer has the
ability to talk to any combination of
machines at any one time. Theoretically, the system is limitless in terms
of combinations that can be
accessed."
However, Spencer has found that
. . because we're running RS -232
multiplexer out, the rate of 1200
baud is the limiting factor. We're
currently looking at converting the
system so we can talk HP-1B
(abbreviation for Hewlett Packard's
implementation of IEEE standard
488 -1975 for digital interfacing of
programmable instrumentation) out
of the Hewlett Packard, and do a
conversion to RS -232 at the
Shadows."
All the equipment chases a
SMPTE timecode, which can be
derived from a timecode generator,
another digital machine, or a 35 mm
mag running in a theatre a couple of
blocks away. For this project, the
timecode is the only signal stored on
the video tape's audio tracks. In
addition, one track of every digital
36

New realms of expression

from MXR.

The Pitch Transposer is MXR's newest addition to our
professional line. It is one of our most innovative
products, and possibly the most revolutionary signal
processor in the music industry today. It is a unique.
high -quality unit which provides a cost effective and
flexible package for today's creative artists.
The Pitch Transposer extends your musical boundaries
by creating live instrumental and vocal harmonies. It
has 4 presets which allow the artist to predetermine the
intervals to be processed. Transposed intervals can be
preset anywhere from an octave below to an octave
above the original pitch. The chosen interval is
activated by means of touch controls or a rugged
footswitch. LED indicators display which of the four
presets has been selected.
A mix control is provided, enabling the unit to be used
in one input of a mixing console, or with musical
instrument amplifiers. A regeneration control provides
for the recirculation of processed signals, creating more
and more notes, depending upon the selected interval.
This results in multitudes of voices or instrumental
chords. An entire new range of sound effects and
musical textures, unattainable with any other type of
signal processor, is suddenly at your fingertips.
With many other pitch transposition devices a splicing
noise, or glitch, is present. The MXR Pitch Transposer

uobe

,__BYPASS

PDWER

renders these often offensive noises into a subtle
vibrato which blends with the music, and is, in some
cases, virtually inaudible. The result is a processed
signal which is musical and usable.
We have been able to maintain a high level of sonic
integrity in this most versatile signal processor. The
frequency response of the processed signal is beyond
10 kHz, with a dynamic range exceeding 80 dB.
A micro computer based display option allows the user
to read the created harmonic interval in terms of a pitch
ratio, or as a musical interval (in half steps). This
unique feature allows the pitch to be expressed in a
language meaningful to both musicians and engineers.
We designed our Pitch Transposer as a practical
musical tool for those actively involved in creative
audio. It reflects our commitment to provide the highest
quality signal processors with the features and
performance that will satisfy the creative demands of
today's musical artist. See your MXR dealer.
Atlantex Music, Ltd., 34 Bancroft Hitchin, Herts.
SG51LA, Eng., Phone 0462 31513, Tlx 826967

Professional
Products Group
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EPCOT
12

audio machine is dedicated to

f

VIDEO
SCREENS

SMPTE. That gives the engineers
over 90 digital audio tracks on -line
and in-sync at all times.
"The people who have been
working on Stage 1, have made
improvements and streamlined the
system as the project has progressed,"
Spencer points out, "but I think the
important point to consider is that
the design time on this entire system
was about a month, and fabrication
was about a month and a half.

OUTBOARD RACES

+

BASS

3M
MIXING
PLATFORM
21/21t HIGH

-+

On the dubbing stage, production
engineers Andy Bass and Richard
Portman are mixing down to ten
discrete tracks -one for each of nine
screens and one overhead. A typical
20 min show requires two reels of
200 or so tracks -the exact number
per channel contingent upon how
many sounds are required per panel.
"We assign the sounds by the
picture," says Andy Bass. "If we
have horses galloping around in
opposing 360° circles, we may have
50 tracks for that 15 or 20 seconds.
A picture with just crickets in the
background would mean one track
spread across all the panels.
"Every sound has a track," adds
Richard Portman. "If there are eight
sounds per panel, that's eight times
nine panels which means 72 tracks
that need to be cut. Those, of
course, would be reduced down to
nine separate tracks, each one
containing the submixes that make
up the composite track for a given
panel. We generally break the
sounds up into backgrounds and
foregrounds, and then mix it down."
On this particular show, The
Wonders of China, there are two
tracks of dialogue that need to be
turned into IO tracks of dialogue.
Although the off -screen narrator is
run through the overhead monitor,
the on-screen narrator tends to walk
around the theatre. Because the
production crew was supplied with
only one track of him, that one track
has to be expanded to nine tracks, or
one for each screen.
Portman has four stereo panpots
that sweep through the entire 360 °,
and explains the situation this way:
"Quite often, the editor on this show
was not able to record a continuous
track. Instead of someone walking
through all the panels on one track,
the Foley engineer cut one track per
panel. We have to dub one panel at a
time, which is quite arduous. We're
experiencing difficulties in joining
between panels when it's continuous
motion. It's like doing nine movies
at once. Then there's also the
problem that some of the tracks are
analogue and some are digital; some
are library effects and some are new
effects. In addition to just matching
levels, we have to do a lot of EQ -ing
and signal processing to keep everything clean and try to make it match.
The original elements are all Dolby36
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panning several elements in either
direction at different speeds. But the
pots are not as quiet as the total
system; they're putting noise in
against our floor."
"The biggest concern is that
everything is so quiet," adds Bass.
"Equipment and elements that
would normally be acceptable,
aren't any more. I think the overall
S/N is about 80 or 90 dB."
In addition to a master mix, the
engineers record separate music,
effects and narration tracks just in
case the director should want to do a
foreign language mix, or make some
changes in ratio based on how the
tracks play in a particular theatre.
The inner elements can be independently called up to be replaced or
rebalanced, as opposed to going all
the way back to the original elements
and starting the mix from scratch.
Andy Bass considers this particular
show to be a lot like travelogue, and
.
. doesn't really require many
special effects. But we'll use the
pitch- changer for Doppler effect.
On one occasion, a sound effect
clashed with the pitch of the music,
so we changed the pitch of the
effect. We also do quite a bit of
flanging and double and triple tracking. But what we use most of
all is the Marshall Time Modulator
to give sounds depth."

Presentation
TOP VIEW OF

METAL RING SUSPENDED
IN CENTRE ABOVE
THE AUDIO CONSOLES
AND SUPPORTING NINE
VIDEO PROJECTORS ANGLED
DOWN TOWARDS THE NINE SCREENS,
ALSO ARRANGED IN A CIRCLE AROUND THE DUBBING STAGE.

ed, but once we get to digital, there's
no more concern about noise

reduction."
The sound effects were recorded
at Goldwyn studios, because the
Disney Foley stage was being rebuilt
at the time. The tracks were cut on
analogue with Dolby and then transferred to a 3M 32 -track digital
recorder. All the music, with the
exception of the authentic Chinese
instruments recorded on analogue
tape in Asia, was mastered directly
to digital by Shaun Murphy, the
EPCOT supervising mixer on the

lot. Murphy also handled the
dialogue recording at Goldwyn using
the 3M 4 -track digital machine. The
digital machines were even shipped
as far away as London for specific
music requirements.
The three 32-tracks are used all
the time on the dubbing stage -two
for playback and one for recording.
The fourth machine, a 4- track, is the
`bail -out' machine used to slide
sync, or move one track independently of the others on a given
machine. The track is moved to the
4- track, where its sync is readdresssed, and then transferred
back to the 32 -track machine in its
new position. There's no generation
loss, because both machines are
digital.
"The piece we're working on now
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has 36 tracks of Foley," says Andy
Bass. "Because we have only 28
tracks on a reel, we have to split the
tracks up between two reels. And
with four multitrack machines, we
just can't get it all into one board."
Disney Studios owns a new
Harrison model TV-3 console with
32 channels, and rents a second, a
five -year -old Harrison console that
provides another 40 inputs. "There's
32 faders in the TV -3 but actually 64
inputs," mentions Bass. "We use
the side that's not going into the
fader to drive the monitors. We

bring the 'record' machine back into
the multitrack return side of the
board without running it through
the faders, and hard -assign outputs
of the recorders to the monitors.
That way we're always listening
through our master machine."
The board is assigned from left to
right, from panel one to panel nine.
"In this case there seem to be about
four tracks per panel," says Portman.
"As we go around from screen to
screen, we just slide down the board.
Generally, Andy does most of the
mechanical mixing. I do the panning
and any mixing for the rear panels
by leaning over the meter side of the
console and mixing upside -down. I
have four stereo panpots- basically
eight in and nine out -that gives us
the versatility of simultaneously

The China pavilion at the EPCOT
Center in Florida will show this
production on nine custom -built
35 mm projectors that are interlocked to SMPTE timecode. In the
past, WED used a modified IRIG
timecode (a dual amplitude code
similar to the codes used in data
instrumentation in the '60s) to
synchronise an entire Disney theme
show, such as the Audio -Animatronic
(3- dimensional, animated) figures,
curtain controls, lighting controls,
audio tape machines, etc, to the
projectors. Unfortunately, the code
was difficult to restore. For the new
project, they wanted to convert to a
standard type of timecode. SMPTE
is a bi -phase code that's easy to
restore, and will be located on a 24track, 2 in, analogue master audio
tape, which WED figures should
provide good fidelity for at least
5,000 passes.
According to Dave Spencer: "The
decision to use analogue as a theatre
playback sound source was based
upon the fact that at the present
time, there's no feasible or cost
effective way to play back 24 tracks
of digital audio for 20 hours a day,
365 days a year. It is possible, but it
would not be cost effective for us.
However, we did want printing
masters that were digitally recorded
so that when either memory density,
or maybe a new medium, was
developed where we could play back
digitally, we would already have the
necessary quality to do a direct
digital dub to the new format. We
feel the secret of success is always
planning for the future." It looks
like they're off to a good start.

Howl o get
the most mi e out of
our three year
anty.
Rest assured. If anything goes
wrong with your Amcron power amplifier within three years of purchase,
we'll fix it or replace it. But the odds are
it'll continue to function sweetly and
smoothly into the twenty-first century
without so much as a hitch or a hiccup.
And our warranty will be ancient history.
For, over the years, Amcron has
earned a reputation for peerless engineering. Each of a range of professional
power amplifiers represents a near perfect synthesis of reliability and sonic
precision, whether it was conceived
for use in sound reinforcement, the
studio, the theatre, in broadcast, or any
of a host of industrial applications.
The D75, for instance, sets an impeccable standard at the lower output
end of the range, with its 50 watts per
channel into eight ohms, balanced and
unbalanced inputs, front panel controls
and patent Amcron IOC indicators.
The high -powered PSA2 is the
acknowledged first choice for critical
applications in studio monitoring
and sound reinforcement, with its high-

power output, fa
slewing rate and
sophisticated design.
Together, the Series I
D150A and DC300A
represent the standard agains
which all general -purpose powef\
amplifiers must be measured in
terms of sound quality, versatility and ``
sheer cost -effectiveness.
And new developments like the
PS200 and PS400 with their Multi -Mode
Circuitry's are dramatic testimony to
Amcron's continuing ability to turn
radical new technology into rugged and
practical hardware.
For further information on the worldrenowned range of Amcron power
amplifiers, just give Ian Jones a call on

'

01- 9613295.

Amcron

r-

P,,

HHB Hire

1I1Ib

and Sales, Unit F New Crescent Works, Nicoll Road,

London NW10 9AX. Tel:

01- 9613295.

Telex: 923393.

AUSTRIA: HI-FI STEREO CENTER KAIN SALZBURG 37701. BELGIUM/FRANCE: GENERAL TRADING LUXEMBOURG 471548
DENMARK: TEAM SOUND APS GRAESTED 02292522.
GERMANY: AUDIO VERTRIEB PETER STRUVEN GmbH HAMBURG 5245151. FINLAND: STUDIOTEC KY HELSINKI
80556252. HOLLAND: IEMKE ROOS IMPORT BV AMSTERDAM 972121. ITALY: AUDIST SRL MILANO 8394728.
SPAIN: MABEL SDAD. ANMA. BARCELONA 3517011. SWEDEN: ELA -LJUD AB SUNDBYBERG 08-984422
SWITZERLAND: MUSICA AG ZURICH 2524952.
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DENON (Japan)
Nippon Columbia Co Ltd, No
4Chome, Minatoku, Tokyo 107.

14 -14,

Akasaka

Random access PCM Editing System DN036ED:
Information on this system is somewhat scarce
although we understand that it is or shortly will be
commercially available. The storage medium is
hard computer disk with a capacity of 4-channels for
23 minutes or about 46 minutes with 2- channel. As
the system has been specifically designed for
editing work as against a recording medium, the
facilities available on the editing desk part of the
system allows the engineer full access control over
all material on the disk.

EMT (West Germany)
EMTFranz GmbH, Postfach 1520, D7630 Lahr.
Phone: 07825 1011. Telex; 754319.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ. Phone: 01-953 0091.
Telex; 27502.
USA: Gotham Audio Corp, 741 Washington Street,
New York, NY 10014. Phone: (212) 741.7411. Telex:
129269.

EMT 450 Digiphon: digital recording system using
hard computer disk to store digital audio. Disk drive
used is the Control data Corp BK6 XX with a 300

megabyte capacity giving a maximum recording
time of 70 minutes fora mono signal and amaximum
number of 32 tracks may be recorded at the same
time although the recording time becomes progressively less with the more tracks used. The
Digiphon also incorporates a microprocessor
based formatter and controller interfaced with
standard tape recorder controls and autolocate.
Location time of any point on the disk is 50 ms and
sections may be looped for repeated effect. Disks
may be removed for off -line storage.
Sampling frequency: 32 kHz.
Quantisation: 16 -bit linear.
Frequency response: 30 Hz to 15 kHz +1/2 dB,

-3 dB.

Dynamic range: 80 dB below clipping level.

HITACHI (Japan)
Hitachi Denshi Ltd, 1.23.2 Kanda Suda -Cho,
Chiyoda -Ku, Tokyo 101. Phone: 03 255-8411. Telex:
24178.
UK: Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd, Hitachi House, Station
Road, Hayes, UB3 4DR. Phone: 01 -848 8787. Telex:
933611.
USA: Hitachi Sales Corp of America, 401 West
Artesia Boulevard, Compton, California 90220.
Phone: (213) 537-8363.
PCM -V100: combined audio PCM digital recorder
and VHS format video recorder. Uses LSIs fordigital
circuitry, compact size, error correction before D/A
conversion, available for use with NTSC, PAL or
SECAM colour systems, digital electronic editing.
Sampling rate: 44.056 kHz.
Quantisation: 14 -bit linear, 16-bit CRCC.
Dynamic range: 85 dB.
Frequency response: ± 1/2 dB 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

JVC (Japan)
JVC, The Victor Company of Japan Ltd, Tokyo.

UK: JVC (UK) Ltd, Eldonwal Trading Estate, Staples
Corner, London NW2. Phone: 01 -450 2621. Telex:
923320.
USA: JVC Cutting Center Inc, RCA Building, Suite
500, 6363 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California
90028.
I

Series 90 Digital Audio Mastering System: Complete digital mastering system comprising PCM
Processor, Digital Audio Editor, JVC U -Matic video
cassette recorder and Digital Audio Delay Unit.
BP -90 Digital Audio Recording Processor: 2channel digital audio processor. Designed for use
with lo -band U -Matic video cassette recorders. Full
error correction circuitry. Possibility of running
other units in synchronisation for multi -channel
recording. Dubbing facilities mode. Analogue,
digital and video input and output facilities.
Modulation system: conforming to NTSC TV signal.
Sampling rate: 44.056 kHz.
Transmission rate: 3.084M bit /s.
Quantisation: 16 -bit linear.
Dynamic range: 90 dB.
Distortion: 0.02 %.
Frequency response: DC to 20 kHz 0.5 dB.
Dropout compensation: error detection and
correction, 38 -bit check, triple error correction.
38
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EMT 450 controller
AE-90 Digital Audio Editor: Enables editing of
digitally recorded tapes with two U-Matic VCR's and
a single BP-90 processor. Recordings can be
monitored audibly by playing back at desired speed
in either direction. Search function for automatic
and manual scanning of preciseediting point with in
and out points stored and accessed independently
in the memory. Cross fading between selected edit
points at four different rates. Digital rehearsal
facility to 'run' edits by recalling music signal from
memory without running the tapes. Level adjustment facility. Editing point can be shifted forward or
back in 2 ms steps. Final editing operation performed automatically.

Channels: 2.
Digital input /outputs: 16 -bit.
Editing accuracy: 45 Ns.
Rehearsal memory: 5.92 s.
Cross fade rate: 0. 10, 17, 40 ms.
VP -1000 PCM Audio Processor: 2-channel PCM
audio processor. Not part of the Series 90 system.
Designed for use with U- Matic, VHS or Beta video
cassette recorder. Industrial or home -types.
Contains full A/D and D/A conversion, error correction capability, digital dubbing facility, peak level
metering with peak hold, calibration signal generator, pre-emphasis circuit, automatic adjustment to
match VCR type.
Channels: 2.
Modulation system: PCM system using NTSC
standard TV signals.
Sampling frequency: 44.056 kHz.
Quantisation: 14 -bit linear.
Dynamic range: 85 dB.
Distortion: 0.03 %.
Frequency response: DC to 20 kHz + .05 dB,

-

1.0 dB.

Digital Preview Unit: Designed for use with 3M
4- channel digital recorder and provides two channel
preview signal for disc cutting. Delay time is selectable in 5 ms increments 0 to 1.3 s or to 1.96 s with
extended memory option. The delay is measured
and displayed on led display. Sampling rate is
50 kHz but controlled by the speed of the replay
machine ie if varispeed being used.

MITSUBISHI (Japan)
Mitsubishi Electric Corp, Mitsubishi Denki Build-

ing, Marunouchi, Tokyo 100. Telex: 24532.
USA: Mitsubishi Electric Sales America Inc, 7045 N
Ridgeway Avenue, Lincolnwood, Illinois 60645.
Phone: (312) 982 -9282.

Series Digital Audio Recorder: reel to
reel digital recorder with similar appearance to
X- 80 /MS -60A

analogue machines. Transport uses servo controlled capstan with speed errors detected by difference in phase between PCM playback signal and
internal reference signal in recorder. In addition to
the PCM recording on tape, there is alsoa channel of
analogue sound and another of SMPTE address
code. The analogue track enables the manual
splicing of tapes as analogue tapes with extensive
error correction circuitry to eliminate errors
occurring at edit point. Can also be used with an
electronic editing system. Off tape monitoring.
Channels: 2 PCM, analogue, 1 SMPTE.
Tape speed: 15 inls.
Tape width: 1/4 in.
Sampling frequency: 50.35 kHz.
Quantisation: 16 -bit linear.
Dynamic range: 90 dB.
Distortion: 0.05 %.
Frequency response: ±0.3 dB 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Weight: 140 lb.
XE -1 Electronic Editor: Automatic editing using
SMPTE code, adjustable recording level, fade in /out
functions, microprocessor control, memory for 99
editing points with accuracy of ±3.3 ms.
Disc Cutting Adaptor: Preview delay unit with main
1

signal delay variable between 0.8 and 1.8 s in 0.05 s
steps. Full analogue outputs.
X -800: digital multitrack recorder, 32- channels on
1 in tape running at 30 in/s,designed to be used with
the S-80 mastering machine. Digital delay to
synchronise replay signal with record for sync
recording, punch -in and punch -out, variable pitch.
37 tracks on tape (32 channels, one SMPTE code,
two auxiliary digital and two analogue). The auxiliary tracks may be used for SMPTE timecode mix down, or automation. Internal SMPTE generatorand
reader included, internal /external master clock, 100
tape position memories, comprehensive search
functions, full remote control facilities.
Reel capacity: 14 in.
Quantisation: 16 -bit linear.
Sampling frequency: 50.4 kHz.
Frequency response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.5 dB
- 1.0dB.
Dynamic range: 90 dB.
THD: 0.05 %.

SONY (Japan)
UK: Sony (UK) Ltd, Pyrene House, Sunbury -on-

Thames, Middlesex TW167AT. Phone: 09327 81 21 1.
Telex: 266371.
USA: Sony Corporation of America, 9 W 57th Street,
New York NY10019. Phone: (212) 371-5800. Telex:
424595.

PCM -3324: 24- channel digital audio multitrack
recorder with stationary head recording format.
Reel to reel transport using 1/2 inch tape with a
maximum reel size of 14 ins. Transport uses no

capstan pinch wheel. Twenty eight track format
with 24 PCM channels, 2 analogue audio tracks, 1
control track and one external data track. Switch able sampling rates. Full drop -in facilities etc with
electronic editing capability.
Tape speed: 72.38 cm /s with 48 kHz sampling rate
(66.5 cm /s for 44.1 kHz).
Sampling rate: 44.1 kHz and 48 kHz switchable.
Quantisation: 16 -bit linear.
Dynamic range:90 dB.
Frequency response: + 1/2 dB, -1 dB 20 Hz to
20 kHz.

Distortion: 0.05% THD.
PCM -3204: 4- channel portable digital audio
recorder with stationary head format on 1/4 in tape.
Transport and electronics similar to PCM -3324
including switchablesampling rate and 16 -bit linear
quantisation integral A -D and D -A converters. Error
correction circuitry. Illuminated meters.
Recording format: two tracks per channel with
additional SM PTE code and twoanaloguereference
tracks.
Tape speed: 15 in /s at 50.4 kHz sampling rate.
Quantisation: 16 -bit linear/channel.
Density: 46,080 bpi. 30,720 flux reverse /inch.
Channel code: 3PM.
Dynamic range: 90 dB.
THD: 0.05% 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Crosstalk: 90 dB.

Frequency response: +0.5 dB,

20 kHz.
PCM -1610:

-1

dB 20 Hz to

2- channel digital audio processor/
recorder. Designed to be used with standard Sony
BVU-200A hi -band U -Matic video recorder with UMatic video cassettes as the recording medium.
Full error correction circuitry. Analogue audio
inputs and outputs in synchronisation with other
PCM recorders or video recorders. Relatively
compact dimensions allow degree of portability.
Channels: 2.
Modulation system: PCM using NTSC standard TV
signals.
Sampling rate: 44.056 kHz.
Transmission rate: 3.5795 Mbit/s.
Code: approx 6 words in 1 TVH.
40
Quantisation: 16 -bit linear.

"No noise, nor silence,

but one equal music:
John Donne 57

63

frequencies.
tine fingertip low frequency control covering the
subwoofer range down to 25Hz
with touch-sensed centre detents,
selectable cut boost level range and
fail-safe design giving extra
certainty during live events.
ISO centre

It gives

-

DN30 /30 is the equaliser to boost a

studio's reputation, meet
broadcasting specs in less
rackspace, cut costs and
equipment failures on the road

because...

Its advan4Yd design. tough
construction stringent testing and
lot* burn-in exceed even Klark'l' eknik's previously high) standards
for reliability and consistent
performance on the nad.
For technical information ask for:
Our DN10URTtit) Data Sheet.
Our DN30 30 Data Sheet.
Our Application Notes on
eglualisat .

It fits two matched high
specification graphic channels into
a single unit. each providing si
octave equalisation over a full 30

The new Klark -Teknik highperformance DN30 /30 graphic
equaliser offers much more than
just a quiet ability to balance
channels right across the audio
spectrum. Thoughtful ergonomics
are backed by a new circuit design
breakthrough using ultra -stable
microelectronic filter networks to
set performance standards
comparable with Klark- Teknik's
'golden oldie the DN27A. The

Klark=leknik Hewan'h 1
d
ter. I)\' 7113. I:ogland.
Coppirr l'rading I:al:nc. Kidder
Telephone: 1113621 741515 'I eh' 339821
Klark=lYeknik hlecu
Inc.
733. l'S:\.
gdade. \\
262a Eastern Parkway, Far
Telephone: L-; 161249-3660
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SOME MOItE
EQUAL THAN OTHERS

The microprocessor -based DN60
Spectrum Analyser and H't'60
Reverberation Analysers provide
LED matrix display of system,
performer and studio response at
30 frequencies identical with those
of the DN30/30.
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Dynamic range: 90 dB.
Distortion: 0.05 %.
Frequency response: +5 dB,

20 kHz.

-1

dB, 20 Hz to

Dimensions: 17 in width x 101 in height x 18h/2 in
depth.
Weight: 77 Ib.
PCM -100: 2- channel digital audio processor. Used
in conjunction with Sony Betamax or to -band UMatic video recorders. Digital analogue and video
outputs and inputs allowing connection to other
digital equipment. Error correction circuitry. Can be
synchronised by external input to clock with other
equipment.
Channels: 2.
Modulation system: PCM system using NTSC
standard TV signals.
Sampling frequency: 44.056 kHz.
Recording density: 2,643 Mbit/s.
Code: 128 bit/1 TVH (including 16 bits for CRCC
and 28 bits for error correction).
Quantisation: 14-bits linear.
Dynamic range: 85 dB.
Distortion: 0.03 %.
Frequency response: ± 1 dB DC to 20 kHz.
Dimensions: 19 in width x 8 in height x 153/4 in
depth.
Weight: 33 lb.
PCM -10: 2-channel audio processor. Intended for
less demanding applications and for use with
domestic type video cassette recorders, 14 -bit
quantisation with 85 dB dynamic range but lacks
digital dubbing facilities. Meets EIAJ standards.
PCM -P10: 2-channel audio processor. Playback
only version of PCM -10.
PCM F1: compact digital audio processor designed
to be used in conjunction with a VCR. NTSC and PAL
versions. Has internal battery facility and can be
used as a portable system. Separate mike and line
inputs. (For further information see review in this
issue.)

Quantisation: 16 -bit or 14 -bit linear switchable.
Frequency response: 10 Hz to 20 kHz ± 1/2 dB.
Dynamic range: 90 dB (16-bit).
Distortion: 0.005% THD 16 -bit.
DAE -1100: digital audio editor. Can be used with
PCM -1610 or PCM -100 for full electronic editing
between pair of Sony BVU-2008 U -Matic video
cassette recorders. Large search dial gives control
over playback speed in both directions to select and
locate edit point. When selected, the memory stores
5.95 s of signal around it and by rehearsal editing
the precise edit point is determined. There are seven
selectable cross-fade speeds between sources,
and the programme level may be controlled giving a
fade in or out capability. The editor has digital tape
counters for both recorders with a maximum
reading of 23 h, 59 m and 29 frames. Integral SMPTE
timecode generator/reader.
Digital connection: 16 -bit, 2- channel.
Video connection: NTSC composite video.
Timecode input: 0 dB, 60052 balanced or 10 k52
unbalanced.
Search memory time: 5.95 s.
Editing resolution: 363 Ns.
Crossfade time: 1 to 99 ms in 10 steps.
Preroll time: 5, 10 or 30 s.
DQP -6040: digital quantisation processor. For conversion of 16 -bit digital signals to 14 -bit or vice
versa. Completely digital in operation. Sampling
rate 44.056 kHz.
DSX -87: digital sampling rate converter. Fully
digital operation for converting 16 -bit signal of
44.056 kHz sampling rate to 50.35 kHz sampling or
vice versa. Clock frequency may be synchronised to
external signal.
DMX -800: digital mixer. Digitally mixes 4 stereo
inputs to 1 stereo output. Each input has stereo
fader and master metering of bargraph PPM type.
Switchable sampling rate of 44.056 or 50.35 kHz or
under external control. 16 -bit operation.
DDU-1500 series: digital preview /delay unit for disc
cutting. Comprises the DDU -1510 preview unit with
12 -bit quantisation, the DDU-1520 unit with 16 -bit
quantisation, and the DDU -1530 delay unit, delay
variable in 1 ms steps from 1 ms to 2.23 s max,
normal maximum being 0.74 s.

SOUNDSTREAM (USA)
Soundstream Inc, 2505 East Parley's Way, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84109. Phone: (801) 486-4701. Telex:
388900.

UK: Soundstream UK, 20 -24 Beaumont Road,
Chiswick, London W4 5AP. Phone: 01-747 1391.

Soundstream offer a complete recording service for
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location recording, either in a studio or remote,
mastering and editing as well disc mastering digital
replay. Editing requires the useofacomputerbased
system of which there are two in the US and one in
West Germany and a possible system in the UK in
the nearfuture. Recording is by Soundstream developed digital recorders which they simply refer to as
the Digital Recorder. It is available in 2, 4and 8track
formats using 1 inch tape and a longitudinal fixed
head format. Recently the recording hardware has
also been made available for sale.
Quantisation: 16 -bit linear.
Sampling rate: 50 kHz.
Frequency response: +0.2 dB, -0.5 dB DC to

Entry cross fade times: ms, 10 ms, 50 ms, 100
ms, 300 ms.
Exit fade out time: 100 ms, 300 ms, 500 ms, 700 ms,
1

1

s.

Signal to noise: 90 dB unweighted.
Crosstalk:
80 dB.
Tape speed: 35 in /s.
Dimensions: 20 x 18 x 9 ins wdh, 175 lbs.

Editing accuracy: 119 ps.
Digital Audio Mixer. Completely digital mixer
except for analogue monitoring output. Inputs are 4
line input and 4 auxiliary input each with separate
level adjustment fader, pan, echo send and peak
level LED meter, two channel output with master
fader and meters.
Frequency response: ±0.5 dB 20 Hz to 20 kHz
analogue output.
Quantisation: 16-bit linear.
Sampling rate: 50.4 kHz with internal clock or
externally controllable.
Digital preview unit: fully digital preview unit for
disc cutting with D/A on output. Delay time may be
set between 0.1 to 1.6 s using keyboard on front

STUDER (Switzerland)

panel.
Channels:

20 kHz.

-

Studer International AG, Althardstrasse 150,
CH -8105 Regensdorf. Phone: 01 480.29.60. Telex;
58489.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ. Phone: 01-953 0091.
Telex: 27502.
USA: Studer Revox America Inc, 1819 Broadway,
Nashville, Tennessee 37203. Phone: (615) 329-9576.
Telex: 554453.

Studer announced its intention to follow a common
format to Sony in 1980 and will shortly be unveiling
its digital product range, prototypes of which have
been shown at recent US shows. Advance information details a multitrack -the A808 PCM multitrack tape machine, a sampling rate frequency
convertor SFC16 and the DAD16 digital delay line.
They will presumably be compatible with the Sony
multitrack 3324 but more information is not available at present. (See the article Digital Audio -the
Studer view in Studio Sound March 82.)

TECHNICS (Japan)
UK: National Panasonic Ltd, 308 -318 Bath Road,
Slough SL1 6JB. Phone: 0753 34522. Telex: 847652.
USA: Panasonic Co, 1 Panasonic Way, Secaucus,
New Jersey 07094. Phone: (201) 348-7000. Telex;
710-992 8996.

SH -P1: digital audio PCM processor. Designed for
use with any low -band rotary head video recorder
such as a VHS system. CRC error correction

circuitry.

Channels: 2.
Quantisation: 14 -bits linear.
Sampling rate: 44.056 kHz.
Signal format: standard NTSC TV signal.
Frequency response: ±1 dB 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Dynamic range: 85 dB.
THD: 0.1%.
Digital Audio Tape Recorder:digital reel to reel tape
recorder. This is the first model in a range using the
same format, 24 or 32 channel recorders on 1 in with
this model being 4-channel on 1/4 in. Uses thin film
heads to achieve greater track density. Transport
features isolated loop transport with one large
diameter capstan and two pinch rollers. CRCC error
correction. Both tape splicing and electronic
editing is short and there is an analogue guide track
for tape splicing while a separate track is used for
SMPTE code and electronic editing. Tape speed of
15 in /s.

Channels:4 audio, 4 aux, 4 tracks per audio channel.
Quantisation: 16 -bits linear.
Sampling rate: 50.4 kHz.
Dynamic range: 90 dB.
Frequency response: ±0.5 dB.
Distortion: 0.05 %.
Editor: Electronic editor for handling two digital
recorders. Large search dial for locating edit points
by controlling speed and direction of transports.
Crossfading between edit sections at 5 selectable
rates. Separate digital readouts for tape position on
both recorders with max 99 h, 59 m 59 s and 999 ms.

2.

Quantisation: 16 -bit linear.
Sampling rate: 50.4 kHz by external clock.
Dynamic range: 90 dB.
Frequency response: ±1 dB 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
THD: 0.05 %.

TELEFUNKEN (West Germany)
AEG -Telefunken, Postfach 2154, D -7750 Konstanz.
Phone: 07531 862460. Telex: 733233.
UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House,
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Buckinghamshire
SL9 9UG. Phone: 02813 89221. Telex: 849469.

Telefunken are marketing the Mitsubishi range of
digital audio equipment undertheTelefunken name
in Europe and the UK. Specifications are as for the
Mitsubishi models.

3M (USA)
3M Mincom Division, 3M Centre, St Paul, Minnesota
55101. Phone: (612) 736.9567. Telex: 297434.
UK: 3M UK PLC, PO Box 1, Bracknell, Berkshire
RG12 1JU. Phone: 0344 26726. Telex: 849371.

Digital Audio Mastering System: digital multitrack
recorder and mastering machine. The multitrack is
32 channel on 1 in tape with tape speed of 45 in /s.
The transport is similar to the traditional 3M
Isoloop. The mastering machine is 2 or 4 channels
on 1/4 in. Full remote control facilities. Error
correction circuitry. Autolocator with 10 position
memory. Variable speed. 14 in reel capacity. Single
track /digital channel.
Quantisation: 16 -bit.
Sampling rate:50 kHz. 48 kHz may be available as a
future option.
Frequency response: ±3 dB 20 Hz to 18 kHz.

SIN: 90 dB.
THD: 0.03 %.
Input: +28 dBm max, 20

k0 balanced or unbalanced.
Output: prewired
to + 16 dBm with 6000
load, floating transformer output.
Tape speed: 45 in /s.
Digital Editor control module for two Digital
Mastering Systems. Master tape to be edited
requires Edit timecode recorded from beginning to
end on one track. The edit point botton selects the
edit points on both machines. The pre- audition
button used in conjuction with the shuttle button
will rewind the selected machine to two seconds
before the edit and go into play until the edit, where it
mutes the audio and the machine then rewinds to
repeat the action. The post- audition button works
in the opposite way
seconds before the edit
and mute until the edit point, then signal for two
seconds, then rewind. The edit points can be moved
in both directions in various increments from 1 ms.
The edit button activates both machines from 10 s
before the edit point, places both machines in play
and at the edit point the second machine is placed in
record and the edit completed. The Preview Edit
button will allow the edit to be demonstrated
without recording.
3M digital audio mastering system

-6

-2

The funny-looking mike
that's taken very seriously.
The PZM with its flat back plate, is
as unconventional as it looks. Its
revolutionary design eliminates phase induced interference and provides
a significant improvement in signal

recent issue, Studio Sound
examined the applications of the PZM
in contemporary recording, and its
conclusions are a glowing endorsement
of all we've claimed for this remarkable

quality.

microphone.

Indeed the PZM represents the
most important advance in microphone technology of the last fifty years.
But why take our word
for it? The PZM has won

the utmost respect
from sound
engineers all
over the
world.

In a

Top engineers were interviewed
and confirmed that the PZM provided

an undistorted output, free from
comb -filtering.
They found that it gave a 180° pickup with no off-axis problems and that
it was ideal for reproducing anything
from ambience to a grand piano.
They spoke of its
extraordinary reach

and clarity, of
the way in which it
simplified the
business of mikingup and how its low
profile made it ideal
in hidden applications
such as theatre and
television.
All in all, the ex-

perts are deeply
impressed by the PZM
and already regard it as
an indispensable tool in
the creation of a transparently natural sound, free
from non -linear characteristics, both on stage and in the
studio.
For details of available models,
including the new 3LV tie clip
AUSTRIA: HI -FI
STEREO CENTER
KAIN SALZBURG 37701.
BELGIUM/FRANCE: GENERAL
TRADING LUXEMBOURG 471548.
DENMARK: TEAM SOUND APS
GRAESTED 02-292522.
GERMANY: AUDIO VERTRIEB
PETER STRUVEN GmbH HAMBURG 5245151.
FINLAND: STUDIOTEC KY HELSINKI 80- 556252
HOLLAND: IEMKE ROOS IMPORT BV

AMSTERDAM 972121.
ITALY: AUDIST SRL MILANO 8394728.
SPAIN. MABEL SDAD. ANMA. BARCELONA 3517011.
SWEDEN: ELA-LJUD AB SUNDBYBERG 08-984422.
SWITZERLAND: MUSICA AG ZURICH 2524952.

microphone, prices and suggestions for further
applications of the
PZM microphone,
just telephone
Mike Silverston on
01- 9613295.
and Sales, Unit F New Crescent Works, Nicoll Rd,
London NW10 9AX. Tel: 01- 9613295. Telex: 923393.

HHB Hire
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Autograph: automation ready graphic equaliser
comprising a control head and the analogue
processor cards. The control head contains the
Harrison 5004 CPU computer card to interface
between the digital signals from the automation
system and the analogue processing. Panel
controls include 7 EQ bands of ±8 dB with the top
band switchable to 6.9 kHz or 8 kHz.

LEUNIG (West Germany)
B & B

AUDIO (USA)

Aphex Systems Ltd, 7801 Melrose Avenue, Los
Angeles, California 90046. Phone: (213) 655-1411.
Telex: 910-321 5762.
UK: AKG Acoustics Ltd, 191 The Vale, London W3
7QS. Phone: 01 -749 2042. Telex: 28938.

Model OAS -24 Grouping System: VCA sub -grouping
system in portable or semi -permanent form.
Consists of control console with four or more DC
group control modules each with 24 group assign
switches, group mute and fader, with one master
control module with 24 channel master group selection switches, mute sequence switch and master
fader. Also the VCA/connector case housing the
VCA cards and XLR connectors for inputs and
outputs. The basic mainframe holds 9 sub -groups
and one master module but the system can be
expanded to 48 channels.
Frequency response: ±0.5 dB 20 Hz to 100 kHz.
THD: 0.02% at + 10 dBV input.
Ouput noise: 84 dBm.
Max gain: unity.
Max attenuation: 94 dB.
Tracking accuracy: 1.5 dB between channels in any

-

combination.
Inputs: 10 kG unbalanced.
Outputs: 600 S2 transformer balanced +24 dBm
max.

HARRISON (USA)
Harrison Systems Inc, PO Box 22964, Nashville,
Tennessee 37202. Phone: (615) 834.1184. Telex:
555133.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ. Phone: 01-953 0091.
Telex: 27502.

Auto -Set: originally designed for use with Harrison
24 Series, 32 Series and 32B Series consoles but can
be used with any console operating with DC control voltages as the automation interface including
those designed to work with the Allison 65K
Programmer. Uses include control of video, lighting
and special effects control. Input is via a full ASCII
keyboard with 5 in CRT. Total system enclosed in
single unit excepting power supply. Has ability to
store up to four independent mixes on one track of
an audio tape recorder with each of these mixes
consisting of up to 63 console positions.
Information may be extracted from the store as
required for a particular channel without regard for
the source selected for another channel. Another
method of operation is for use when there is no
storage medium for information and uses the
internal memoryof theAuto- Set which can record 10
static 'pictures' of the console positions and these
are manually selected with a choice of an immediate jump between the two settings or a fade,
variable from0.1 to9.9 s.Thesesettings may also be
recorded on cartridge with up to 630 pictures on
each one and recall is initiated by the keyboard
controlling the integral cartridge interface of the
Auto -Set. Further hardware will be made available
for the Auto -Set including SMPTE timecode generator /reader and floppy disk storage system.
Auto -Set II: hard disk based automation system for
MR -1 and PP-1 hybrid audio mixing consoles which

(distributed control intelligence). The
system comprises a standard Remex Data Warehouse RDW -3200 disk unit providing a fixed formatted 18Mbyte Winchester disk with twin doublesided double- density floppy diskettes for off-line
back -up, providing 1.2 Mbyte each, and the main
Auto -Set II processor based on Z8000 and Z80
processors. Required peripherals are an MR -1 or PP1 mixing desk with level
virtual console, and an
external -timecode reader or digital feet and frame
counter. Optional additions area CRT data terminal
for level Il and beyond, a colour CRT graphics generator and various automated peripherals. The main
processor is supplied with either high speed (800
kbaud) serial ports for interface to the console, a
CRT serial port and a synchroniser interface.
There are currently two command levels, level
allowing the operator to generate data, use data,
update data, store data on a diskette, and clear the
data space, all controlled from a small switch and
indicator array located in the mixing desk, while
level II allows data to be stored in labelled files, to
merge data files, generate windowed record and
write commands, enter off -line data from external
sources, and assign labels to timecodes, mixing
desk channels and data files. Level II requires adata
terminal for the greater complexity of inputing.
use DCI

I

I
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UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Hertfordshire WD64RZ. Phone: 01-953 0091.
Telex: 27502.
USA: Audicon Inc, 1200 Beechwood Avenue,
Nashville, Tennessee 37212. Phone: (615) 256 -6900.
Telex: 554494.

Param: Computer assisted equalisation system
comprising a minimum of five components including central control panel, computer system. EQ
power supply and monitor. The computer, EQ and
power supply are standard 19 in rack mounting
units of 3 U high. The central control panel is
9 x 57/e x 31/4 in with a soft leather cushioned back
enabling it to be placed on top the console while
being used. It consists of a calculator type keyboard
with additional system control switching and a joy
stick. The joy stick can be used to 'draw' an
equalisation curve on the video monitor while the
computer adjusts the internal filters to achieve it.
The alternative method is to shape an already
existing response. The EQ may be heard whilst
adjusting the curve.
Entire console equalisation can be stored in one of
the 64 console memories which may be copied from
one to the other to assemble them into a chronological order and during the session they can be
recalled by one key -stroke or by an external signal
such as from a tape linked automation system or
pulse on the tape. 32 standard equalisations may be
recalled from any channel with a single button
allowing comparison between different channel or
complete console settings. All equalisers may be
'zeroed' by a single operation. The monitor can
display instantly any of the console settings
content of the memory, channel status, channel
failure and number of overloads, optional 10 band
spectrum analyser display on equaliser channel
with display of difference between total equalisation and input signal. All stored information may be
transferred to cassette or floppy disc systems for
permanent storage. The video monitor may be any
model capable of accepting a75 S2 NTSCcomposite
video signal.
The equaliser consists of low and high shelving EQ.
2 mid peaking EQ and high and low cut filters.
Options include programmable gain, equaliser
grouping and provisions for automation of send
level and pan control in quad.
Noise: -96 dBm 20 Hz to 20 kHz bandwidth all
equalisers level.
TH D: 0.05% at + 20 dBm into 600 S2.
Max input: + 24 dBm into 600
unbalanced
(balanced versions available as option).

MCI /SONY (USA)
MCI, a Division of Sony Corporation of America,
1400W Commercial Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale,
Florida 33309. Phone: (305) 491-0825. Telex: 51436.
UK: MCI (Professional Studio Equipment) Ltd, 54 56 Stanhope Street, London NW1 3EX. Phone:
01 -388 7867. Telex: 261116.
JH -50 Console Automation: originally designed for
MCI consoles, this system is now available for retrofitting in other consoles. Each channel to be automated requires a VCA fader package with the rest of
the system comprising a 19 inch rack cabinet
containing the digitaliser and micro -processor
boards and a power supply. This system will provide
automation control for level, mute and sub -grouping
(8) and solo -in- place. Information storage is on one

For Further

INFORMATION
on

STUDIO
SOUND

track of the multitrack tape machine.

MELKUIST (UK)
Melkuist Ltd, 35a Guildford Street, Luton LW 2N0.
Phone: 0582 416028. Telex: 825828.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ. Phone: 01-953 0091.
Telex: 27502.
USA: Studio Maintenance Services Inc, 12458/60
Magnolia Boulevard, North Hollywood, California
91607. Phone: (213) 877 -3311. Telex: 674901.
USA: Trident (USA) Inc, 652 Glenbrook Road,
Stamford, Connecticut 06906. Phone: (203)
357 -8337. Telex: 643678.
USA: Valley Audio, PO Box 40743, 2821 Erica Place,
Nashville, Tennessee 37204. Phone: (615) 383-4732.
GT800: console automation system designed to

operate with mixing consoles capable of producing
and accepting up to 64 voltage replicas of control
functions. Uses BASF dual drive single density IBM
format floppy diskette drives, high speed scanning
alogorithm running at twice SMPTE/EBU timecode
scan rate, special loose lock timecode reader for
44
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contact

PHIL GUY
or

MARTIN MILES
on
01-686 2599
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TASCAM 58 MULTITRACK
Everything the 88 had - and more! This 8 track on
half-inch recorder boasts on -board varispeed,
foot switch controlled punch in /out, digital tape
counter including Zero Search, and an improved
tape transport handling. DBX unit also available.
-

TASCAN 244
Teac's new PORTASTUDIO with improved facilities.
Includes simultaneous recording on 4 tracks plus
parametric EQ, digital tape counter and full stereo
monitoring.

_..

As London's leading supplier of professional audio equipment, Music

___;w

Lab enjoys an unrivalled reputation for sound unbiased advice,

competitive pricing and reliable service.
We are main sales agents for all major manufacturers, and a wide
range of their products may be compared under demonstration conditions
in our comfortable showroom studio. At the same time, a talk with our
experienced staff will help ensure that your operational requirements are
confidently matched with the right equipment. And every product we
deliver carries the full weight of Music Lab's comprehensive aftersales
back -up.
RECENT CLIENTS INCLUDE

Trident Studios
BBC Television
Royal Shakespeare Company
Leeds University
Capital Radio
Ultravox
Jeff Wayne Music
Sarner Audio Visual
Genesis
Middlesex Polytechnic
Pinewood Studios
CBS Records
The Who

Aggommonsilammook

TASCAM 88 -18B
Tascam's greatest machine! An outstanding
performer 16- track/1 "plus integral dbx. 15 ips
+10% varispeed. 67dB S/N. Quartz controlled DC
motors. OPTIONAL MUSIC LAB FEATURES: 30ips
capability, 25 remote control with 6-postilion
autolocator SMPTE sync system for video.

7'

Depeche Mode

Theatre Projects
Matrix Studios
Royal Opera House
Greater London Council
Blackwing Studios
and many, many more...

MUSIC
LAB

ar
TASCAM M -18
The perfect complement of the 86 -16B, this 24
channel console is the ultimate, offering 16 track
monitoring, stereo solo-in- place, auto-mix switching,
remix solo enable, dual- concentric parametric EQ,
flexible monitoring, stereo echo,100mm conductive
plastic faders.

SERVICE CALL
We continue to maintain our leadership in the
Servicing field. We are a Main Agent and Service
Centre for both Revox and Teac, and carry a full
stock of spares for their products. Whatever the
requirements, our factory-trained personnel are
fast and efficient and contract field maintenance is
available if required.

THE PRO -AUDIO ONE STOP FINANCING AVAILABLE
If your business is Sound, we invite you to visit our showroom,
conveniently situated in central London. Equipment can be shipped to
anywhere in the World with the minimum of fuss.
CONTACT PAUL EASTWOOD OR PETER BERRY

TEAC HIRE

VISA

AMERICAN

D(PNE55

MUSIC LAB 72-74 EVERSHOLT STREET LONDON NW1 Tel: 01 -388 5392
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approximately 200. The equalisation curve under
the controls is displayed on an LED display.
PLUS 30 (France)
Plus 30, 37 rue des Annelets, F- 75019, Paris. Phone:
(1) 202.21.02.

Plus 30 have an automation system based around
the Allison 65K Programmer using their own design
fader system known as ADS. Each fader has a 10

good low level synchronisation. The system uses
standard EBU timecode recorded on the multitrack.
The central processor keeps track of system operation displaying suitable error messages when
problems occur. while comprehensive memory
management techniques allow most damaged diskettes to be suitably recovered.
Interface to the console is by the digital filter subassembly, which contains all hardware for
analogue to digital conversion, data processing,
communication, and digital to analogue conversion. with 64 separate input/output ports. Fast digital
filtering alogorithms process the derived movement coefficient matrix to create a new matrix of
interpolation coefficients for transmission down
the serial data link to the CPU. The GT800 system
may be used either with Melkuist digital transfer
faders, or with conventional analogue transfer
faders such as Fadex. Each fader module has a
linear slider fader. subgroup selection, isolate /read/
write /update switch, and cut switch, with ready
light. In isolate mode, the fader controls normal
audio with noassistance, in write all movements are
stored, in read the processor controls the audio and
the fader is disabled, while in update the fader may
generate manual offset, but not affecting the
stored information. A null indicator shows when the
current fader position and date returning are within
a nominal dB. Various fader central operations are
also provided.
VCA Grouping Fader: there is a version of the GT800
available without the mixdown automation but
retains the VCA bypass facility and non VCA group
mixdown. In the VCA mode it has both a mute switch
and solo function.
Events Unit: a 32- channel event unit stand-alone
system with battery supported memory of up to 250
combinations of the 32 events programmed relative
to SMPTE /EBU timecode. Can be interfaced with
GT800 automation system for storage of events
long term or data may be dumped to tape.

NEVE (UK)
Neve Electronics International Ltd, Cambridge

House, Melbourn, Royston SG8 6AU. Phone: 0763
60776. Telex: 81381.
USA: Rupert Neve Inc, Berkshire Industrial Park,
Bethel, Connecticut 06801. Phone: (203) 744 -6230.
Telex: 969638.
NECAM: Computer controlled automated mixdown
system. System comprises console fader package
type 1785, console peripheral unit, control unit, tape
machine peripheral unit, computer rack comprising
CAI Alpha LSI -2/20 computer and dual floppy disk
drive with power supply. A SMPTE time code generator is also required. The peripheral items may be
built into equipment as may the control panel but is
normally free standing on the console. The computer rack is standard 19 in and 4 ft high. The principal
feature of the Necam system is the servo- controlled faders which actually move following the
original action and making a very easy process with
the possibility of manual override in mixing. Full
remote and locate facilities are provided for the
multitrack tape machine. One track of the tape
machine has SMPTE code recorded on it and especial wide band head amp to enable the reading of the
code at high winding speeds. Up to 999 points of the
tape may be 'labelled' for use in automated runs.
The control unit has 16 instruction keys, a numeric
keypad and a 32 character alphanumeric display
provides full instruction for the computer. The
system incorporates a sophisticated merge capability with the ability to merge certain tracks from
different mixes. Version of Necam for post -production work known as Necam 'D'.

NTP (Denmark)
NTP Elektronik A/S, 44 Theklavej, DK.2400, Copenhagen NV. Phone: 01 10.12.22. Telex: 16378.
Programmable Equaliser 582-100: remote controlled 14 -band graphic equaliser with floppy disk
interface. The equaliser section band centres are 2/3
octave spaced and all ±14 dB in 2 dB steps with all
bands switchable to a shelving characteristic.
Associated microprocessor controls all functions.
Up to a maximum of 64 channels may be handled at
one time and equalisation may be copied from one
channel to another. The internal electronics are
capable of storing up to 16 console settings but the
addition of the floppy disk will give a maximum of
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position thumbwheel allowing 9 DC subgroups,
group master function, write and update modes,
null LEDs, conductive plastic fader. VCA element is
the B

& B 1537.

modules with full level control capability. The
MC6809 is an 8 -bit system with 16 -bit architecture
with a priority encoding routine claimed to be faster
than other comparable systems. A single channel
mode button controls entry to read, update and
rewrite modes and the software is programmed to
determine the next most logical mode although this
can be overridden. Mute control is independent to
the fader. Any channel can be designated a VCA
sub -group and any number may be used together
with one master. There is an auto-nulling facility
where the point of fader entry becomes the zero with
no change in level. Data storage is on one of two
tape tracks although future expansion will include a
disk based memory.

QUAD /EIGHT (UK)
Quad /Eight Electronics Inc, 11929 Vose Street,
North Hollywood. California 91605. Phone: (213)
764.1516. Telex: 662446.
UK: Feldon Audio Ltd, 126 Great Portland Street,
London W N 5PH. PHone:01- 5804314.Telex:28668.

SOUND WORKSHOP (USA)
Sound Workshop Inc, 1324 Motor Parkway,

Compumix II: Automated mixdown system with
dual drive floppy disk storage. Capacity for 32 takes
on each disk. Requires the use of one tape track for
SMPTE timecode. Internal SMPTE generator and
reader. Editing between mixes by entering time
codes into editing table on controller. ColourCRTto
display VCA attenuation and mutes, operating
instructions, automatic disk directory table, disk
preset editing, timecode, prompting instructions,
error instruction. Designed for use with Coronado
console, and a new version tor use with the Ventura
// console.

Diskmix: add on computer that interfaces with
Sound Workshop, MCI, and Valley People (Allison)
automation systems. It is a SMPTE timecode based
system that stores multiple mix data on floppy
disks. It allows merging and editing of mix data.
control of automated console parameters, and
storage of session documentation. Diskmix
consists of the main computer unit (which also
houses dual disk drives) a controlling keyboard
computer, and a colour monitor (user provided). The
ultimate dedication of the Diskmix computer will be
determined by market input. In its fullest implementation. Diskmix could control and store operating parameters for the studio's full compliment of
peripheral equipment.

1

ROLAND (Japan)
UK: Roland (UK). Great West Trading Estate, 938

Great West Road. Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DN.
Phone: 01 -568 4578. Telex: 888941.
USA: Roland Corp US, 2401 Saybrook Avenue, Los
Angeles, California 90040. Phone: (213) 685.5141.
CPE -800 Compu -editor: console level automation

system. Self contained unit capable of handling 15
channels of signal. The signal from each channel to
be automated is patched through the CPE -800 and
in all other functions the console remains as
normal. It will operate in three separate modes with SMPTE code recorded on multitrack tape generated from an internal unit, from an internal clock
or in a one -shot mode where complete sets of levels
are stored for instant recall. Level information is
digitalised and stored in the internal CPE-800
memory. For storage this memory may be dumped
on to tape or cassette. Provision for graphic display
outputs.

SOLID STATE LOGIC (UK)
Solid State Logic Ltd, Churchfields, Stonesfield,

Oxford OX7 2P0. Phone: 0993898282. Telex: 837400.
USA: Musicworks International, 2352 Wisconsin
Avenue, Washington, DC 20007. Phone: (202)
333 -1500. Telex: 440519.
Total Recall: automation system as an integral part
of the SL -4000 Series console. The computer
controlling the system can scan the complete
console and store the entire console status
including input selection, routing. monitor and
foldback levels, panning, equalisation, echo sends
and dynamics modifications. This information may
be recalled instantly and the computer can display
on the monitor which controls do not match the
stored memory. Uses network of microprocessor
controlled data busses which carry low- voltage
analogue information to each I/O module and
enables use of continuously variable controls
rather multiple VCA or stepped controls. Floppy
disc storage. Also acts as tape locator.
Real Time System: automation system that can
operate with or without SMPTE time code off tape.
Consists of presets that are a record of static fader
levels and mutes as well as information from the
Effects Controller. Any number of presets can be
stored and recalled or edited. Used with SMPTE
time code, times and durations of presets can be
entered.
Events Controller: allows the programming of up to
32 timecode triggered relays which may be used to
switch outboard equipment. Up to two units can be
linked to one SSL computer.
Effects controller up to 40 devices can have their
control voltages stored and recalled referenced to
SMPTE time code.

SOUNDCRAFT (UK)

Soundcraft Electronics Ltd, 5 -8 Great Sutton
Street, London EC1V OBX. Phone: 01-251 3631.
Telex: 21198.
USA: Soundcraft Inc, 20610 Manhattan Place, Suite
120, Torrance, California 90501. Phone: (213) 328
2595. Telex: 182499.

Automation system for the 2400 Series console:
comprises MC6809 microprocessor and VCA

Hauppauge, NY 11788. Phone: (516) 582.6210. Telex:
649230.

SPHERE (USA)
Sphere Electronics, 20201 A Prairie Avenue, Chatsworth, California 91311. Phone: (213) 349.4747.

UK: Feldon Audio Ltd. 126 Great Portland Street.
London W 1 N 5PH. Phone:01- 580 431 4. Telex:28668.

Datalog: multi -level automation system. Level
consists of a 6800 series computer, command
I

panel, a keyboard and a set of master input faders. It
offers facilities including fader grouping, 4 master
group faders. 80 preset fader 'snapshots', 2 mute
group presets and 2 fader presents. Can be interfaced with Allison 65K programmer and there are a
number of options available. Level II has all the
facilities of Level but with the addition of SMPTE
generator /reader, floppy disk drive, 8 digit readouts
above each fader where track assignments can be
displayed on dB levels, and when used with new
Sphere consoles EC) and inserts can be controlled.
Level III is a conceptual framework for a Sphere
custom designed automation system incorporating
computer interface of the console, tape machine
operations and possibly session record keeping
and client invoicing.
I

VALLEY PEOPLE (USA)
Valley People Inc, PO Box 40306, 2821 Erica Place,
Nashville, Tennessee 37204. Phone: (615)383-4737.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd, 97 -99 Dean
Street, London W 1 V 5RA. Phone: 01 -734 2812. Telex:
27939.

Allison 65K Programmer: programmer accepting

and producing control voltages from 0 to +5.6 V DC.
Basic programmer frame contains four MUX-65K
cards with each one acting as 16 channel input
multiplexer and 16 channel output de- multiplex/
sample and hold. Extender frames may be used to
bring the number of analogue functions to 4096.
Each control voltage is divided into 128 increments
and when used with VCA having 20 dB /V, a 112 dB
dynamic range is processed. The system requires
the use of a track on the tape recorder. No special
adjustments are required other than normal. Can be

used to programme equalisers, pans, echo sends
etc and any other programmable elements. Now

available, an update kit including digital display
section, digital test code section and analogue test
and calibrate section. Also available is an Anti
Dither I/O card.
Fadex: programmable fader system designed for
use in new equipment or as a retro -fit into non
programmable consoles to interface with the 65K
Programmer. Designed to be 'standard' fader size
and are available with differing dimension top
plates. The fader element is a P & G conductive
plastic with a EGC -205M VCA giving a control range
of 145 dB. Fadex provides in addition to programmable level control, up to 9 VCA sub -groups, channel
mutes and solos, group mutes and solos, VCA
master, nulling indication, remote /master control
logic. Complete Fadex system includes Fadex
module with VCA per channel, one VCA master and
one stereo master, master logic card, power supply,
console interconnection package and programmer
toconsole interconnection and one5K Programmer.
-

-

Sony have just

made the
world's

most

advanced 24track analogue
recorder...

a single track), injection moulded plastic
construction, solder tag or pin connections,
optional fascias calibrated 0 to 50 dB in 5 dB steps.
60 dB and infinity, or 0 to 100 in 10 unit steps.
Resistances: linear ko to 250 k(2 (optional centre
tap) log 600 (2 to 25 kO and balance with opposite
log tracks k() to 25 kO.
Maximum attenuation: 90 dB.
Effective travel: two versions, 70 mm or 108 mm.
Stereo: ganged tracks in same package as mono.
Switching: optional twin microswitches at infinity

wipers on

1

1

end of travel.
Knobs: available as round, low profile, square or
pointer. in white. black, red, blue, yellow and green.
Dimensions: 70 mm travel version 108 mm x 10 mm
x 20 mm high, 108 mm travel version is 152 mm
long.

AUDIOFAD(UK)
Audiofad, Unit 16, 31 Poole Road, Wimborne, Dorset
BH21 10B. Phone: 0202 886322. Telex: 47674.
USA: Audicon Inc. 1200 Beechwood Avenue,
Nashville. Tennessee 37212. Phone: (615) 256 -6900.
Model 1040P: conductive plastic linear motion
ader. mono or stereo, front panel mounting with
choice six black aluminium fascia panels with
white lettering using different scales in fade up or
fade down formats. Panels can also be custom

MCB (France)
MCB, 11 Rue Pierre Lhomme, 92404 Courbevoie.
Phone: (1) 788.51.20. Telex: 620284.
UK: Cetronic Ltd. Hoddesdon Road, Stanstead.
Abbots Ware. Herts SG12 8EJ. Phone: 0920 871077.
Telex: 817293.

sizes.

Resistances: log 600 a 5 k4 or 10 k(2: linear 10 k0
or 25 k(2: also VCA law functions. Tracking error
±3°-° linear, 0 -20 dB ±1 dB log standard grade
and ±'/2 dB premium grade. Stereo matching 1 dB
max 0- 40 dB.

Maximum attenuation: 90 dB
Travel: 104 mm
Options: low profile knob in choice of six colours.
maximum of two micro -switches. and choice of

electrical connections.
Dimensions: without fascia 136 x

18

dbx (USA)
dbx Inc,

71 Chapel Street, Box 100C, Newton,
Massachussets 02195. Phone:(617)964.3210. Telex:

x 43'/2 mm

922522.

Iwd
Model 1240P: similar to Model 1040P but designed
to fit 142.24 mm mountings and choice of lever offsets.
Dimensions: (without fascia) 148.6 x 18 x 44 mm
wd.
I

B & B

AUDIO (USA)

Aphex Systems Ltd. 7801 Melrose Avenue, Los
Angeles, Cal 90046. Phone: (213) 655.1411. Telex:
910.321 5762.
UK: AKG Acoustics Ltd, 191 The Vale. London W3
70S. Phone: 01-749 2042. Telex: 28938.

1537A: voltage controlled attenuator in 14 -pin DIP
package requiring several external IC op -amps and

other components for full operation. Claimed to
operate as a true class A device to eliminate
crossover distortion.
Distortion: THD 0.004% (+ 10 dBm input. 10 dB
atten) 20 -20 kHz. IMD (SMPTE) 0.03% (- 14 dBm
input. 10 dB atten).
Noise: - 90 dBV ±1 dB worst case. unity gain.
Modulation noise: 6.5 dB.
Maximum attenuation: 94 dB, 15 dB gain available
only to order.
Dc shift v attenuation:5 mV fadergrade.2 mV select

grade.
VCA505: universal VCA card using 1537A IC, but
requiring no external circuitry. all op -amps on
sockets so they may be easily replaced when better
ICs become available. PC mounted with 15 -pin card
edge mount. Will retrofit many Allison VCAS if gain
is not required.
Distortion: THD 0.01% IMD 0.03 %.
Noise: - 90 dB.
Max attenuation: 100 dB.
,

Dc

shift

v

attenuation:

5

selection of faders from Penny & Giles

A

Danner manufactures a wide range of high quality
(and very expensive) linear motion faders. Further
details upon applications.

mV.

VCA500A: retrofit card for the MCI 500 Series
console providing VCA facilities.
2521: operational module 'the unpotted one'. high
speed, high output, short circuit proof buffer amplifier module. Provides l W( + 30 dBm)into 62 0.50 0
driver version available to order.

CITEC (UK)
Citec Ltd, Cheney Manor, Swindon, Wiltshire SN2
2PZ. Phone: 0793 487301. Telex: 897971.
Type 100SF Series: conductive plastic linear motion
faders, mono or stereo. linear or audio laws, wide
choice of output functions and up to4built-in micro
switch facilities. Metal housing.
Resistances: k(2. 10 k(2, 100 k(2 linear (100SF and
102SF): 600 Q. 5 kO, 10 k(2, 100 kO audio law (120SF
and 122SF). Essentially infinite resolution. Stereo
matching ±2 °% linear and within 0.5 dB 0 - 20 dB.
within 1 dB 20- 40 dB and within 2 dB 40 - 70 dB.
Travel: 104 mm.
Options: alternative attenuation laws, two knob
sizes in black or white. additional micro -switch
options with overpress facility: flying lead or 15 -way
socket terminations, three fascia sizes, natural or
matt fascia with characters or unscaled.
Dimensions: without fascia 149 x 19 x 46 mm lwd.

UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment, Ltd, 97 -99 Dean
Street. London W 1 V 5RA. Phone: 01-734 2812. Telex:
27939.

2150A: VCA current in, current out integrated circuit
housed in a plastic 8 -pin single -in -line casing.
Distortion: 0.02% THD maximum at 0 dB gain;
0.01 °'° IMD at + 15 dB gain.
Noise: 95 dB typical at 0 dB gain.
Gain: - 60 dB to + 40 dB.
Output noise: 95 dBV at 0 dB gain.
Frequency response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

-

-

Supply voltage: ± 12 V.
2151: Similar to the 2150A but with lower THD at
higher gains.
2001: all discrete VCA module with the same
physical dimensions and connections as the 202, a
current in /current out device which needs the
maximum of external components.
Gain control range: - 100 to + 60 dB.
THD: 0.01%, typically 0.003 %.
IMD: 0.01%
Output noise: - 87 dB 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 0 dB gain.
Frequency response: to 50 kHz ±0.02%, lower
frequency limit determined by input coupling
.

capacitor.
Control voltage feedthrough:

10 mV.

voltage controlled amplifier with pin
connections in an encapsulated package. Requires
a mini mum of external components. There is also an
upgraded version known as the 202C.
Gain control range: - 100 to + 40 dB.
Distortion: 0.03% 2nd harmonic, 0.04% 3rd.
Frequency response: to 20 kHz to ±0.3 dB. Lower
frequency limit determined by input coupling
capacitor.
202:

DUNCAN /CGS (USA)
Duncan Electronics, 2865 Fairview Road, Costa
Mesa, Cal 92626. Phone: (714) 545.8261. Telex:
910-595 1128.
UK: The CGS Resistance Co Ltd, Marsh Lane,
Gosport Street. Lymington, Hants SO4 9Y0. Phone:
0590 75255. Telex: 47691.
Note: both Duncan and CGS are subsidiaries of
Thorn EMI.

Metric series M400 Sideline: conductive plastic
linear motion faders. mono or stereo (and two

conductive plastic linear faders
with infinite resolution, precious metal multi
contact cursor, outputs on screen cable and metal
casing. A T104 is a 2 -track model.
Resistances: 600 0.5 k4, 10 k(2. Track matching on
ÁT2104 ±1 dB. 0 -40 dB.
Maximum attenuation: 85 dB.
AT104IAT2104:

-

Travel: 104 mm.

Dimensions: 142 x 18.5 x 47 mm lwd.
RC801RC120: slim line linear conductive plastic
faders, can be fitted with max and min cursors,
solder pin connections, screw fixing, no casing.
Resistance: 10 kO.
Travel: 80 mm RC80; 120 mm RC1200.
Dimensions: RC80, 124 x 16x 18'/2 mm lwd; RC120.
160 x 16 x 181/2 mm lwd.

PENNY & GILES (UK)
Penny & Giles Conductive Plastics Ltd, Newbridge
Road Industrial Estate, Pontllanfraith, Blackwood,
Gwent, South Wales NP2 2YD. Phone: 0495 228000.
Telex: 498135.
USA: Penny & Giles Conductive Plastics, 1640 Fifth
Street. Santa Monica, California 90401. Phone: (213)
393 0014. Telex: 652337.

series: conductive plastic linear motion
faders, available in single or dual channels, full

3000

environmental shielding, integral switch facilities.
new type of construction so that knob runs along a
semi -circular rod providing maximum difficulty to
dirt and liquid ingress.
Availability: single or two channel, linear or audio
taper.

Resistances: 10 kO linear, 5 k and 10 kQ audio
taper on different models.
Maximum attenuation: - 85 dB, - 95 dB, - 95 dB
and - 100 dB for four types.
Effective travel: four models, 65 mm, 70 mm, 83 mm
and 104.2 mm strokes.
Switching: one per fader closed at infinity/0 end of
travel.
Knobs: 11 mm wide red, yellow, blue. gree, black
and grey, 16 mm wide red, yellow, blue green, black
and orange.
Dimensions: fourmodels,93 x 31 x 13 mm,115 x 31
x 13 mm. 115 x 31 x 13 mm. 133 x 31 x 13 mm.
1500 series: conductive plastic linear motion
faders, available in mono, stereo, four or eight
gangs, metal construction, 15 -way socket con
nector(mating connector supplied)rangeof fourtop
plates and fascias of different sizes, or rear
mounting top plate (no fascia). Fascia calibrated 0
-

to 70 dB and infinity.
Availability: unbal linear 1, 2, or 4 channels, unbal
log fader audio taper 1. 2, 4 or 8 (to order) channels
(includes infinity gap), unbal ladder ader 1, 2, or 4
48
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1

PPM5

D -1000

Only signal level and meter tolerance presets
required
Applications Note and full specifications on
request

Berlin

62. Phone: 0311 781-1822.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd. 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood. Herts WD6 4RZ. Phone: 01-953 0091. Telex.
27502.
USA: Gotham Audio Corp, 741 Washington Street,
New York NY 10014. Phone: (212) 741.7411. Telex:
129269.
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DUAL IN LINE HYBRID

Vcc 8.5V -35V at 3mA

DANNER (West Germany)
Konstantin Danner, Zienstrasse 28,

20 PIN

(

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey
Tel. 0483 275 997
GU6 7BG.

Even the finest 24 -track analogue recorder money
can buy can't compete with the Sony PCM -3324 Digital
Multi -Track recorder. Its unbeatable sound quality takes

recording performance that much closer to reality.
With punch -in /punch -out recording, variable speed
and splice edit, the PCM -3324 has all the features
ycu'd expect from the ultimate analogue machine. But
with the added benefits of Digital technology.
Because with a dynamic range in excess of 90 dB,
urdetectable wow and flutter, no print-through, no loss
of quality on repeated copying, and variable cross -fade,
Sony are revolutionising multi -track mastering.
Giving the recording engineer unprecedented
control over the creative recording process and making

better use of valuable studio time.
And because the PCM -3324 is fully tape
compatible with comparable 24 -track systems from
other leading makers such as Studer and MCI Sony
have ensured you won't be tying up capital in a format
which doesn't even cross the boundaries of your own
studio.
If you'd like to know more, contact Keith Smith or
Mike Jopp at Sony (UK) Ltd, Pyrene House, Sunbury
Cross, Sunbury-on- Thames, Middlesex, or telephone
Sunbury (09327) 81211.
COMMUNICATION
And find out how Sony SYSTEMS
are making even the newest
analogue recorder out of date.

DIVISION
SONY

...obsolete.
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Chatsworth, California 91311. Phone: (213)
349.4747.
UK: Feldon Audio Ltd, 126 Great Portland Street,
London W1 N 5PH. Phone: 01-5804314. Telex: 28668.

channels, balanced fader audio taper 1 or 2 channels. Also special laws for VCAs.
Resistances: linear kS2or10 k0, log 6000,5 kûor
10k52.
Maximum attenuation: varies with models, 105 dB
generally, 90 dB for some 2 and 4 channel models.
Effective travel: 104 mm.
Switching: three choices of switches, aux equipment (operates within 4 mm of infinity marking),
infinity cut-off (short the wiper to common within
4 mm of infinity marking), overpress (when knob is
pushed back against an internal spring beyond the
infinity marking).
Knobs:availablestandard as white or black, options
for red, blue, green and yellow, 16 mm or 11 mm
wide. Also ganging bar to link two adjoining faders.
Dimensions: fascias /top plates 174 x 45, 178 x 38,
190 x 40, 174 x 19 and 148 x 19 mm (back mounting), 46 mm high.
1100 Series: conductive plastic linear motion
faders, available in mono or stereo. Similar to the
1500 Series but 'cost effective' with a more limited
accuracy specification and without some of the
features of the 1500Series. Normally backmounted,
but optional fascias, dimensions being identical to
the 1500 Series. Only available in linear unbal and
unbal log fader audio taper, infinity cut -off switch,
flying leads (no connector), 85 dB attenuation.
Digital fader conductive plastic linear motion fader
providing digital output in 8 -bit non -ambiguous
Gray code, decimal 0 to decimal 255, 0.4 mm resolution providing an electrical resolution of 1/6 dB
per step at 0 dB when the fader output is used to
generate the digital equivalent of an analogue audio
taper law. Physically interchangeable with the 1100
and 1500 Series faders and accessories.
1900 Series: conductive plastic linear motion fader,
available in mono, stereo or four gangs, basically
similar to 1500 Series, but a longer 128 mm travel.
Available in linear or unbal log fader audio taper.
Fascia calibrated 0 to 85 dB and infinity.
Dimensions: fascia top plate 190x40 mm, back mounted 173 x 46 mm, 46 mm high.
2100 Series: conductive plastic linear motion fader,
similar to 1900 Series, but includes two separately
operated faders in one housing with an overall width
of 15.4 mm, designed for backmounting. Both
faders are stereo tracks, infinity and aux switches.
900 Slimline Series: slimline conductive plastic
linear motion faders, similar to 1100 Series, but
shorter 65 mm travel and 12.7 mm width. Available
as mono or stereo, linear or audio.
1000 Series: low cost conductive plastic fader, with
compact design, similar tracks and feelers to 1100
Series, but simplified mechanical construction.
90 mm linear stroke, available in single or two
channel types, a switch contact may be fitted in
single output units, 10 kG tracks, linear or audio
taper log types, VCA laws to order, designed for
backmounting, seven colour knobs.
Joystick quad pan pot: quadraphonic pan potentiometer using joystick to divide a single audio input to
four outputs. Uses conductive plastic tracks with a
special law to provide a balanced sound effect with
sensitive adjustment in the central position. Cut -off
in corners 40 dB, six tracks internally, 600 SZ input,
3 k O output.

PREH (West Germany)
Jacob Preh Nachf. GmbH & Co, Po Box 1540, D -8740
Bad Neustadt. Phone: 09771 921. Telex: 672503.
UK: Eardley Electronics Ltd, Eardley House, 18214
Campden Hill Road, London W8 7AS. Phone: 01 -221
0606. Telex: 299574.

Film slider resistor 58: carbon film linear motion
fader, mono or stereo, available for PC mounting or
with wire terminals, options screened, 1/2 -taps,
detents.
Resistances: linear 47 G to 16 MO, log 220 0 to
10 MO.

Effective travel: 58 mm.
Knobs: plastic.

Dimensions:86x 10x 16 mm high.
Film Slider resistor 70: carbon film linear motion
fader mono only. Similar to 58, but 70 mm effective

travel, red knob.
Film Slider resistor 100: carbon film linear motion
fader, mono or stereo. Metal housing.
Resistances: as for 58.
Effective travel: 100 mm.
Knobs: red.

Dimensions: 145 x 30 x

12 mm

high.

SPHERE (USA)
Sphere Electronics Inc, 20201 A Prairie Avenue,
48
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Travis Fader digital encoding device with no
moving mechanical parts. Level changes are made
by finger tip being placed in the fader trough which
is an infra -red field. Avertical row of LEDs indicates
level and is analogous to fader knob position. Level
changes can be made by finger movement anywhere in the field. Slow movement can give resolution as fine as 0.375 dB. Each fader has two preset
level memories and a solo /mute switch.
Digital Attenuator: resistive ladder CMOS
switching device. The audio remains analogue and
the attenuation is essentially passive. Input is 8 -bit
word from the fader or automation system.
Attenuation in 224 discrete steps.
Frequency response: -0.5 dBat50 kHz, -0.2 dB at
20 kHz, - 0.2 dB at 30 kHz.
Distortion: 0.001% at 1 kHz THD, 0.002% IM.
Attenuation; 68.2 dB max and off below 100 dB.

VALLEY PEOPLE(USA).
Valley People Inc, PO Box 40306, 2821 Erica Place,
Nashville, Tennessee 37204. Phone: (615) 383.4737.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd, 97 -99 Dean
Street, London W1V 5RA. Phone: 01- 7342812. Telex:
27939.

Noise: output noise at max attenuation -110 dBV,
unity gain 87 dBV, + 20 dB gain 78 dBV, 20 Hz

- 20 kHz.

-

Modulation noise: -100 dB.
Distortion: 1 kHz THD 0.008 %,

-

10 kHz 0.015 %.

SMPTE IMD 0.015%.

amplifier which is a
direct physical and electrical replacement for the
factory VCA module installed in MCI 500 Series
EGC -2500: voltage controlled

consoles.
Noise: output noise -102 dBV normal fader
setting, 110 dBV full attenuation, 20 Hz 20 kHz.
Distortion: 1 kHz THD 0.005% SMPTE IMD 0.015 %.
FADEX: programmable fader system designed to be
fitted in new or existing consoles, which forms a
direct interface to the Allison 65K automation programmer. Available in mechanical form to replace
conductive plastic faders in USA and European
formats. In addition to programmable level, FADEX
offers up to VCA subgroups, channel mutes and
solos, group mutes and solos, VCA grand master,
precision nulling indicators, mute sensing LED and
relay drive, 145 dB gain control range. Employs
Penny & Giles linear conductive plastic faders and
Allison EGC -205M VCA. The FADEX system
includes a modules for each channel, one VCA
grand master and stereo master, one master logic
card, power supply, console interconnection
package, and one 65K programmer.

-

-

WATERS (USA)

EGC -101: electronic gain control cel for OEM appliI

cations. Requires a minimum of external circuitry
for precision VCA applications.
Gain control range: -100 dB to + 50 dB.
Noise: (with 5534 op -amp) 0 dB gain - 88 dBV,
+ 20 dB gain -80 dBV, 20 dB gain -99 dBV.
Distortion: any control voltage within normal operating conditions, SMPTE, IMD or 1 kHz THD, 0 dBV
output level 0.0025 0/0, -20dBV output 0.0025 %,
+20 dBV 0.009 %.
Package: 8-pin miniature which plugs into standard
18 -pin DIP socket.
EGC -202: voltage controlled amplifier using the
EGC -101 electronic gain control element designed
to replace the dbx 202 VCA, physically identical,
minor electrical change required to interface

-

circuitry.
Gain control range: -100 dB to + 50 dB.
Noise: W/R in = R out = 12.5 K
20 kHz.

-87 dBV,

20 Hz

-

Distortion: THD 0.005 %, IMD 0.015 %.
Modulation noise: increases 3 dB with application
of mA signal.
EGC -205M: voltage control led amplifier using EGC 101 electronic gain control element, direct physical
and electrical replacement for the Allison VCA -5M.
Gain control range: + 50 dB to - 125 dB with 13 kO
input resistor.
1

Waters Manufacturing Inc, Longfellow Center,
Wayland, Massachusetts 01778. Phone: (617) 3582777.
UK: Variohm

Components, The Barn, Wood
Burcote, Towcester, Northants NN12 7JR. Phone:

0327 51004. Telex: 311754.

LM8 series:conductive plastic linear motion faders.
available in mono, stereo or quad, metal construction, edge connector.
Resistances: 6000, linear, modified audio or log
tapers.
Maximum attenuation: 90 dB.
Effective travel: about 125 mm.
Switching: cue switch with detent.
Knobs: round.
Dimensions: 179 x 32 x 59 mm.
LM4 /6: conductive plastic linear motion faders,
available in mono, stereo or quad, metal construction, terminal connectors.
Resistances: as for LM8.
Effective travel: LM4 70 mm, LM6 104 mm.
Knobs: round.
Switching: cue switch and detent.
Dimensions: LM4 108 mm long, LM6 151 mm long.
29 mm wide, 13 mm high.
MN4/6: Similar to LM416 but reduced width, 19 mm.
mono only, no switches.

Distortion: 0.1 % at + 15 dBm.
Panning depth: adjustable from 0 dB to - 35 dB
with respect to the other channel.
Dimensions: 13/4 ins x 19 ins x 7'/2 ins, 5'/2 lbs.

REBIS (UK)

This short guide includes units that can be used to
perform the functions of units in the faders, VCAs
and panpots product guide while not belonging in
that category. Their programmable and pan /fade
effects capability also makes them quite capable of
being looked at as effects units in their own right
ans so they are listed under their own section for
reference puposes.

AUDIO & DESIGN (UK)
Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd, North Street,
Reading, Barkshire RG1 4DA. Phone: 0734 53411.
Telex: 848722.
USA: Audio & Design Recording Inc, PO Box 786,
Bremerton, Washington 98310. Phone: (206) 275
5009. Telex: 152426.

Panscan: automated pan effects unit with stereo
capability. A mono signal will be moved in a stereo
field and a stereo signal will cross -pan and reverse
the image. An internal clock can control the rate of
pan- action from one to ten beats to the bar (or pan).
This rate can also be externally controlled or used to
feed external equipment. Additional controls
include adjustment of the pan width with the image
position being shown on an LED bargraph. It is
possible to pan the image round any selected
'centre' in thestereofield not just the mid -way point.
The rate of pan can be controlled with adjustment
variable up to a stereo vibrato effect. The image may
also be frozen at any point in a pan action by
pressing the freeze button.
1 dB
20 Hz to
Frequency response: +0 dB,
25 kHz referenced 1 kHz.
Noise: - 80 dBm 20 Hz to 25 kHz.

-

Rebis Audio Ltd, Kinver Street. Stourbridge, West
Midlands, DY8 5AB. Phone: 0384 71865. Telex:
335494.
USA: Klark -Teknik Electronics Inc, 262A Eastern
Parkway, Farmingdale, NY 11735. Phone: (516)
249-3660.
RA215 Programmable Fade/Pan Controller: modulator to suit RA216, programmable for fade out, fade
in, level change, and wide range of autopan effects.
Trigger buttons for one -shot, free run, random hold
or programmed hold modes, pan range and flyback
switch. Hold selectors programme image hold at
any combination of '/., 1/2, 3/4 and full cycle positions to define one -shot pattern or final status after
free run. Full LED indication of signal status. All
functions can be externally triggered.
Output: 0 -15 V dc.
Rate: 30 secs per sweep to 10 cycles per sec.
RA216 Dual VCA: two VCA's in RA200Series 1 inch
module format. Front panel controls for range (0100% attenuation), and slope (audio taper continuously variable from lin to log). Pan/fade switch
inverts voltage to second VCA.
Distortion: less than 0.02% THD at 1 kHz + 10 dBm.

Noise: less than -85 dBm.
Max. output: + 20 dBm into 600 ohms.
Attenuation: up to 90 dB.
Control voltage: 0 to 15 V dc.
Stereo tracking: ±1 dB.

SURVIVAL PROJECTS (UK)
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd, 97-99 Dean
Street, London W1V 5RA. Phone: 01-734 2812.
Telex: 27939.

Autopanner: quad /stereo automatic panning unit
which will slave or be slaved by other effects units
to produce simultaneous panning and flanging.
phasing or pitch shifting. Will also duck and
vibrato. Standard rack mounting unit.

TOMCATS
PUT THE

the start of a
new movement!
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ART IN
CART
A cartridge system which matches and often
exceeds the performance of reel to reel
recorders, the TOMCAT has been developed
using computer- assisted design to the very

Without a doubt -
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The Citec 100SF

Professional Stud~eo Fader
Just try it! It's the only way you will be able
to appreciate the smooth uniform action of
this superb piece of advanced engineering.
Developed for the professional's sensitive
touch and their demanding specifications..

The Professionals require ...

highest standards.
MAXTRAX'M wide -track tape heads and
precision stainless steel tape guides are fixed
to give the lowest possible phase error. A fast start DC servo - capstan motor, microprocessor
control system and true mono /stereo
compatibility make the compact TOMCAT
system a leader among cartridge machines.
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.

Uniform smooth movement
Exceptional low noise
Essentially infinite resolution
Attenuation greater than 105dB
Audio law calibrated to 70dB
Excellent frequency response
Designed for minimum crosstalk

The 100SF range more than meets the
professional's requirements... it's smooth!

FROM

TOMCATS put the
art in cart.

I

OMGAI

Leevers -Rich Equipment Limited

THE NEW NAME
Citec Limited Cheney Manor
Swindon Wilts SN2 2PZ;
Telephone (0793) 487301

319 Trinity Road Wandsworth London SW18 3SL
Telephone 01 874 9054
Cables Leemag London SW18 Telex 923455
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The most advanced

studio /broadcast master recorder

OTARI

MIR-10

3ridging the gap between the new
:echnology and old reliability, it's the
ogical extension of the innovative
technology built into our multichannel
MIR-90. The new MTR -10 gives the
orofessiona unprecedented control:

al'ENil

Otani Electric Co., Ltd.
4-29-18 Minami -Ogikubo, Suginami -ku Tokyo 167
Phone: (03) 333-9631, Telex: J26604

Measurable and audibly discernible
performance improvements. More
than chips and buzz words, a
balanced engineering approach:
adjustable phase compensation
with internal square /sine wave
generator; electronically balanced
I/O with direct coupled outputs.
Full servo, D.C.PLL transport
governed by an on -board microproan industry first.
cessor
Unmatched production features
exclusive multiple edit modes,

-

-

reverse play, standard alignment
level presets, and dual -mode
varispeed. Other features include
controlled wind, preset master bias
switching, three speeds and IEC,
AES and NAB selectable. Also it
includes return -to -zero and offers
an optional tape locator with ten
position memory and tape shuttle.
Comprehensive servicing and
support. Fully modular power
supply, audio and transport
electronics card frame. A highly
dedicated distributor service
network with factory trained and

supported technicians.
Available in full -track 1/4 ", 2 -track
1/4' and 4 -track 1/Z'. Comes with
optional DIN -head and overbridge
versions.

businesi
`Fishwick' part of red herring
plot?
Is

Finally, just a couple of days before the closing
date for submissions on the Government Green
Paper on copyright law reform, the Tape
Manufacturers' Group crawled out from under a
stone and talked to a few journalists about its
own, singularly unimpressive, submission. This
followed some talk by the BPI about its
submission, which claimed the curiously exact
figure of £304.9 million for record sales lost to
home taping last year.
The Tape Manufacturers' Group is supported
by BASF, 3M, Maxell, Memorex, Sony and
TDK, who all pay £10,000 each, each year, to
fight the record industry's claim for a tax or levy
on blank tape. So what has the tape industry got
for its £120,000? Well, frankly, precious little.
The TMG submission simply says it would be
superfluous to argue against the record
industry's figures. The TMG submission doesn't
even query what kind of market research the
record industry used to arrive at a loss of exactly
£304.9 million. The TMG submission doesn't
even take up the interesting point made by a
TMG spokesman, in discussion, namely that
tape sales don't match the alleged increase in
home taping. This may be true, but why not
submit a graph or table of tape sales against
alleged home taping losses?
The TMG admits that it may have become
complacent. Too right! Over a year has passed
without any press release from the TMG and all
they've done during that time is chat to a few
MPs and `policy makers'. The House of Lords
debate, which gave guarded approval to the idea
of a levy, produced no TMG response. Naïve
articles in the popular press, which rolled home
taping and commercial piracy, both audio and
video, all into one ragbag of criminality, also
produced no response from the TMG. They
haven't talked to any journalists to give them the
other side of the picture. And they haven't
written any letters for publication. Even a
curious letter that appeared in the Daily Mail
from a `Mr Eric Fishwick of Wigan' produced no
TMG response. 'Mr Fishwick's' letter was riddled
with factual errors, like reference to the amateur
recording licence as being "... withdrawn due to
lack of public support ". It wasn't. It was
withdrawn because the BPI withdrew its support
for the licence in 1980 when the BPI embarked
on its expensive blitz campaign for a tax on blank
tape. `Eric Fishwick', who didn't declare any
connection with the record industry, ended his
letter with a gratuitous suggestion: "A levy could
be placed on the sale of blank cassettes and
recording equipment and distributed to record
companies and song writers ... ". If I'd been the
TMG I'd have spent some of that £120,000
finding out exactly why 'Mr Fishwick' wrote his
letter and where he got his facts from. I'd also
have spent a little more of that £120,000 on
writing a follow -up letter to the Daily Mail for
publication. [Not to mention finding out if
'Fishwick' really exists. He is not in the 'phone
book -Ed.]

... the Swedes put it into practice
Hard news from Sweden. From September 1,
blank tape has been taxed. It is easy to see why
the Swedish Government went along with the
industry's lobby for a levy. Two- thirds of the tax
collected on tape is going straight to the Swedish
Government treasury, for social security,
defence, roads and whatever else they want to

spend it on. The remaining third is going to be
split between composers, performers and
cultural bodies like the Swedish film industry.
The tax on audio tape is one fifth of a British
penny per minute. This is on the factory or
import landed price of the tape, so by the time
it's got to the shops, and had VAT added, the
price is much higher. But it's still relatively low.
The Swedes went for a low audio tax because
they knew the manufacturers could and would
avoid a high tax by recording non -copyright
music at the beginning of every blank tape,
thereby making it no longer blank.
The video tax is much higher, 2 % British
pennies per minute on the factory or landed
price. This means that the retail cost of video
tape in the shops, including VAT, is now almost
double the true cost. At current tape sales in
Sweden the new tax will produce around £12 or
£13 million for the Government, and £4 million
for the people who lobbied for it. They've even
levied the tax on blank tape sold for duplicating!
In Britain there are now around 55 million blank
audio cassettes sold every year and around 15 or
16 million blank video cassettes. Ìf the British
Government taxes that little lot, and picks up the
Swedish idea of collaring two thirds for the
treasury, just think of all the extra money it will
have to spend on Trident.
Last year, when the record industry held its
conference to plug the idea of a levy on blank
tape, one of the speakers was John Butcher, MP,
a self -confessed `rapidly ageing ex -rock and
roller'. Needless to say he spoke in favour of the
levy. Recently the ambitious Mr Butcher got
himself a junior ministerial job in the
Government's Department of Industry and the
record industry was highly pleased, seeing him as
a useful ally in a high place.
Maybe, maybe not. Recently I met Mr Butcher
in a lift. "Interesting about the Swedish tape
levy," I said by way of chat. Butcher obviously
hadn't heard about the Swedish scheme for a
small levy on audio tape and a larger levy on
video tape. "They haven't gone and done it,
have they ?" he asked. So I started to tell him
how the Swedes had tackled the problem he'd
been talking about at the industry conference.
But I didn't get very far. The lift reached
Butcher's floor and off he went, apparently
without a spark of interest kindled by the news
that Sweden had decided to practice what he had
recently been preaching for the record industry.

Compact Disc delay
In mid -August Polygram opened its Compact
Disc digital audio record pressing plant in
Hanover. It was a proud moment. The local
mayor was there and so was a not-veryrepresentative cross section of German and
Dutch press. As one German hi -fi journalist put
it, it was as if the invitations had been sent out by
someone who doesn't read the hi-fi press, and
was using an address list that was years out of
date. Some Polygram people wanted to invite

journalists from France and Britain, and more
from Holland. So did Philips because when
Compact Disc is launched it will be first sold in
Holland. France and Britain as well as Germany.
But here beginneth the intrigue.
The ceremony to open the Hanover plant was
also taken as the opportunity to announce a
delay of the Compact Disc launch. Instead of
going on sale in Europe before the end of 1982, it
is now due to be launched in March 1983. There
are all manner of explanations for this delay.
Take your pick from the following. The

BARRY FOX
Japanese launch, in October 1982, relies on a
supply of discs from Polygram in Hanover as
well as from CBS Sony in Japan. So there
wouldn't be enough discs left over for a
European launch soon after. But Compact Disc
players being shown in August at hi -fi
exhibitions, and submitted for review, were
nothing more than pre -production prototypes.
But the Japanese manufacturers said that they
certainly would be ready to produce Compact
Disc players in bulk, well before Christmas.
Hitachi even took advertisements in the
European press puffing the world's first
commercially available Compact Disc player.
"We are only waiting now for the software from
Polygram," a Hitachi spokesman told me at the
Düsseldorf hi-fi show.
"It's even more complicated than that," said
the others. It seemed Philips weren't ready to
produce players so they told Polygram (which is
half owned by Philips and half owned by
Siemens) to create some artificial delays. And so
it went on, with every new story undermining
confidence in Polygram's Hanover plant.
Unfortunately Polygram then made a
disastrous mistake. First a decision was taken not
to invite the French press. Then Polygram UK
vetoed any invitations to the British press. This
was despite exhortations from Polygram's international headquarters, and from Philips in
Britain, that a contingent of British press should
be invited to the Hanover opening. That way
they could see for themselves that the plant really
did exist and really was turning out Compact
Discs. But 'wiser' factions inside Polygram UK
prevailed. They were worried that puffing
Compact Disc would ruin Christmas sales of
ordinary records.
To confuse the issue still further, Polygram in
Hanover then over -rode Polygram UK and
insisted that The Gramophone, Britain's oldest
established monthly audio interest magazine, be
invited. And one other British journalist, who
was on the Continent at the right place at the
right time, also rowed himself in. But still
Polygram UK vetoed the idea of even telling the
rest of the British press about the Hanover
conference in advance. Although English
language data sheets were given out at Hanover,
it wasn't until a week later that Polygram UK
reluctantly agreed to release one to me.
I'll bet they now wish they hadn't. It contained
a fascinating danger. Amongst the Compact
Disc licensees Thorn was listed bold as brass.
Thorn -EMI, of course, is the one company
which has so far been holding out against
Compact Disc, because of the 3 cents royalty
payable on every record. Sorry, it's a mistake to
list Thorn, said Polygram. If you can make a
mistake on something as basic as that, says I,
what price everything else in the press release?
Frankly the whole business smells fishy. I
personally don't believe that the Hanover plant is
anywhere near ready to produce Compact Discs
in bulk. Why am I so sure? Well the journalists
who saw the Hanover presses rolling were duly
impressed by the large number of discs being
produced. But if they'd actually had an
opportunity to look at those discs closely they
would have seen that they carried the small print
disclaimer: "This is an exhibition sample which
cannot be played ". The only discs coming out of
Hanover that can be played are individually
checked discs. And these cost $100 each. This is
the price that the hardware companies are having
to pay Polygram in Hanover for playable demo
.

discs!
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Soundcraft automation
TOWARDS the end of 1979
Soundcraft started to design an
automation system for their 3B
mixing console. In order to cornpress the time scale of the project
and at the same time use a standard
format on tape, they limited the
design objective to that of making
the Allison 65K system more intelligent. This additional intelligence
was obtained by using a very simple
Motorola 6802 -based microcomputer of their own design to
serve each fader and mute module,
each computer talking to the Allison
system along the 65K digital I/O
buss. The resultant benefits over the
standard 65K system were:

independent fader and mute
information;
ability to change automation
mode from READ to UPDATE,
UPDATE to REWRITE, READ to
REWRITE without having to care
about the fader position. This is
called `auto-nulling' and, with the
exception of REWRITE which will
be described later, is a feature of the
MCI /Soundworkshop system.
This system was exhibited at the
1980 AES Convention in Hamburg
but it was never put into production
for two reasons:
cost - major factors were the
price of the Allison parts, the multiple microcomputers and the cabling
(each module connecting to its own
microcomputer via ribbon cable);
technology - having wetted their
feet in the microprocessor puddle
Soundcraft felt that one processor
per module was gross overkill and
they could easily duplicate, in a few
lines of software, the Allison priority system hardware. A 32-channel
system would have retailed at about
£12,000 which is not so bad if your
console costs £50,000, but looks a
bit crazy if it is less than £20,000
which is the price range of our 3B
and 2400 consoles.

Alternative systems
Before launching into the `guess
what happened next' section, a brief
explanation of the principal system
approaches to console automation
would be helpful.
Tape based- Here the data resulting
from console activity is recorded on
to tracks of the multitrack synchronous with the music. Normally two
tracks are used, one being what
52
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happened last time through the
song, another being last time modified by new activity to improve the
last attempt. There are two approaches to compiling the data to be
recorded sequential scanning and
priority encoding.
Sequential scanning -The best
known here is the MCI /Soundworkshop system in which every fader
and mute is scanned in turn and the
data recorded on to tape whether
any movement has occurred since
the last scan or not. Depending on
the size of console, each scan will
take up to 100 ms, therefore average
initial response time to record an
action will be 50 ms. For each successive pass through the system
(each time you have another go at
the mix) an additional 1.2 ms of
bounce delay will be added to the
initial response time. The problem
here is that if a drop -out occurs
during replay of a scan, the rest of
the scan has to be aborted since the
computer momentarily loses track
and waits to find the sync word
signifying the start of a new scan.
Even this is not a disaster as far as
fader movements go, but a mute
which was already a bit late in
response is now unacceptably late
for no apparent reason.
Priority encoding The best known
here is the Allison 65K system in
which every fader (the Allison Fadex
module sees mute as fader down) is
looked at very quickly and, if it has
moved, is recorded on to tape
immediately as address plus data. In
order to be able to recover the full
console status rapidly if the tape is
stopped and run back or forward to
a point not right at the beginning,
the system forces a routine sequential scan to be recorded in the ratio of
three priorities to one sequential.
When no priorities are found, the
system executes a sequential scan,
recording all fader positions. Initial
response time is on average 6 ms and
bounce delay about 8 ms. The Allison system is a very fine piece of
hardware design and if used in its
digital I/O form, capable of
handling a large console and many

-

-

switches fairly quickly. The
problems are twofold. Firstly an
8 ms bounce delay accumulates
fairly quickly to a point where a
mute, precisely placed, is noticeably
not where it was. Secondly, using the

Fadex module system where mutes
are written as a fader at maximum
attentuation, muting any more than
one channel at a time creates
horrendous delays between the mute
of the lowest number channel to the
mute of the highest number. Dropout recovery is rapid in that you only
lose data for slightly longer than the
length of drop-out.
Disk based- All disk based systems
are essentially priority encoding.
Usually SMPTE timecode is recorded onto one track of the multitrack
recorder, the disk operating system
reading this code and, if any priorities occured during a certain frame
or half -frame of code (40 or 20 ms),
recording on disk the time and the
priority data that occurred at that
time. These events are locked
together for evermore, the resolution of the system being determined
by the decision to use half or full
frame coding, and by any interpolation algorithms used to smooth out
ragged fader steps at 20 or 40 ms
intervals. There is no need to record
any routine sequential data since the
operating system always knows
where the tape is positioned and will
therefore scan the disk from start
point to present tape position to
restore the correct console status.
Fundamentally, all disk systems are
the same. They differ greatly however, in the way in which communication is established between engineer
and system. Good examples of such
systems with widely differing user
interfaces are SSL, NECAM and
Melkuist, the latter being of particular interest since it can be fitted
into many console designs. Another
common feature of disk based
systems is that none of them are
cheap. They range in price, from an
average studio owner's viewpoint,
from barely affordable to pure
fantasy. It is not unreasonable that
this should be the case since software
design tends to be expressed in man
years and must be amortised over
the expected sales of the product.
It should be stressed that any
apparently derogatory comments
made on the tape based systems used
as examples should not be viewed as
competitor bashing. Afficionados of
this sport will recall the heated
correspondence in Re/p in 1978 on
the relative merits of sequential
scanning versus priority encoding.

a

design study

part one

Graham Blyth (Soundcraft)

This correspondence is well worth
reading as it goes into far greater
detail than there is space for here.
These systems were designed some
time ago and have given considerable satisfaction to many studios at a
reasonable price. Their drawbacks
are mentioned here purely to
illustrate why Soundcraft felt that a
more modern system was required
and the design parameters that it
should fulfil.

Design parameters
The broad requirement was for a
low cost, high speed, tape based
automation system with considerable expansion possibilities for
additional functions, the initial
functions being fader and mute plus
VCA sub -grouping. An additional
requirement was that the system
could be converted to be disk based
with negligible changes to the system
hardware. The first console chosen
to be automated was the Series 2400.
More detailed parameters were:
Method -which had to be priority
encoding because upgrade to a disk
based system requires priority data
and with careful design the method
is considerably faster than sequential
scanning.
Speed-since it was necessary to
be appreciably faster than previous
designs, particularly as far as the
mute function was concerned. The
2400 is a very mute -orientated
console having effectively three
group muting busses. It is therefore
very easy to mute many channels

£6,000 and £8,000 for a 28-channel
system and the approach was to give
most attention to the cost of the
individual channel electronics. This
problem was greatly aided by the
availability of the dbx 2151 VCA
chip, requiring negligible external
circuitry, occupying little PCB space
and giving excellent performance.
Retrofit -When the 2400 was
designed two years ago, future
automation was borne in mind and
the necessary panel space allocated.
Since over 90 of these consoles will
have been installed by the time of
publication, ease and economy of
retrofit was a prime consideration.
One of the classic problems is the
need to substitute VCA taper faders
for conventional log taper units,
causing aggravation between client
and supplier as to how much is paid
to replace the old faders. Soundcraft
decided to use the same log taper

fader, do the necessary translation in
software and at the same time offer
the ability to bypass the computer
system either locally or totally by
putting the audio through the fader
in the usual way. In fact the system
will translate any audio taper fader
into the VCA dB /volt domain.
VCA Sub-grouping- The 2400
has no space anywhere for separate
VCA sub -master and grand master
faders. It was therefore necessary to
let any channel fader become a
master of itself and any number of
others. This assignment had to be
very simple and clearly visible and
`seen' by the computer. This system
will be described in detail later but
simultaneously, thus creating briefly any number of VCA subinstantaneously a large number of groups may be formed and any one
priorities.
un-grouped fader may become the
Expandability- Soundcraft were grand master, though this need not
most anxious to avoid re- designing be assigned.
the system every time a more
Ergonomics- Any modern
advanced console was designed. This sophisticated multitrack recording
system had to be capable of support- console is covered in knobs and
ing a totally automated console, buttons; the Soundcraft 2400 is no
most of the re- configuring to be exception. It was important to
done with software. A micro- reduce to an absolute minimum any
processor based design was obvious. additional controls for the
They opted to use the Motorola automation system.
68B09, a very fast 8 -bit processor
Controls
with 16 -bit internal architecture.
Cost-It was important that the Local (see Fig 1) It was decided to
price of the system should have a keep the mute control independent
sensible relationship to the price of from the fader so one momentary
the 2400 console, currently just switch toggles between MUTE
under £18,000 in maximum config- READ and MUTE WRITE, WRITE
uration. The target was between mode being indicated by a red LED.

-

The fader however, has four modes
-READ, WRITE, UPDATE and
REWRITE. By logically rationalising the process that an engineer will
go through in performing an automated mixdown, Soundcraft were
able to implement and display all
these modes by a single momentary
switch and a red and green LED.
Without further explanation at this
stage, this seems like reductio ad
absurdam but in practice the process
is very clear and simple. Two
additional LEDs indicate whether
the fader is above, below, or at the
same position as the data being
received from the tape. Due to the
almost total transparency of the
system these LEDs are largely irrelevant but they do have one useful
application which will be explained
later. The VCA sub -group system is
handled by one momentary switch
and a large red LED.
Master (see Fig 2) The five
master mode switches force all
channels to jump into the mode
selected, MUTE READ or WRITE,
FADER READ, WRITE or UPDATE. SOL SFE (solo safe), action
indicated by an adjacent red LED,

-

prevents

the

computer from

responding to mutes caused by
operating channel solo switches
when the solo system is in `Solo In
Place' mode ie, all channels except
those soloed are muted (unless
locally switched to Safe). This allows
`wet' solo of any channel(s) during
the execution of an automated mix.
If however, the Solo In Place system
is used as a third mute group, SOL
SFE is not pushed. SET /CLR is
used with the VCA sub -grouping
system. TRK switches the data from
and to the console between two
tracks (say 1 and 24). A red LED
indicates the track on which data is
being recorded, data is therefore
being received from the other track.
The engineer still has to put the
correct track into record, a certain
amount of concentration being
required at this point. This problem
is removed with a disk based system,
in which the computer is able to
store data attached to time code
without the need to press any
buttons.
The second part of this article will
explain how the system operates and
how all the modes function.
U
To be continued
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Sony PCM-F1

System

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
system: Conforms to CCIR television
standard, PAUSECAM colour; NTSC version also
available.
Code format: Conforms to the technical specifications of the EIAJ (standard format using 14 -bit
quantisation), or 16 -bit quantisation format
Number of audio channels: 2 channels
Sampling frequency: 44.1 kHz
Ouantisation: 14 -bit linear quantising, or 16-bit
linear quantising
Frequency response: 10 20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB
Harmonic distortion: Less than 0.007% (14 -bit
format). Less than 0.005% (16-bit format)
Dynamic range: More than 86 dB (14 -bit format).
More than 90 dB (16 -bit format)
Channel separation: More than 80 dB
Wow and flutter: Below measurable limit
Error correction: Error correction and concealment
using CRCC and parity
Emphasis: Pre -emphasis (in recording): fixed On.
De- emphasis (in playback): automatically
switched to On or Off (by detecting pre- emphasis
identification code). Time -constant 50 ps, 15 ps
Signal

-

GENERAL
Power requirements: Operating voltage: 12 V DC.
Usable power sources: 12 V DC with the Sony NP-1
rechargeable battery pack (optional) 220 V AC (or
240 V AC adjustable), 50 Hz (type 1) or 240 V AC (or
220 V AC adjustable, 50 Hz (type 2) with the
supplied AC -700 AC power adaptor. 12 V car
battery with the Sony DCC-2500 car battery cord

(optional).
Power consumption: 17 W DC
Dimensions: PCM -F1: Approx. 215 x 80 x 305 mm
(wlhld) (8' /z x 31/4 x 121/2 inches). AC -700: Approx.
107 x 80 x 305 mm (w /hid) (41/4 x 31/4 x 12143 inches)
not including projecting parts and controls
Weight: PCM -F1: Approx 4 kg (8 lbs 13 oz) net AC700: Approx. 3.2 kg (7 lbs 1 oz) net
Total weight: Approx: 8.1 kg (17 lbs 14 oz) in
shipping carton, including PCM -F1 and AC -700
Accessories supplied: AC power adaptor AC -700
(1). Video connecting cord VMC -110C (1). Video
connecting cords with a BNC -type plug and a
phono plug (2). Audio connecting cords RK -112 (2).
Shoulder strap (1)
Optional accessories: Rechargeable battery pack
NP -1. Car battery cord DCC -2500. Carrying case
LC -170. Carrying handle AH -330.

Inputs

Mic

1/4

Line in
Video in

Impedance

Reference input
level

Type

-

in jacks

Accepts low

impedance
microphones

- 10 dB'

Phono
Phono

1

Minimum input
level
0.435 mV
( -65 dB)
95 mV ( -18 dB)

40 kO
75 Q

Vp -p

Outputs
Type
Line out

Video out
Copy out
Headphones

Phono
Phono
Phono
Stereo '/4 in jack

Reference

output level

-10 dB"
1
1

Vp-p
Vp-p

-24 to -48 dB
Attenuation: 5
steps (24, 18
12, 6 and

O

Load impedance

More than
10 kO
75 0
75 O

Accepts low
impedance
headphones.

dB)

Input level when the peak programme meters deflect to -15 dB.
Output level when the playback level is -15 dB as shown by the peak programme meters.
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adaptor

HE Sony PCM system supplied for review
consisted of four units, namely the PCM
proper (PCM-F1), a matching
`Betamax' style video recorder (SL -F1 UB) and
two power units. Both the recorder and the PCM
adaptor may be powered by replaceable NiCad
battery packs. The PCM-Fl is able to convert the
sound into one of two formats either the
standard EIAJ 14 -bit format or a compatible
16 -bit format which allows increased resolution
and fidelity at the expense of some of the
system's ability to cope with drop -out errors.
When recording audio, the analogue signal is
first `quantised'. This involves sampling the
signal at frequent intervals and measuring the
voltage of the sample. The numerical value of
this is then recorded, so that the samples may be
re-constituted during playback. Low -pass filtering of the stepped waveform thus produced will
reconstruct the original signal. The degree of
fidelity obtainable by such a process will depend
on the number of `significant figures' to which
the sample can be measured, and recorded, while
the highest frequency that can be treated will
depend on the rate at which samples can be
taken. In practice these two functions are, of
course, related. The almost notorious theorem
by Nyquist, Shannon and no doubt many others,
states that a bandwidth- limited signal can be
completely characterised by a minimum of two
samples, so the sampling frequency must be at
least twice that of the highest frequency
component in the original signal. The advantage
of using such a system is that numbers are all that
is recorded, and this may be done by binary
methods so that the signal on the tape at any
point must correspond to either a 0 or a 1. Thus a
degraded signal due to imperfect recording can
easily be corrected so that the original can be
restored - further standard error correction
56 0.
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review/
techniques and multiple recording strategies can
be used to correct or re- create data when the
degradation is such as to reproduce totally
erroneous numbers. The disadvantage of the
system is that the data stream thus created
contains frequencies into the MHz region, so
that video recording methods become obvious
candidates.
While several methods can be used to enhance
the resolution of a system, the PCM-FI
conforms to EIAJ standards by using a `linear'
encoding format although high frequency pre emphasis is used to take full advantage of the
system. Sampling is performed at 44.1 kHz and
recording can be to either 14 or 16 -bit resolution.
As the PCM-Fl is designed to be used with
standard video recorders, the data stream is
converted into a 'TV picture' for recording. It
will be seen from the diagrams that the 16 -bit
mode is achieved within the 14-bit standard by
using one of the error correction words to hold
the last two bits of data from each sample on that
line. The diagrams also show how this is achieved, including the interleaving that is done to
disperse drop -out errors. In the 14 -bit mode,
`burst' errors of up to 32 TV lines can be
corrected; the 16 -bit mode reduces this to 16.
When an error is detected, the circuitry attempts
to reconstruct the damaged data word from redundancy within the data structure. Should this
capability be exceeded, an average, generated
from the preceding and succeeding samples, is
substituted. The interleaving of data mentioned
above helps to assure that these last will be error
free.

manufacturers do not recommend this form of
stacking as the ventilation of the power supplies
is naturally restricted. The power units have
captive twin -core mains leads supplied, and
captive multiway leads with DIN connectors
carry the DC to the PCM-F1 and the SL-FIUB.
An accessory lead fits into the multiway socket
on the rear of the SL-FIUB and leads to two
phono sockets labelled `video in' and `video out'.
These must be connected to the sockets respectively marked `video out' and `video in' on the
PCM -F1 (surely an additional colour coding
would be less confusing) which completes the
interconnection of the machines, although an
extra phono socket exists on the PCM-FI to
facilitate copying. A switch to select 14 or 16 -bit
resolution is also placed (hidden ?) on the rear
panel this is only operative in the record mode,
correct playback being automatically selected
through information carried in the signal. Other
rear panel connections to the PCM-FI consist of
the phono sockets for line level audio inputs and
outputs; these operate at -10 dB nominal for
interface to domestic audio equipment. With
these connected to your audio system, recording
may commence. Two mono Vs in jack sockets
are provided on the front panel for low impedance microphones, plus a '/a in stereo headphone
socket. When operating in the portable mode
with the NiCad batteries, these are slotted into
recesses in each machine; the accessory lead links
the two units which may then be carried on each
shoulder.
When recording, a `straight through' signal is
provided from the output of the PCM-FI, but it
is interesting to note that this signal has in fact
been through the complete process turned into
digital, from digital to TV format, been through
the video recorder circuitry before being returned
to be decoded. Thus this signal provides a good
check that all is properly connected up and that
the vast majority of the circuitry is functioning
correctly. This carry -over of a fairly normal
video recorder practice seems an excellent idea in

-

-

Setting up

Interconnection of the units is simplicity itself.
The two power units can be placed side by side
forming a stand upon which the PCM-F1 can be
placed, while the SL-FIUB can be placed on top
of the PCM -Fl. The top of the cabinets have
locating areas for the feet of the unit above to aid
physical stability of the stack so formed. The
L CH

LINE

L CH MIC

INPUT

Recorder
The SL -FI UB is a relatively standard portable

Betamax video recorder, capable of running for
about an hour from the internally contained
NiCad battery pack which is identical to that
58
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optimum tracking. Finally, there is an on -off
switch and a record mute switch, each with their
own indicators. Tell tale windows under the
meters indicate whether the mute is functioning,
the fact that pre -emphasis is being used, and
whether the tape being played is `copy prohibited'.
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R CH

Controls
Front panels controls on the PCM-FI consist of
independent left and right channel level controls,
a headphone attenuator switch (five 6 dB steps)
and several toggle switches. These provide line/
microphone input selection, a mute switch which
mutes the output unless the data received is valid,
and a switch labelled `copy' which provides a
second video output for another recorder. This
switch apparently degrades the audio performance during the copy process but allows the user
to make copies with `absolutely no deterioration
in quality'. Use of the copy switch with the
resolution switch also allows the user to change
between the two standards. LED meters with a
50 dB scale are provided; at the top end of these
a red panel saying OVER illuminates if the signal
level is too high. These meters have twin moving
bars, one of which acts as peak level indicator,
the other follows the signal excursions. Two push
buttons allow the user to select between the peak
meter holding its level (unless exceeded) for 1.7 s
or holding the peaks until reset. Two further
push buttons allow the user to check the battery
level and check that the video recorder is set for
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view of the complexity of the internal circuitry of
the system. Comparison of this signal with the
input signal allows one to appreciate, with great
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16- bit format of the PCM -F1

-bit format of the EIAJ

interleave array
H

done, the unit will actually go into record at the
next frame line when the pause mode is released.
This allows the PCM user a limited editing facility, probably sufficient to assemble a series of
tracks, but regrettably not precise enough for
`real' editing.
A `battery flat' warning appears in the bottom
left corner of the LCD display about 30 seconds
before the death of the battery. It cannot be said
that this draws the eye at all, especially when
used 'in the field'. The battery indicator is more
conventional on the PCM-F1, consisting of an
alternative meter scale. This is also fairly useless,
although to be fair to the manufacturers this is
due to the characteristics of NiCad batteries,
which give no convenient indication of their
status until it is too late. Another indicator on

and the tracking control. Small press buttons are
provided to allow one to reset the counter,
illuminate it and persuade the transport to return
to zero or thereabouts. Function controls on the
recorder include fast foward and reverse, stop,
play, record and audio dub. Extended features
include a pause control, a double speed play, and
`swing search' buttons. These allow you, once in
the pause mode, to go in and out of normal speed
forwards and reverse (to find your place) and
two others allow you to creep in either direction.
When released the recorder returns to the pause
mode. The swing search is very effective in the
audio modes, allowing one to find a note in the
music quite easily, although one has to get used
to the peculiar sound of the same frame being
repeated. As with most modern video recorders,
one can drop into record from pause; if this is

used by the PCM-F1, so that these may be
substituted. A camera and mike connector exist
on the side panel of this machine for video
recording, which does not concern us here. The
accessory, power and UHF signal output sockets
on the recorder are behind a plastic door covering a slightly recessed panel on the back of the
machine. Although this looks quite neat, it has
drawbacks as will be seen later. All other
controls are on the front panel, touch buttons
being used for all the tape transport functions,
power on /off and eject (which is electronic -a
good idea, it means that the tape won't suddenly
be ejected into the middle of the road because
your coat caught the button, if you have the
power off!). An LCD tape counter /timer is provided this shows through a window in a plastic
door that hides a switch to provide a test signal
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reviews
the LCD display of the SL -FI shows if the
internal humidity is too high say through
condensation to allow the machine to operate
properly without the tape sticking to the head
drum. If this is the case, all the function keys are
locked out until it is safe to operate the machine.

-
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Operation
The units under review were subjected to various
test recording situations, unfortunately limited in
scope by the time and equipment available. The
latter was a major factor, as the system cheerfully outperforms almost any other piece of
audio equipment. Thus, it was really quite
difficult to find a signal source which was not
going to be far more suspect than the machine.
In view of this, a certain amount of time was

spent trying to discover the weak points in the
system by intentionally misusing it, so as to have
an indication of what should be listened for.
Some outside recordings were done, using the
machine in a portable mode, for both sound
effects and music. In addition, a direct feed from
a studio console was used during an orchestral
session as a high quality source of music which
had not been previously recorded on analogue
tape.
It seemed that there were two major areas to
investigate vis -a -vis the performance of the
system. One was the performance of the actual
recording and reproduction of the digitised
signal, while the other involved the performance
of the conversion and re- conversion of the
analogue signal.
To take the recording process first. One trick
that one has to get used to is the fact that, no
matter what level is being recorded, this bears no
relationship to what is going on on tape. Thus,
whatever the level used, the tape should behave
well. While this is obvious, it is surprising how
much one has a gut-reaction that a low level
signal must be in some way more prone to dropout, or in some way more finnicky, than a
normal level one. Obviously this cannot be true,
and luckily experience confirmed this! The
manufacturers recommend that a high quality,
high density tape no longer than an L -500 (130
minutes) is used. For the majority of the tests
such a tape was used, but the system was also
tried out using a previously -used normal grade
cassette. No audible difference was noticed
between the two. Recordings were also made on
a VHS recorder - also using 'old' tape -and no
problems were found here either. In fact, the
performance of the recording and error correction systems can be summarised very briefly: no
audible difference between the 'line in' sound
and that played back was discerned at any time
during the tests, using either the SL -F1 UB
recorder provided or the home VHS machine. It
is obvious that, if any drop -out or similar
problems actually occurred, the various error
correction systems were quite capable of
handling them. It is difficult to know which part
of the system is to be complemented for this, but
it is most remarkable that whether the signal
heard was time shifted (recorded) or not was
totally irrelevant to the results surely an extraordinary comment on a tape recorder!
When investigating the functions of the PCM
conversion, the effect of over- recording was
tried - this simply proved that the limiter circuits
provided did nothing to improve the sound, but
were sufficiently good to rescue the situation.
What was not quite so clever under these circumstances was that even when the meters are set to
'peak hold' mode, the indication that the system
has been overloaded is not retained. Thus, if you
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were to come back and examine the readings
after a time you might think that the level was
perfect, whereas in fact quite a lot of overloading
could have taken place. Digital recording is the
most incompressible of media: no overload is
possible, which is why the limiter is so essential.
If you do 'overload', the meters cannot register
this on playback (it hasn't been recorded any
louder!), so no-one will ever know! Obviously in
view of the other characteristics of the system
there is absolutely no point in 'pushing' the tape,
and recording levels can be set 15 or so dB down

to allow room for unexpected transients. Nonetheless, it was felt that the peak hold circuits
should, to be really useful, tell you that an
overload had actually occurred, and by how
much. It is interesting to note that the overload
indicators are totally tied into the signal input
circuitry as, if a playback is made while an
incoming signal is present, the meters follow the
playback signal, but the overload lights follow
the input signal.
Listening to commercially available digitally
mastered recordings had revealed a certain
'glassy harshness' in the high frequency range
while the treatment of reverberation was most
suspicious, many recordings seeming unnaturally
dry. It seemed possible that these effects could be
partially due to quantisation of the signal, and to
the nature of the anti -aliasing filter - which
demands an extremely sharp cut off at about
20 kHz -plus, it has also been suggested, to HF
cutter -head resonances. Thus investigations were
carried out by comparing the sound through the
system with the source when the signal was being
passed through the PCM adaptor at various
(low) levels. Arrangements were made so as to
maintain an exact equivalence of listening level
between the two signals. As the level through the
PCM-FI was reduced, noise - up to now uncannily absent - began to make its appearance when
the peak level was less than about -40 dB.
Obviously, some of this noise can be attributed
to the noise of the amplifiers used to make up the
gain on playback. I found that, compared with,
say, a cassette recorder using metal tape, adequate recordings could be made at this sort of
level without any particularly disturbing effects.
Downwards, ever downwards! Quantising noise
became evident at much lower levels you can
begin hear what it is doing when the input level
no longer registers on the PCM's meters if you
are in the 14 -bit mode; while if you are in 16-bit
you have to turn it down even more! In the
interregnum below -40 dB the noise partly
quantisation noise and partly that due to the
make -up gain becomes increasingly apparent,
being substantially rougher in the 14 -bit mode.
What is clear - and to me, at least, unexpected
and good - is that the music is not destroyed by
the noise at low level as it would be on an
analogue recorder. It is still quite easy to listen to
the signal which appears quite normal except that
it happens to have the Niagara Falls overdubbed
on it. Curiously, what reverb one can discern
under these conditions still does not sound
abrupt or foreshortened as I might have expected. 14 -bit is obviously worse than 16 -bit although
this might be because I was unable to achieve the
same relative levels with 16-bit (I had run out of
make -up gain by then). Of course this is all a
little silly - after all, you try recording anything
at -45 dB on tape, just try! On this system you
can still listen with pleasure, getting involved
with the music, whereas on many other systems
you might be lucky to decipher the fact that
music was present at all. During this test,
frequent use of the recorder was made to prove

-
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that the apparent `smoothness' of the signal was
not in fact due to breakthough in `line in' mode.
I found the above test quite fascinating, especially as the 'sound' of quantising noise was quite
unlike what I had previously imagined. It
sounds, very boringly, just like perfectly
ordinary noise and the experience convinces me
that this is not the cause of 'glassiness' or
'harshness' in the top end of digitally- mastered
conventional discs. This is all the more significant when one realises the full implications of the
signal levels involved: any quantising noise
effects that might occur would be well within
other dubious areas of the playback chain, crossover distortion for example.
Regrettably, all the outdoor recordings made
were noisy due to the non -availability of quiet
enough microphones. In addition, the fact that
phantom power and balanced microphone inputs
are not supplied on the PCM-F1 ruled out a
number of better microphones that were available. These ommissions are presumably due to
the fact that the unit is classed as a 'high -end'
consumer product. However, the major users of
the PCM-FI will almost certainly be either
professional recordists or financially well endowed audiophiles, who will already have
available - and will most certainly need to
use studio quality microphones. Even modern
self-power electret types may not be sufficient.
Despite these shortcomings, the results were
exceptional. At no time did the fact that the
recorder was being moved appear to affect its
performance. Physically, the package is quite
heavy to carry, and a backpack would be a wise
investment for this sort of use.
The potential advantage of a long recording
spell on one cassette is offset rather brutally by
the fairly short battery life, although the car
battery adaptor lead could help a lot (this item
was not supplied for review). When used portably, straps are attached to the side of the
machines so that they hang on either side of your
body, front panels upwards. This means that all
the connections face downwards. In addition,
the plastic door covering the sockets on the rear
of the SL -FI must remain open when leads are
connected. As a result, the user cannot lift the
machines off his (aching) shoulders to put them
down for fear of damaging them. I suspect that
the plastic door will have a severely limited
lifespan too. Nor is it that easy to put one
machine down, due to the relatively short interconnecting lead! I also found that if I had the
SL -FI on my left and the PCM on my right it was
extremely difficult to plug the microphones in
and adjust the level; if I had them around the
other way it was difficult to see the level (this
doesn't actually matter much in view of the
'spare' range) or operate the transport controls. I
also found it hard to achieve a balance where I
did not feel that one or other of the units was
going to slip off my shoulder! Still, given the
slightest opportunity, I would suffer all the
above, though possibly not in silence.
Some recording was also done in the professional environment of a major recording studio,
during a small orchestral session. Interfacing the
equipment with the mixer was quickly achieved,
and no problems at all were encountered there
was not the slightest trace of RF interference in
this most sensitive situation where no special
precautions had been taken to avoid it, a tribute
to the excellent screening incorporated in the
system. The return -to-zero feature was found to
be most useful in these circumstances, but I
found that the relatively slow startup time of the

-
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SONAPANEL ACOUSTIC SYSTEM
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Fast delivery
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heavy -duty, professional tape recorder and
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don't wait to pay the earth for it
further! The Proline 2000TC from LeeversRich Equipment Limited is a robust but
sophisticated, state-of-the -art, 6.25 mm
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efficiency in studios all around the world.

A high -technology recorder in which
electronics have replaced mechanics wherever
possible.
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machine made it tempting to leave it in the pause
mode, which cannot be good for it.
The music was modern in nature, destined to
be used for a film sound track and featuring
harpsichord, piano, harp, woodwind and percussion instruments. In addition, all sorts of
musical effects had been written into the score,
making it ideal test material. Inevitably the
constraint of time made it difficult to do critical
or analytical tests in situ, but it was clearly
apparent that the PCM -F1 was up to its usual
tricks - outperforming everything in sight. A
brief playback over the monitor speakers was
more than sufficient to convince all present, and
produce the comment, "There's nothing wrong
with that! Where do I get one?" A more detailed
and leisured appraisal after the session demonstrated the convincing solidity and transparency
of the system, revealing detail and a presence in
the music that is almost embarrassing in its
intimacy. Once again it became evident that the
limiting factors now lie in the source of the
sound, specifically in the microphones and in
their positioning, and it is felt that many lessons
will have to be learned, and equipment evolved,
before the system is fully exploited. It is also
clear that the person who invents a new form of
music paper (that doesn't rustle) and reflective
plush carpet (for live rooms) will make a comfortable living.
This extraordinary quality of the PCM system,
(in one test it was found that the feedthrough
signal was closer to the original than the line -in
signal on a certain well- respected tape recorder!)
makes it extremely difficult to find anything to
say about the positive aspects of the quality of
the machine. A very brief listen convinces everyone who has heard it that it 'sounds as if it isn't
there', which, of course is as it should be.
Extended listening only confirms this impression,
and should make the dedicated listener grateful
that such a large area of compromised performance can be now be forgotten about - or would
you really want to be listening to a mechanical
gramophone, however refined? In essence one
immediately looks on the PCM -F1 as if it were
some in -line bit of processing circuitry, like a line
or mix amp, and judges it accordingly, and even
by these criteria it is winning all the way! It is
most interesting to note how such items as the
sharp cut -off filters required - regarded by many
as a severe limitation - in fact turn out to be
quite acceptable despite their very obvious visible
(on a scope) effect on square wave inputs.
Actually, all listeners have commented on the
openness and 'ease' of the sound, very far from
being 'contained' by the filter bandwidth. It
seems evident that the new LSI A/D and D/A
converters whose creation have made this
machine (and the new Sony PCM 3324) possible
are an eminently successful design, and that the
'dither' circuitry employed has most successfully
dealt with problems that some previous systems
had with reverberant fields. I also feel that the
use of pre- emphasis and the consequent deemphasis do quite a lot to 'tame' the abruptness
of the anti -aliasing filters.
Conclusions
Although the dynamic range /lack of noise will
undoubtedly feature prominently in the advertising for this machine, I feel that the less obvious
features are all just as important. The lack of any
form of modulation noise to be 'masked' by the
signal and the lack of any measurable wow and
flutter, all contribute to the clarity and stability
of the image produced. And last, but not least, is
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the flatness of the frequency and phase response
which make the listener immediately recognise
that the sound is as it should be. Stereo images
are rock solid, inspiring immense confidence I
think that it is these properties far more than the
immense (and largely unnecessary) dynamic
range that will quietly make this system a winner.
Unfortunately, nothing in the world is perfect,
and there remain some little niggles about
operator convenience that have been mentioned
in the body of the text. I am convinced that a
machine in this price bracket should have
balanced microphone inputs to a professional
standard after all these are also designed to
reduce hum and noise, especially as the system is
quite good at recording the (acoustic) whirring of
the video recorder. In addition, it would be most
convenient in view of the portability of the
package if 48 V phantom powering could have
been provided, allowing the user conveniently to
use the very best microphones that he could
afford without having to carry extra battery
packs and the like. This is all the more necessary
when you consider that the amount of gain available with the mike amp provided is not really
sufficient when used with a good quality
dynamic or ribbon microphone. I also feel that a
tell -tale should have been provided to inform the
user which mode he was operating in the difference between 14 and 16 -bit modes is not immediately obvious, especially in the field and as the
switch is out of sight it would be quite easy to
inadvertently use the wrong one.
Apart from these points, Sony have undoubtedly produced a most useful machine for the
audiophile for whom the manufacturers admit
they have aimed the system enabling him to
record and archive material with unsurpassed
quality and very low tape costs. It is also possible
to perform tape-to -tape 'overdubbing' with only
one PCM-FI and two video recorders. The
neatness and simplicity of the machine is
excellent perhaps it should be emphasised that
on playback, no setting up other than the volume
control needs to be considered as the correct
decoding, pre- emphasis etc. are all done

-

-

-
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automatically. Cassette handling is pretty
foolproof too, so that when one wishes to enjoy
music it is far less fuss using this system than
putting on a disc, let alone using some of the
more exotic audio cassette machines. It is
therefore a job that can safely be entrusted to
those less technically minded. On top of this, I

am sure that the portable aspects will prove most
useful to the more energetic enthusiast, bringing
him a quality that up to now would not have
been available at any price.
The PCM-F1 could also be considered as a
cost -effective way of providing stereo digital
audio capability in the professional field, but
here a number of factors should be taken into
account. First, the system is orientated around
the 'domestic' ( -10 dB) line level, and although
this presented no problems during the review,
difficulties could possibly arise here. Second,
and more importantly, the lack of true editing
facilities would seem to seriously restrict its use fullness in stereo mastering applications. A
digital audio editing system could be used, but if
this is contemplated, it should be borne in mind
that only tapes made on the NTSC version of the
PCM-F1 will interface successfully. Analogueto-analogue (eg from PCM-F1 to 1610) copying
would be possible although some degradation in
quality may occur. It is interesting to speculate
on whether the fact that this would enable you to
use the PCM-FI in 16 -bit mode rather than the
14 -bit editor-compatible mode would leave you
better or worse off. Additionally, in the studio it
is likely that a U -Matic machine (possibly already
present) would be a more appropriate recorder to
use, especially as a 14 -bit master tape produced
in this way would be directly useable in an editing
suite, and for disc mastering.
Finally, the system has obvious applications as
a location sound recorder. The lack of professional mike inputs may be a disadvantage, but the
fact that the VTR's audio track could well be
used for timecode or any other synchronisation
method means that it is ideal for use in the film
and video fields. Indeed, I find it really hard to
imagine that currently available high quality
portable analogue recorders will continue to be
marketable! Here again, if digital audio editing
or disc mastering is envisaged, the NTSC
versions of the PCM -F1 and video recorder may
well prove the best choice. And, after all, if you
do this, given a suitable monitor you could also
watch American (or Japanese) movies!
George Chkiantz

-

-

We recommend intending users of the PCM -FI
system to consult their dealers to establish which
of the various configurations is most appropriate
for their application, in view of the numerous
possibilities available - Ed.
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The PCM -Fl digital
audio processor:
Available in two versions, PAL or NTSC the PCM Fl can be
used in conjunction with any VC.R. recorder.

Coupled with the SL.F1 portable Betamax, the PCM Fl provides
portable digital recording system with phenominal performance.
The Servo control system of the SL.FI Betamax will allow
absolute synchronization of the recorded materiaD at all times and
enables subsequent transfers to be made directly to 35 or 16 mm
film or video.
For Studio use, interface the PCM Fl with any of the new
Type 5 SONY U/Matic recorders.
Editing can be performed using a standard U/Matic video
editing facility to an accuracy of ± two frames i.e. 80 ms- P.A.L.
a

(t)

Quantization 16 bit linear or
14 bit linear (switchable)
Frequency response: 10- 20,003 Hz ±0.5 dB
Dynamic range more than 901316 bit
more than 86 dB 14 bit
Harmonic distortion less that 0.005% 16 -bit
less than 0.007% 14 -bit
Wow & Flitter beneath measurable limits
For serious audio editing and subsequent transfer to disc, the
recorded signal from the PCM FIi can be transferred to the Sony
PCM 100 or PCM 1610 digital audio systems and edited using the
DAE 1100 digital audio editor.
Any number of subsequent copies can be made with no loss
of signal quality.
The PCM Fl features a digital to digital dubbing facility.

Your discerning customer can make V.C.R. copies of studio
masters and play them back on their own PCM Fl system and
experience exactly the same quality of sound as the original master.
For further information or demonstration - please contact
Roger Cameron or John Didlock.

FELDON AUDI 0
U.K.

Distr butors

126 Great Portland Street, London WIN 5PH Tel: 01 -580 4314. Telex: London 28668.
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The review sample of the PCM -3324
was a production prototype. A
number of changes have already
been made in the production version,
and probably more will follow, before
the machine is available for sale later

Sony PCM 3324

digital recorder

in 1982.

Resulting from the activities in the
Audio Engineering Society and other
areas the sampling frequency for
professional digital audio is now
hopefully standardised at 48 kHz
with the consumer digital audio disc
and video cassette-based systems
using a sampling frequency of
44.1 kHz. The Sony PCM-3324 can
operate at either of these
frequencies.
THE PCM -3324 is an extremely complex
machine with numerous special facilities and
features. As a result, in the space available for this
review it is not possible to fully describe all the
features of the machine.
The tape transport, working at over 40,000 bits/
in with 28 tracks on thin 1/2 in tape, requires very
precise control of the tape not only in the record/

#llii1rl1 fii1IlEili iE11i6it)E

replay modes but also in the fast modes to avoid
tape damage or stretching, especially at cut -andsplice edits. The result of this is a tape transport of
very unusual design. Two separate castings are
used to form the basis of the transport: one with
finned sections supports the two servo -controlled
DC reel motors with their solenoid-operated band
brakes and a second substantial casting carries the
rest of the tape transport. Heavy square section
bars join the two castings and support them at the
front and rear of the machine with twin tangential
cooling fans at the rear drawing air over the finned
sections at the reel motors.
The spool motors drop into the top of the rear
casting making replacement very simple, the spool
capacity being a maximum of 14 in. Tape and the
empty spools supplied with the machine are of a
design similar to the precision spool used for
instrumentation work (precision NAB type) but
with a reduced clearance between the flanges of
13.306 mm against the standard of 13.462 ( +0,
0.051) mm. These are a nice fit on the precision
hold -downs which fit directly on to the reel motor
shafts with a central screw adjusting height. At a
tape speed of 723.8 mm /s using the 48 kHz sampling rate this gives a recording time of hr 7 min
using 28 pm thick tape. At the 44.1 kHz sampling
rate the tape speed reduces to 665.0 mm /s with a
resulting available time of hr 13 min maximum.
Sony conservatively specify the times at 60 and
68 min for the two sampling frequencies.
From either reel the tape passes to a precision
guide roller which guides the tape with fixed metal
edge guides. The roller assembly is on a small sub casting which is shimmed on to cast pillars on the
main casting. From here at either side there is a
rather complicated tension sensing arm system.
Each arm mounts onto a spindle in a small casting
which bolts on to the main casting, and the spindle
has a potentiometer on its lower end. At the other
end of the arms there is a precision roller.
The system uses three arm positions. In the
ready -to-load condition the arms are retracted by a

-

1
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MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Tracks: 28 comprising 24 PCM, CTL (control), EXT
data, and two for analogue audio signals.
Tape speed: 665 mm /s (at 44.1 kHz sampling rate)
723.8 mm /s (at 48 kHz sampling rate).
Tape:digital audio master tape -D -1/2- 2920(68 min
at 44.1 kHz) D -1/2-1460 (34 min at 44.1 kHz).
Sampling rate: 44.1 kHz and 48 kHz ( switchable).
Ouantisation: 16 bit linear/channel.
Dynamic range: more than 90 dB.
Frequency response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, +0.5 dB,

-1.0dB.

Rewind and fast forward time: 5 min (with 14 in
reels) 2' /z min (with 101/z in reels).
Channel coding: HDM -1 (High Density Modulation).
Error correction: CRCC and Cross Interleave Code.
Editing: Sync, recording, punch in /out and splice
free (cross fading at every editing point).
Dimensions: 830 x 990 x 740 mm (whd).
Weight: approx 220 kg.
Power supply: AC100/120/220/240 V 50/60 Hz,
approx 3 kVA.
Manufacturer: Sony Company Limited, 7 -4 Konan,
1Chome, Minatu -Ku, Tokyo 108, Japan.
UK: Sony (UK) Limited, Communication Systems
Division, Pyrene House, Sunbury -on- Thames,

-

Total harmonic distortion: less than 0.05 %.
Emphasis: on /off switchable.
Middlesex.
Wow and flutter: undetectable.
Rec and play time: 68 min with 14 in reels at USA: Sony Corporation of America, 9W 57th Street,
New York, NY 10019.
44.1 kHz; 60 min with 14 in at 48 kHz.
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motor driven linkage and locked in their outer
positions. After lacing the tape, pressing the head
cover forwards results in the two arms motoring to
their other extreme position thus taking up any
slack in the tape. Once the inner position is arrived
at, a solenoid releases the motor drive and the
lightly spring loaded arms become tape tension
sensors.
On the pay -off side the tape then passes to a large
diameter roller guide which has a tachometer that
drives the tape timer and feeds the control
processor. Following this there is a lightweight
`shift roller' which has three positions. In ready -toload state the shift roller is fully retracted to give a
straightforward tape path . Once the tension rollers
are released to their operating position the shift
roller is solenoid driven to its ready position where
it remains in all but the play and record modes.
When entering these modes the shift roller is again
solenoid driven, this time to its inner position
where it applies the tape to the heads, at the same
time putting the head shields in position and
removing lifter pins from the tape path. the
complete operation is damped by an air dashpot.
The rather complex plug -in headblock is
shimmed on to three pillars which are secured by
screws on to a subsidiary casting which itself is
bolted on the main casting.
Upon entering the headblock the tape passes
over ceramic edge guides to the digital advance
record head, the digital playback and the analogue
erase heads before passing a second pair of ceramic
edge guides. It then continues past the analogue
record /replay head, to an optical tape presence
detector, the digital record (sync record) head and
a third pair of ceramic edge guides. All these
components are suspended from a 3 mm thick
plate with spring loaded head position
adjustments.
Upon leaving the headblock the tape passes over
the large diameter pinchroller -less capstan directly
driven by a DC servo motor. A large- diameter
knurled knob on the capstan allows the tape to be
manually shuttled at sensible speeds for locating
edit points. From here the tape passes to the take up tension arm via the guide roller to the take -up
reel.
Access to the analogue replay heads for editing is
gained by sliding the head cover to the right when it
can be lifted off, the production version having a
more substantial head cover and, hopefully, a

more substantial mechanism. Once removed,
access to the tape is excellent.
Tape tension remained remarkably constant at
200 g throughout the tape path in all modes, the
drive functions being controlled by a 280 microprocessor.
Whilst a number of higher power printed circuit
boards are on the transport surfaces the main
electronics mount into two racks beneath the tape
transport. To the right of the bottom rack are the
power supplies with six each A/D and D/A converter boards occupying the left hand side, each
board handling four channels. The A/D boards
have front panel switches putting pre- emphasis on
or off for each channel - more about this later.
Switching of de- emphasis is automatic with the
D/A boards having front panel indicators for deemphasis on /off.
Within the top rack are 34 printed circuit boards
fitting into sockets which are wire -wrapped on the
back plane. About half of them are concerned with
normal signal processing and the remainder with
system control , editing, interfacing, tape transport
control, etc.
Numerous LED indicators are fitted to the front
panels which will be secured to the frame by screws
in the production units. There are front panel
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toggle switches which allow `dither' to be switched
on /off and will switch each channel between
analogue and digital input with potentiometers to
allow adjustment of the analogue output level
from the two analogue tracks. A 16- position
switch adjusts the cross fade time during electronic
editing, from 1.33 ms to 341 ms at the 48 kHz
sampling rate or 1.45 ms to 375 ms at 44.1 kHz
sampling rate, the times when splice editing being
5.20 and 5.66 ms respectively.
A further feature of particular interest is an
array of seven LED indicators giving error
messages. These deal with such conditions as
power supplies out of tolerance, excessive motor
temperatures, servo problems, etc.
The final user feature in the card frame is a series
of DIL switches which select the brightness and
flashing rate of the keyboard indicators.
Despite the fact that the review unit was a
production prototype all boards were very well
made with socketed integrated circuits and full
component identifications.
At the rear the analogue inputs and outputs take
the form of XLR connectors in the lower section of
the rack on a hinged panel with the remaining
connections being on a hinged panel in the upper
section. Here XLR connectors give access to the
two analogue tracks and the timecode track.
Two multi -way `D' connectors provide the
digital signal inputs and outputs with a further 'D'
connector being provided for remote control.
Eleven BNC sockets, some with switched 75 S2
terminations, give various synchronisation inputs
and outputs with large terminals being provided
for chassis and signal grounds.
Within the machine are numerous cooling fans
which in the review sample were very noisy
m in the lab), however a 10 dB
(54 dBA at
reduction in noise is anticipated in the production
version.
Control of the machine is divided into several
sections in two areas, one a sloping panel at the
front of the tape transport and the second a
horizontal sill at the front of the machine. The
former in the pre -production machine has the
power on /off switch to the left followed by 24,
16- segment level meters indicating overload (red)
to -34 dB (green) below overload. In the production version the power switch will be relocated
and the analogue track level indicators will be
8- segment displays.
There follows an 8- segment timecode level
indicator with red segments at the extremes, two
16-segment analogue track audio level indicators,
and the 8- segment control track level indicator
with red at the extremes with three LEDs below the
indicator. The latter red, green and yellow LEDs
show control track record, replay or a jump in
1

control track data. Further to the right, two
horizontal rows of five LEDs provide warnings the upper row about formats and the lower about
alarm conditions. The format warnings are
illuminated for an unacceptable tape format,
incorrect sampling frequency, incorrect deemphasis, master safe selected and remote control
selected.
Alarms are illuminated for abnormal power
supply conditions, abnormal servo conditions,
irregularities in the digital control system,
excessive dropout and failure of the capstan servo
system.
Finally in this section, under a hinged transparent cover are eight miniature toggle switches
with associated LED indicators. The first two
provide a master safe function and select the
sampling rate from 48 kHz or 44.1 kHz. The next
has three positions which switch emphasis master
on /off or to the individual conditions selected on
the printed circuit card front panels. Likewise the
analogue or digital inputs can be master selected or
individually selected. Monitoring can be automatically switched to the input in the fast and stop
modes, or manually selected for individual tracks,
and the time can be absolute from the tachometer
or read control track time. The synchronisation
clock may be internal only or automatically
switched to external when an input is present and
finally the overall control can be switched local or
remote when the local controls are inhibited.
Movement control of the tape is on the horizontal section which includes the usual fast, replay,
record and stop buttons which become illuminated
to show which action is current. Other functions
are provided including a finger operated shuttle
roller which is spring loaded to the stop position.
Movement of the shuttle roller in either direction
initiates variable speed tape motion with speed
depending upon the roller position. As with the
fast modes the tape motion is rather sluggish, but
this is a requirement of the gentle tape handling.
Pressing the record and play buttons enters the
record mode, however there are other options.
Pressing the `record rehearse' and the play
buttons, memorises the positions of punching in
and out without actually recording. The punch
in /out can then be auditioned by pressing the
record rehearse and `auto punch' buttons when the
machine automatically switches between the
reproduce signal and the input signal at the selected
points. Once satisfied that the edit is correct,
pressing the auto punch and record buttons
executes the edit -a very nice system. Two further
pushbuttons are located in the section, 'locate'
which works with the tape timer and `edit stop'
which if pressed in the replay mode rolls on for 5 s
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Varispeed can be accomplished in record or
replay by pressing the varispeed membrane switch
which illuminates a flashing LED. The speed may
then be set as a percentage or in semitones with the
previously mentioned `up' and `down' membrane
switches.
All signal routing controls are membrane
switches with 27 vertical arrays of LED indicators
for the 24 digital audio tracks, the two analogue
audio tracks and the timecode track. To the left of
the displays are record ready, safe, reproduce,
input, mute on and mute off buttons, the state of
each track being shown by LEDs working in
conjunction with a track selector button at the
bottom of the arrays. Green LEDs at the top of the
arrays indicate the tracks selected, followed by
three LEDs in a square opposite the record ready
button, green indicating safe, orange record ready
and red record.
Below these, further LEDs indicate input or

and then rewinds to the tape position where it was
pressed.

The tape timer, which counts in minutes and
seconds, can be set in a number of ways. Three
membrane switches with LEDs perform `set
timer', `set cue point' and `set speed'. These work
in conjunction with `up' and `down' switches
which when pressed count the appropriate display
up or down starting at a low rate and getting faster
the longer the button is pressed. Pressing the `set'
button a second time remembers the setting and
extinguishes the LED next to the button. A further
way of setting the time is from five cue stores.
Pressing the cue store button remembers the tape
location and automatically steps to the next store
indicated by one of five LEDs. Subsequent
pressing of the recall button steps through the
stores indicating their contents whilst the button is
held. These cue points may be entered as locate
points in the timer by pressing `set cue point'
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was not good as shown in Fig 1.
All the audio outputs, with the exception

TABLE
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Inputs and outputs
Investigation of the analogue inputs to the digital
audio system showed the inputs to be balanced
with an impedance of 10.3 kS2. Meter zero corresponded to an input level of +4 dBm with the input
at clipping being + 24 dBm. Common mode rejection varied widely between channels with a worst
case of60 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The inputs to
the analogue tracks also had a sensitivity of
+4 dBm for meter zero indication with the maximum input capability of +24 dBm into 9.8 kOE
Common mode rejection at the analogue inputs
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C

reproduce, thus individual tracks may be set as
desired with a clear indication of the current setup. Alternatively there is an `all' button which
allows all digital tracks to be set the same.
Four grouping pushbuttons allow versatile
grouping of any combination of the digital tracks
with a memory backup retaining the grouping
during power off. Similarly there are four set -up
memories which can be loaded with the current
status of the digital tracks and recalled as desired.
The final controls are for the selection of the
record mode this requires the simultaneous
pressing of the `record mode set' button and one of
four other buttons. The normal mode is the
advance record mode where digital recording takes
place at the advance record head with digital
monitoring at the digital replay head. A record
mute setting effectively erases the tape with the
other two settings being sync modes using the
digital replay head and the second digital record
head located after the replay head. There are two of
these conditions, `insert' where all tracks other
than the control track are recordable and
`assemble' where the control track is also recorded.
Whilst the audio signal routing is easy to master
as is the grouping and the set -up store, the cue
system needs good driving lessons and I think it
could be simplified.
Tape loading on the review sample was straightforward with one proviso if the tape was not
properly located in the optical sensor (which could
happen accidently) the machine refused to toad
without any indication of the error.

2k

1,

INDE

M.

EMIMIIMMIIM

5k

10k

20k

With tape
- 39 dBA

- 28 dB

- 42 dB

Machine

- 49.5 dBA

-45.5 dB

- 56.0 dB

Measurement method Emphasis on Emphasis off
-92 dB
-87 dB
22 Hzto22 kHz RMS
-88 dB
-92 dB
A-weighted RMS
CCIR-weighted
-85dB
-80dB
RMS ref 1 kHz
CCIR- weighted
-81dB
-77dB
quasi -peak ref 1 kHz
CCIR-weighted
-92dB
-87dB
ARM ref 1 kHz

headphone output, had a drive capability of
+24 dBm from a source impedance of approximately 47 Q. The maximum output available to
the headphones was too low at 0.3 V from a
satisfactory impedance of 10 S2 which remained
constant with the output gain setting.
Various synch and other digital outputs were
either not connected or thought not to correspond
to the production machine, but many are destined
to be TTL compatible.

STUDIO
CONDENSER
MICROPHONES

gQ

D
l

l

Colette series with
interchangeable
capsules for
a variety of
applications.

Analogue tracks
Whilst I was informed that the analogue tracks
were out of specification on signal to noise, this
appeared to be an understatement. Of course the
analogue tracks are only used for editing and thus
at first sight do not need good quality. However,
experience shows that editors do require a
reasonable quality which is certainly lacking in the
prototype machine.
Fig 2 shows the frequency response of the
analogue tracks at meter zero and
dB, both
being flat at high frequencies and having an
unhealthy boost around 250 Hz.
Harmonic distortion was poor with the following at meter zero: second harmonic
15 dB, third
30 dB, fourth
dB.
Noise related to meter zero was also poor as

10

30

shown in Table 1.
Erasure was satisfactory at > 70 dB for a 1 kHz
tone, but erased tape had a `snap, crackle and pop'
noise problem. Finally the IEC weighted peak wow
and flutter was satisfactory at 0.1401o.

Analogue /digital frequency response and noise
Without emphasis switched in the frequency
response was independent of recording level. At
lower levels the frequency response was as shown
in Fig 3 with the anti -aliasing filter being the same
for both sampling rates. The extremely steep filter
had a
dB point at 20.527 kHz falling to
50 dB at 21.758 kHz.
Fig 3 demonstrates very good matching of the
pre -emphasis and de-emphasis components, the
time constant of the emphasis being in the order of

3

Get the Iron Out

SCHOEPS gets the transformer out of the microphone.

20 us.

Noise relative to the maximum output was
measured with and without emphasis and the
switchable dither. The latter degraded the noise by
only about 0.5 dB with Table 2 showing typical
results at the 48 kHz sampling rate.
Noise when using the 44.1 kHz sampling rated
was to 2 dB worse, however there was no problem
with mains hum or its harmonics and sampling rate
artifacts were at a very low level.
1

Distortion
pre -emphasis, gave
emphasis was used.

-

Contact
AUSTRALIA
Klarion Enterprises Pty. Ltd.. P.O.Box 379.
South Melbourne. Victoria, 3205. Tel. (03) 61 3801
AUSTRIA
Studer Revox Wien Ges. m.b.H.,
Ludwiggasse 4. 1180 Wien, Tel.: (0222) 47 33 09
BELGIUM and LUXEMBURG
Heynen B.V..
Bedrijfstraat 2. 3500 Hasselt. Tel.: 011- 210006
BRASIL
Centelec Equipamentos e Sistemas Eletrönicos Ltda..
Av. Atauifo de Paiva. 135/1710, 22440 Rio de Janeiro /R.J.,
Tel.: (021) 287 -6198

Overloading the system resulted in symmetrical
clipping as shown in Fig 4; the metering, being after
`safe' results

when pre -

Total harmonic distortion measured at kHz
and at 10 kHz was less than 0.0107o at meter zero
level and above until clipping was reached. At
lower levels the measurement of the second and
third harmonic distortion produced Fig 5 which
shows that distortion is extremely low, down to
50 dBm output, corresponding to 74 dB below
maximum output.
As shown in Fig 6, for an output level of
50 dBm the harmonic distortion was not particularly sensitive to frequency.
Measurement of intermodulation distortion to
the CCIF twin tone method showed a worst
measurable case at 30 dBm output, this being
shown in Fig 7 for the first and second order
difference frequency components.
70 Ob
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CANADA
Studer Revox Canada Ltd..
14 Banigan Drive. Toronto. Ontario, M4H 1E9.
Tel.: 416- 423 -2831

FINLAND
Lounamaa Electronics Oy,
Uimarinpolku 27 A. 00330 Helsinki 33, Tel.: 90-488566
FRANCE
Société d'Exploitation du Groupe ELNO.
18 -20. rue du Val Notre-Darne. 95100 Argenteuil,
Tel.: 982.29.73
HONG KONG - CHINA - SOUTH EAST ASIA
Audio Consultants Co.. Ltd.,
58. Pak Tai Street. 9th Floor, Tokwawan, Kowloon,
Hong Kong B.C.C.,
Tel.: 3-712 52 51
ISRAEL
Kolinor Ltd.,
18 Ha'arba'a Street. Tel -Aviv, Tel 03 - 2632 98

ITALY
Role Telecomunicazioni

Imai 8 Company LTD..

Ichigaya - Tomihisacho, Shinjuku Tokyo,

S p A..

Via Sant' Anatalone 15. 20147 Milano.
Tel.. 415.41 41 '2 3

PORTUGAL
G.E.R. -Grupo de Estudos e Realisacoes Lda
Rua Visconde de Santarem,
18. 4 °. 1000 Lisboa.
Tel 88 40 21 ,573279
SPAIN
Singleton Productions.
Via Augusta. 59, Desp. 804 - Edd. Mercurio.
Barcelona -6.

Tel. 237 70 60

SWEDEN
Natab. Nordisk Audio Teknik AB.
P.O.BOX 6016. 55006 Jönkoping, Tel. 036- 140680
SWITZERLAND
PAJAC - Jaques Zeller,
Morges 12. 1111 Echichens, Tel.. 021 - 72 24 21

UNITED KINGDOM
Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd..
97 -99 Dean Street, London W1V 5RA.
Tel.: 01 -734 2812,'3/4/5
142 West - 26th Street. 10th

JAPAN
6

NETHERLANDS
Heynen B V.. P.O.Box 10.
6590 AA Gennep. Tel. 08851 -1956
NORWAY
Siv. Ing. Benum A /S.
Boks 2493. Solli. Oslo 2. Tel.: (02) 44 22 55

USA
Posthorn Recordings,
Floor, New York City.
N.Y. 10001.
Tel.: (212) 242-3737

Tel.: (03) 357 -0401

Schalltechnik Dr. -Ing. Schoeps GmbH,

Postbox 410970

D

-7500 Karlsruhe, Telex 7826902, Tel. (0721) 42016/42011
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good readability. The ability to read in 4 dB steps
down to -12 dB and then -22 dB and -34 dB
makes good sense for digital recording.
Metering of the two analogue audio channels
was with a slightly more restricted range, the
meters appearing to simulate a VU meter with a
300 ms rise time and 1.4 s fall time. As has been
mentioned the meter zero corresponds to far too
high a distortion level.

As with other digital machines the ringing on
squarewaves was rather poor as shown in Fig 8
for a 1 kHz waveform, the ringing being irrespective of level.

Metering
The meters in the digital channels were very fast
reading peak meters which responded in less than
10 ps and had a sensible fall time of 700 ms giving
FIG.S
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the assemble and the insert record modes gave
excellent results.
The nature of the edit achieved depends of
course upon the setting of the crossfade time, this
feature operating at both drop-in and drop out Fig
9 shows a particularly nasty situation for the
machine -a 100 Hz tone has been recorded over
with another 100 Hz tone and dropped out where
the waveforms are 180° out of phase. In spiteof the
minimum crossfade time setting a smooth result
was obtained. The waveform in Fig 10 shows the
results of dropping out a 200 Hz tone recorded
over an existing 100 Hz recording at the maximum
crossfade setting, it being seen that there was a
smooth transition lasting over 100 ms.
Crossfade operated in a satisfactory manner in
the preview and the execute editing modes, but
splice editing was another story.
Quite rightly Sony recommend great consideration for cleanliness and the wearing of gloves
while handling the tape, but there was not found to
be a severe problem and only bad contamination
led to a dropout. The machine then muted without
clicks as shown in Fig 11, the length of the mute
depending upon the length of the contamination.
Bearing in mind that a gap at a splice of less than
100 pm is recommended, this is a hint that a
satisfactory edit is not easy. In practice, with the
thin 26 pm recording tape, it is extremely difficult
not to damage the tape near the edit point. In
addition, 16 pm splicing tape is not easy to handle,
particularly when wearing cotton gloves.
Having managed the joining of the tape the next
problem is trimming the splicing tape on the
recording tape again not an easy matter
requiring a very sharp razor blade if the splice is not
to be damaged.
The final problem is removing the splice from
the splicing block. If an EDITaIl block is used the
tape is very easily damaged on its edge and I found
my BIB block far better in this repect.
Having overcome these hurdles it is then very
easy to damage the tape on the optical tape
presence sensor when re-loading the machine, and
if you forget to carefully place the tape in the slot in
the sensor the machine attacks the tape when it tries
to load.
Overall I feel that splice editing is far too critical
to be of any practical use and I certainly wouldn't
dare to attempt a splice edit without backup copies.
.

-

R0 HARMONIC

FIG.6
HARMONIC DISTORTION
AT -50 dB
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Editing
Normal dropping in and out of record produced
clicks but this is not the intended method of editing.
Using the `auto punch' button in conjunction with
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Other matters
It is generally accepted that digital recordings have
the advantage of a good dynamic range without
degradation in copying, no modulation noise and
no wow and flutter all OK in this department.
However, in a multitrack machine, there are other
72
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You'll never be able to tell which one's the
original thanks to Sony Audio Duplicators.
The trouble with most cassette copiers is
that copies are just what you get. Poor ones.
With a SonyAudio Duplicatoryougetcopies
virtually indistinguishable from the original. But
then, with Sony's years of experience in the field
of Audio, that's hardly surprising.

There are machines to cover a wide range
of requirements. All giving high speed duplication with the quality of sound performance
that makes Sony stand out from the rest.

at Sony UK Ltd., Pyrene House,Sunbury Cross,

brochure covering the Sony
Audio Duplicator range drop Keith Smith a line

Or will it be the
original?

If you'd like a

Sunbury-on-Thames,Middlesex,orringSunbury
(09327)81211andhe'll COMMUNICATION
send you

a

copy.
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review/
shown in Fig 12. Of course print through doesn't
exist so far as the audio is concerned and neither

very important advantages.
Firstly, the crosstalk between tracks is virtually
non -existent in the record /replay mode as shown
in Fig 12 for adjacent tracks. Secondly, there are
two great advantages in the sync mode. When
recording on one track and replaying in the sync
mode the crosstalk between adjacent tracks is also

does phase jitter between tracks.
Whilst the pitch readout in the varispeed mode
was accurate to within its readability the setting of
both the pitch and the tape time was far too longwinded.

FIG.9
SONY 3324
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The quality of the tape winding in the fast modes
was not good as the tape blocked and leafed this
is a common complaint with Japanese recording

-

tapes and maybe the machine would behave better
with American tape. The production machine will
wind slower so this may help.
The locate function was found to be very
accurate and smooth in operation but the tape
timer arrangement was rather tricky to master and
could produce very unexpected results if operated
incorrectly.
Whilst it is known that the production head block will be modified I hope that the rather flimsy
head shield arrangement will also be modified or
removed - I don't see its purpose. Similarly, the
mechanics of the moving optical tape sensor are
not very robust and serve little purpose.
Summary
This prototype 24-track machine has very many
novel and innovative features. The tape transport
handled tape extremely gently with excellent
control of tension, although the fast winding of the
tape left something to be desired.
In the audio signal department the machine
behaved very well with an exceptionally good
distortion performance at low signal levels. Whilst
noise is very good, possibly an extra dB or so could
be achieved with the 16 bits.
Operationally the signal routing was a delight, as
was the electronic editing, but there is room for
improvement in the tape timer system.
As things stand, splice editing is not to be
recommended but is it really necessary anyhow?
There is no doubt that this digital machine offers
very many significant advantages over any
analogue machine. Of course there is a price to be
paid, but this also applies to a premium 24 -track
analogue machine with 24 tracks of noise reduction which is still no match for digital technology.
For those interested in the detailed design of the
Sony PCM-3324 I recommend the following
written by Dr Toshi Doi and others of Sony:
1) A Format of Stationary Head Digital Audio
Recorder Covering Wide Range of Applications
(AES pre -print 1677);
2) Channel Codingsfor Digital audio Recordings
(AES pre -print 1856);
3) Cross Interleave Code for Error Correction of
Digital Audio Systems (AES pre -print 1559);
4) A Design of Professional Digital Audio
Recorder (AES pre -print 1885).
Hugh Ford
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENTS
Sony has made the following comments
on Hugh Ford's review of the PCM 3324:
The head -cover mechanism and optosensor have been completely redesigned
on the production models, and the headphone level, which is adjustable, has been
increased by 10 dB.
Common mode rejection is adjustable
and meets spec on all production models.
The analogue track performance on the
review model was out of spec as stated;
however, production models meet published data.
Splice-editing does require more care
than with analogue, and because the tape
base is thinner than with standard-play
analogue tape, the edges are more
susceptible to damage. Sony will be able
to supply a specially-designed, precision
block as an accessory to improve handling.
In independent trials under practical
editing conditions at CBS /Sony studios,
100% success rate has been achieved.
Also, because the machine deals with a
splice by automatically correcting for it as
an error, the resulting transition is
excellent.

Pond Col tage
The Green, Haretield
Middlesex U 896NP
England
Tel: Hare field (0895 82) 2771

Telex:

938527
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The SM81 has been quite a shock to me, not only from when
I first tried it out, liked it, and decided to buy a
pair, but also a year later when

I

discovered from the

brochure that the mic. was an electret.
Shure Brothers have always had

a

good name for robustness

and reliability, and electrets are usually thought of as
a low cost alternative to regular capacitor mics. with
some sacrifice in sound quality.

With the SM81 Shure have produced an unique combination
together with a transparency of sound and freedom from
coloration, distortion and noise comparable with other

-

manufacturers' traditional condenser models costing a
The switchable bass roll -offs and attenuator are
lot more.
helpful extras as well, and missing from my other
favourite choice of cardioid costing around double the
price.

Recording classical music is a tough test fer microphones
and my SM81s earn their keep successfully as very useful
additions to my kit of mics., both for distant and close
pickup if required.

Tony Faulkner
Audio Engineer
VAT No 225514681

Tony Faulkner is a leading freelance independent recording engineer
based in London who records around 50 classical music albums each year.

5111PRE
simply
can't make it

You

.

y clearer.

For the address of your nearest dealer together with full details of the Shure Microphone range, write to.
Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU or telephone 0622 59881.
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dbx 2150 series VCA

THE dbx series 2150 voltage controlled
amplifiers are of remarkably small dimens-

ABBREVIATED SPECIFICATION
Electrical characteristics at 25 °C ambient
Min

-

-

Gain control constant

Output offset voltage (Rout = 20

-

No signal
-60 dB to +40 dB
0 dB gain
Rout = 20 ItS2
60 dB to + 40 dB
0 dB gain
15 dB gain

Equivalent input bias
Gain linearity
Output noise
k62)

5.8

40dBgain

Typ

Max

Unit

5

8

nA

±2

±1

-95

-90

5.9

6.0

±1

±2
±10

.01
Intermodulation distortion
15 dB gain
0 dB gain
.01
Total harmonic distortion
±15 dB gain
(Itot =1751tA kHz)
.05
Manufacturer: dbx Inc, 71 Chapel Street, Box 100C, Newton, Massachusetts 02195,
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd, 97 -99 Dean Street, London W1V 5RA.
1

TABLE

Control voltage

- 300 mV

- 240 m
- 180 m

-120mó

-60

mV

- 50.04

-9.99dB

- 20.01

22 Hz to 22 kHz RMS
A-weighted RMS

- 49.99 dB
- 60.04 dB

CCIR- weighted RMS
CCIR- weighted
quasi -peak

a

10 dB

- 68.0

- 60.0

- 86.5
- 78.0

- 94.5
- 85.0

-56.0

-73.5

-78.5

- 62.5

dB

-29.99dB
-39.99dB

dB

Noise at
20 dB
82.0

USA.

+0.01 dB

TABLE 2
40 dB

%
%
%

+9.87dB

-60.08dB

Measurement Method

.02
.02
.07

+ 19.94 dB

-10.02dB
-20.04dB
-30.02dB
-40.03dB

+ 120 mV
+ 180 mV
+240 mV
+300 mV
+ 360 mV

dBV
mV/dB
mV
mV
mV

+29.94dB

-

0V
+60 mV

±3
±3
±15

Gain
Sample 2
+ 49.81 dB
+39.91 dB

Gain
Sample 1
+ 49.84 dB
+ 39.92 dB
+ 29.93 dB
+ 19.92 dB
+ 9.95 dB
0.01 dB

1

dB

- 92.0

gain of (dB)

0dB

- 20 dB

- 105.0

- 100.0 dBV

-87.0

- 97.0 dBV
- 93.0 dBV

-100.5
-91.5

-

106.0 dBV

FIG.1

dbx VCA
BASIC CIRCUIT USED FOR TESTING.

741
VC

IN

ions, being housed in an 8-pin plastic single -inline package. Positive and negative supply rails
are required with the manufacturer recommending ±12 V rails with operation being possible
between ±4 V and ±15 V maximum.
The single input is a current port which must
be isolated from DC the input therefore
requires a series capacitor and a current ranging
resistor. If the source impedance feeding the
input exceeds 20 k0 at 100 kHz, instability may
occur but this problem can be rectified by
applying a further series RC from the input to
ground, 100 pF in series with 20 kg./ being
recommended by the manufacturer.
At the recommended bias current of 3 mA
(which is controlled by an external resistor) the
maximum input current is limited to 1.5 mA
instantaneous.
Like the input, the output is also a current
termination intended to feed a virtual earth. A
current -to- voltage converter can be simply
accomplished with any reasonable operational
amplifier such as the LF351 with a single RC in
the feedback controlling the current -to- voltage
ratio and stability.
The basic circuit used for testing the samples is
shown in Fig 1 where the audio input is applied
to pin via a 1 pF DC isolating capacitor and a
20 kS2 scaling resistor giving a -3 dB point at
8 Hz. The audio output at pin 8 is fed to a virtual
earth amplifier in the form of an LF351 with
20 kS2 in the feedback giving a current scaling
factor of 50 MA /V, thus giving unity overall gain
when the VCA gain is unity.
The control voltage Vc is fed via a buffer 741
op amp to pin 3, which is a voltage control input
with a sensitivity of 6 mV /dB, the buffer being
necessary to provide a very low impedance
(recommended to be <
S2) to stop audio
crosstalk entering the voltage control input. This
arrangement gives negative gain with positive
control voltage, but grounding pin 3 and
applying the control voltage to pin 2 (with the
bottom of the 51 S2 resistor also connected to pin
2) gives positive gain with positive control
voltage.
In the circuit shown, the voltage applied to pin
4 adjusts symmetry and is set up for minimum
second harmonic distortion at kHz and unity
gain. This was found to be a critical adjustment
and I strongly recommend a multiturn potentiometer for the symmetry control.
Finally there is the input to pin 5 which
controls the overall bias current, pin 5 being four
diode -drops below ground (measured at 2.65 V).
As has been seen this VCA requires the
minimum of external components for its basic

-

1

1

+12V

-

100pF

lvIF

20k1

Ok

INPUT

VCA
+12V

4

SYMMETRY

5

2

I1

100k

50k
-12V

3k9

51R

-12V

LF 351

OUTPUT
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THE
INTERNATIONAL

CHOICE
the world microphone
CALREC technology.
Lead

in

The Soundfield microphone has now
established itself as the most accurate
and therefore the most natural transducer
available today. If you have not heard it
yet contact the nearest of our 20
international agents or write direct for
details of this and our full range of
professional condenser microphones for
all applications.
the choice of professionals
CALREC
worldwide.

-

CALREC
Calrec Audio Limited, Hangingroyd Lane, Hebden Bridge,
West Yorkshire HX7 7DD. Tel: 0422 842159. Telex: 51311

Terminal Blocks from Bulgin
Economically Priced

Barrier Terminal Strips
1
31 Ways. 20A Rating.
Thermoplastic & Phenolic types.
Large range of terminations, including quick
Connect. terminal jumpers, angled. solder etc.
Double or single row versions.
Covers available.
-

-

The Choice
f Critic~

PCB Terminal Blocks
Mount at 5 or 10mm centres.
3 Styles. including new angled screw version for use

restricted areas.

in

24 Ways.
l0A Rating.
Wire acceptance 1 5mm2 & 2 5mm`.
Supplied with or without wire protectors.
2

-

A.F Bulgin & Company P. L.C.
Electrical & Electronic Component Manufacturers
Bypass Road Barking Essex IG110AZ England

Telephone 01594 5588 Telex 897255
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reviews
applications, one more resistor being recommended when rapid jumps in control voltage
occur, as it is stated that they may produce
transient DC offset at the ouput (not that I found
this complaint).
Frequency response
When working at unity gain, the relation
between frequency response and gain is shown in
Fig 2, from which it is seen that up to 20 kHz
there is no difference in frequency response up to
levels of +20 dBm with the feedback in the
output stage giving a -3 dB point at 80 kHz at
levels of + 10 dBm or less.
The relation between gain and bandwidth is
shown in Fig 3 for gains of 0 dB, 20 dB, 40 dB
and 60 dB with the frequency response up to
20 kHz being completely flat up to gains of
40 dB with a gain bandwidth product of about
8 x 106. This means that 50 dB gain can
reasonably be used in audio applications.
Gain control
Two samples of the VCA were evaluated, both
giving an output clipping level of +20 dB.7 V
with ±I2 V rails with the output offset voltages
being -1 mV and +200 µV at unity gain and
shifting to 5 mV at 50 dB gain.
As is to be seen from Table l the linearity of
the gain control law was amazingly accurate
when using the pin 3 input.
These figures are very close to the nominal
control law of 6 mV /dB and show that excellent
stereo matching can be obtained if this performance is typical.
Using the inverse control law at pin 2 gain
control input the law was also excellent, but
slightly different, at 6.04 mV /dB.
Noise
Noise was measured by various methods in the

outputs for various gains and found to perform
as shown in Table 2 with no significant signal

related noise breathing effects or other objectionable subjective qualities. The table shows that
an excellent dynamic range is available bearing in
mind the output capabilities.

Distortion
Second harmonic distortion at kHz could be
nulled to be 0.05% at lower levels by careful
adjustment of the symmetry control with both
the second and third harmonics up to 20 kHz
input frequency (higher harmonics being effectively absent) remaining at less than 0.01% at
0 dBm input and any gain setting.
At +20 dBm input and unity gain the
performance is shown in Fig 4, where harmonic
products remain below 0.03% up to 20 kHz,
rising sharply above 50 kHz.
Similarly, the intermodulation distortion
performance to the CCIF twin -tone method was
good, the typical performance for the second and
third order products being shown in Fig 5, for
0 dBm output at either unity gain or -20 dB
gain.
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incredibly accurate control law.
Overall the performance as measured on the
two samples was very good and a particular
attraction of this VCA is its small size and the
requirement for very few external components.
The final incentive is a reasonable price and a
single control for quick alignment.
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Already well known for its musicality and ultra low noise,
the EQF -2 Equalizer/Filter packs 3 bands of sweep EQ
with peak shelf and 12 dB of reciprocal boost or cut as
well as an independent sweep hi and to pass filter section
in an A. PI. sized module. With + 30dBm output capability,
the EQF -2 can fix that impossible part without adding any
coloration of its own.

Toys

The CX -1 Compressor /Expander offers performance
beyond any similar device previously available. Total
transparency, headroom to spare, up to 100 dB of

expansion /gating without clicks, smooth acting "soft
knee" compression and unique multi -function LED
metering. It is simple to use, compact, powerful and
effective.

Aphex Systems Ltd. 7801 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, Ca. 90046
(213) 655 -1411 TWX 910 -321 -5762 or: Aphex offices worldwide

Also available through: AKG Acoustics (U.K., Germany, Austria) Sound Genesis
(San Francisco) Cramer Video /Audio (Boston) International Equipment Reps (La Jolla)

OUT NOW!!
The latest editions of two important and well respected reference books
on sound and television broadcasting and engineering.
AN ABSOLUTE MUST FOR THE BUSY PROFESSIONAL.

PRO AUDIO
YEARBOOK 1982/83

Over 600 Black &
138mm

x

216mm

680 Pages (Approx)
ISBN 0-900524 -98 -7

Casebound

White Photographs
ISSN 0260-8537
(24.00 ($50.00) Net
Delivery £2.00
($4.00) extra

The PRO -AUDIO YEARBOOK is an annual guide to products and
services for engineers and technicians operating in the world of
professional recording and sound broadcasting around the world.
Published in hardback and containing over 650 pages, it contains
sections covering every conceivable pro -audio requirement. In
addition to the many product sections, there are sections covering
Engineering and Consultancy Services, Jargon and Journals,
Computer Services and Training, and an important section
providing full details of Mains Power Supplies in almost 200

countries.
The 1982/3 edition of the PRO -AUDIO YEARBOOK has been
completely revised and updated, providing even better coverage
of the ever expanding pro -audio market.

\

VIDEO
YEARBOOK 1982/83

138mm x 216mm
736 Pages lApproxl
ISNB 0-7137-1144-2
Casebound

Over 800 Black &

White Photographs
ISSN 0140-2277
£25.00 ($50.00) Net
Delivery (2.00
1$4.00) extra

To anyone engaged in the business of cummunicating via
television, the INTERNATIONAL VIDEO YEARBOOK should need
no introduction.
This lavish publication has, over the years, become an institution
to the buyer of television equipment or services around the world.
The first part contains over 70 separate sections covering every
conceivable type of video equipment ranging from cameras,
through Monitors, Effects, Editing to Video Recorders. In addition
there are new sections covering Airborne Video, Satellite Stations,
Antenna and Masts, Video Hard Copy and Portable Audio Mixers,
and of course the renowned International Television Standards
section.
The second part of the book contains the indexes, cross referenced
to the product sections, and giving full addresses, phone and telex
numbers and principal contact for over 2,500 companies in the
video and related industries around the world.

Please fill in the coupon and return

with remittance to:

Special Publications Group, Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd,Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom Phone

r

i,

,,.,.

.

,

,

,y,I, t,r

o,

.f,

f

01 -686

2599 extn 482 during office hours.
-r

,I

F

PLEASE SUPPLY:

copies Pro -Audio Yearbook 1982/83
copies Video Yearbook 1982/83

(a

£26.00 or $54.00 each
£27.00 or $54.00 each

All prices include surface delivery. For airmail delivery please add (5.00 ($7.00) per
book extra.

DPlease charge

Name
Company Name
Address
Phone Number
Signed

my Access American Express Diners Club Mastercard' Visa card A/c (please delete as appropriate). Card holders address must be used

Card No

Please send by Air Parcel (see above)

I

enclose

a

cheque for

Please return the completed order form enclosing your full remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit card number, to:
Special Publications Group, Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom
Please allow 28 days for delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending upon country and delivery method.
,
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CLASSIFIE D S
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 40p Der word, minimum £10.00. Box Nos. £2.50 extra. Semi -display
rates on application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in FEBRUARY issue must reach these offices by 6th DECEMBER
addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made
payable to Link House Publications (Croydon) Ltd.
Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9
2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION
ACT 1975: No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the
purpose of a private householder or (21 it is in a business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the
requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the
exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date, consumers
therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

SPEECH RECORDING

(VOICE-OVERS LANGUAGES; AUDIO-VISUALS)
;

PRESSINGS, CASSETTES of classical quality
(colour also), promptly manufactured from your
master tapes. Sleeve printing, mailing service.

SPR

(ANY SPEED

-ALSO

TO BROADCAST SPEC)

HIGH QUALITY BLANK CASSETTES
(C1 -C96)
LABEL EL CARD PRINTING

Studio or mobile units for master recording.
Specify requirements to Mike Bull, Sound News
Studios, 18 Blenheim Road, London W4 TES.
Tel. 01 -995 1661.
(M)

SOUNDPROOFING AND STUDIO BUILDING
UNDERTAKEN: Brickwork, concreting, cus
tom joinery, plastering and electrics. Experi-

HIGH-SPEED CASSETTE COPYING
OPEN -REEL COPYING

-PLUS RECORDINGS LTD
SPEECH
UNIT32, N019,PAGES
WALK, LONDON, SEI 4SB.

enced craftsmen. Reasonable raies. Consultation
service for planning applications and district surveyor approval available. Ring: Recession Recordings, 01 -985 7573.
(A)

01

-231 0961

LINN DRUM
l'f`'
-)-ìIHBIF
cAS 1)A,
INTIIFN(,i.iF1U <I
STUDIO SUPPLY SERVICE 061-928 5037
Nf \1 f\1f)1)EI NtAk

RUBNOISE

"rHr: COMPLETE SERVI('(.
(masters

and

demos),

pi

Disc culling
ings.
tilecve,,

label,. Fixed and mobile recording
,ludid,. Free brochure. IAM STUDIO, I 3a
Hamilton Wa, London N3. el. 01- 34601)33. M
cassettes,

1

REDUCTION UNIT

A real alternative to noise gates for controlling
noise in low cost effects.

AMPEX HIGH SPEED DUPLICATION

precision wound cassettes, all audio /video accessories. Contact: Rainhill Tape Specialists, 31
Eccleston Street, Prescot, Merseyside. Tel. 051430 9001.
(M)

&

I

EVERYTHING FOR YOUR next small cassette
production. Duplicating (from 1p per minute).
Label printing (100 pairs £4.50). Inlay cards
printed or blank. Cassettes wound to any length.
Audiocord Records, 59 Mayfield Way, Barwell,
(M)
Leicester LE9 8BL. Tel. 0455- 47298.

le
ó

DATABASE
Vale View Pl., Claremont Road,
Bath BAI 6QW. Telephone 0225 316102

Quality Pressing DIRECT
from our modem UK plant.

TANNOY SERVICE
We have an extensive stock of Tannoy spares and exchange
units and offer a prompt, efficient service including delivery
and collection. We perform B B K analysis on all units to
factory set specifications.
For all repairs, contact the factory accredited service
agents: Elliott Bros. Ltd.
ELLIOTT BROS. (Audio Systems) Ltd., 9 Warren Street,
London W1. Tel. 380-0511

Singles, E.P. & L.P.'s.
Cutting, Processing.

!/
¡/

,i !/

¡/

Test Pressing.
Labels & Sleeves.
Cassette Duplication.
Minimum Records - 500.
Minimum Cassettes - 250.
Qualified Staff.
Sound Advice.

¡/

f

¡/

MARKET

LEADERS IN STEREO
RECORDS AND TAPES.

MEMO
To All Recorders

From: The Tape

Duplicating
Company Ltd.

ONE TO A MILLION
We now offer Real Time and High Speed cassette
duplication to all.
Ask TODAY for details and for a price list of our services we also specialise in computer cassette and '." master tape
copying at very competitive prices.
Contact JOHN SCHEFEL, Studio Manager,
4110 North Road, Islington, London N79HN.
Telephone: 01- 6090087
Telex: 264773 METROS G

1

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE

For super quality Master Discs, Demo Discs and
Pressings. Scully lathe with our latest CR 82/01

Stereo Cutting System.
Also half speed cutting for that very special disc.
Dolby 'A', Dolby 'Er and DBX noise reduction.

Rd., Binfield, Bracknell, Barks
RG12 5BS
Tel. BRACKNELL (0344) 54935

London

01-446 3218
79

-USED
EQUIPMENT LIST

FOR SALE -TRADE

I.T.A.

TASCAM 22/4 £695. Tascam M144 £473. Credit
facilities available. Erricks Bradford 309266
(X)
(Julian).

MCI 24 -track J H114 with

1=31 PA O TAPE SALES
021 643 4016
Gas Street, Birmingham B1 2JX
tape. Spare
Cassettes C5 upwards, '/", 'h ". 1" and
leader
boxes.
Splicing
and
tape.
spools and
reel,
video
tapes.
Professional
and domesOpen
and audio
tic at discount prices. Large selection of cassettes. Precision

r

51

We offer the following equipment
which has been taken in part
exchange.

UHER 4200 Report Monitor portable reel /reel,
new, only £335 plus VAT. 4000 AV new, only
£300 plus VAT. Full range of accessories and full
after -sales service available. Michael Stevens &
(M)
partners 01 -464 4157.

quality.

GATEWAY CASSETTE COPYING
High quality real time cassette copying at the

CADEY 161 tin. recorder, good condition.
Recent service plus test tape and 10 S.H. tapes,
£3,000 plus VAT o.n.o. Also pair Sheppard
studio speakers £150. Tel. 058283 3334 (St.
Albans).
(M)

lowest prices.

£12,500
AL3
£9,500
STUDER A80 16 -track
ITAM 1610 16 -track one inch £3,900
Offers
3M 8 -track headblock
OTARI DP4050 C2 cassette
£1,200
duplicator
£700
OTARI MX5050B 2 -track

Excluding VAT
I.T.A.
1

Harewood Avenue, Maryle-

-7

bone Road, London NW1 6LE
Tel.

Phone 01 -223 8901

TAPE DUPLICATING
ENDLESS CASSETTES

10 -8 -2 mixer (expandable to
£3,500, Brenell Mini 8 (fully serviced
October '82) £2,500, AKG BXIO reverb unit
£850, MXR flanger/doubler £325, 30 reels of
used lin tape £250. All prices subject to VAT.
Delivery anywhere mainland U.K. For full
details and history ring Brook Trickett 0204
(M)
68746.

STUDIO EQUIPMENT
LIQUIDATION STOCK

TRIDENT TRIMIX

INDUSTRY SUPPLIES
EXACT LENGTH CASSETTES
SELECTA SOUND
16 BALMORAL ROAD
GIDEA PARK
ROMFORD, ESSEX
John Smailes
Tel. 040-24 53424

-724 2497. Telex: 21879.

01

LOOK! One inch tape only £5 plus VAT each.
Scotch 206 and BASF SPR50 used once, no
edits. Buy now while stocks last, '/ in. and tin
also available. Michael Stevens & Partners, 01(M)
464 4157.

18 -8 -2)

w,..:...,

i+
,

'

zx¿-

Mixers Effects Equipment MicroCassette
Amplifiers
phones
Monitors etc.
Recorders
.

.

.

.

.

.

All well -known makes
e.g. AKG MXR Teac Sony Beyer
Sennheiser EV Bose etc.
.

.

YOU WOULDN'T BELIEVE WHAT WE CAN GET ON TAPE
We do work for some of the biggest companies as well as the
smallest. Give us a call, you'll find we're very helpful. Whatever your problem.

CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS
To or from cass. '/. ", %" or ".
OUR BIGGEST ASSET IS WE CARE
BLANKS, large and small runs, at excellent prices.

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRONICS have two exdemonstration location mixers for sale. £650+
VAT. Tel. 01 -729 5411.

.

.

.

.

.

.

For further information phone:
0277 362987 or 0277 85278

(M)

1

PAIR OF TAD 1602 bass units, as new, £360
plus VAT. Tel. Producers Workshop, 01 -589
8341.
(M)

20-20 SOUND FACILITIES LTD.
13 Bethnal Green Road, London El 6LH
Tel. 01 739 5550 nr 01.739 5558

1

New Studio Mixer, 32- 24 -24, from leading
British manufacturer. As yet undelivered.
Very realistic price. Would consider equity in

business as part payment.
EDC RADIO MICROPHONES. Three kits
comprising pocket transmitter with MCM5 lapel
microphone and CRX -A mains receiver and all
leads and adaptors, in carrying case. £300 each.
(M)
Phone 01 -937 3787 Manchee or West.

FOR SALE -TRADE

Owing to studio alterations

SPECIAL OFFER OF USED STUDIO EQUIPMENT
All in excellent condition.

STUDERA80 16 -track
REVOX B77 recorder,

Mk.11 complete
7 t/ /15 i.p.s.

with 8 -track headblock

£9,500
£400
£19,500
NEVE 8058 24 x 16 x 24 control desk with Studer remote
MXR ancillary units complete in flight case, comprising: 1 digital delay unit,
1 DUAL 15 -band EQ unit, 2 audio fader units, 2 audio flanger units. Complete £1,700
£1,000
EMT 140 stereo reverb plate

All plus VAT and carriage

CRAIGHALL STUDIOS
68 Craighall Road, Edinburgh.
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Tel. 031 -552 3685

For more details apply

Box No. 882

'aar kev
TEAC 22-4 (New)
REVOX 8710 (dem)
A &H 16 *4 *2 (New)
*4 wedge(dem)
Ditto but 2 months

RSD

8

Otari MX5050 4tk
TEAX DX2 -B (new)
A &H 16 *8 *16 (new)
MCI

8tk /1"

(S /H)

TRACKTECH 24 *16 *24
Roland RE501 echo
Delta DL4 (Exdem)
DBX 155 4ch (S /H)
TASCAM 85 -16 (S /H)
TEAC 2340X (1979!)

Contact

£580
£562
£699
£500
£400
£1390
£169
£2299
£4000
£3700
£399
£730
£300
£5500
£261

Jon or Garry now
on 440 9221. All prices
plus VAT and delivery.

--

cu
COI

i
OR(

42)

CA
CV

FOR SALE

- PRIVATE

PUBLICATIONS

ALTEC 6048 -G's in monitor cabinets, new,
£800. Uher CR 240 Dolby portable stereo
cassette monitor, professional Nicad pack,
charger, etc., few weeks old, costs £564, accept
£350. S.A.E. 3022 pre /power amp, 100 w.p.c.,
£300. Revox B790 turntable with Ortifon
cartridge, £275. Gale GS 401A loudspeakers,
(M)
£280. Telephone No. 01 -731 1706.

lin /8-TRACK AMITY SHROEDER £1,800; Pye
SM8 25 into 16 +2, 9EQ frequency bands, 192 way Jack field, led v.u. /p.p.m's, £3,000;
D202, D190, C45ICK1; Pace e.q. 27 x
octave £125, Cannon XLR312C, 50 at
Tannoy Lancaster I5in golds £250. Lots
must be sold. Ely 740842.

AKG
1/2rd

80p;

more
(M)

THE RECORDING BOOK THAT is rocking the
music industry. "Practical Techniques for the
Recording Engineer" by Sherman Keene is
endorsed by major Colleges, Universities,
Recording Schools, Studios, Musicians and our
Correspondence Students around the world.
Recommended by reviewers of the MIX, Re /P,
Guitar Player and other top publications. THE
BOOK: Hard cover, 380 pages, 28 chapters (4 on
computer-assisted mixing), illustrations. $29.75
($31.69 in Calif.) + $2.50 shipping. THE
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE: Certificate

FOR DETAILS OF

HOW TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS

SUCCESSFUL SECTION

CONTACT

course using two textbooks, corrected and graded
homework, cassette dialog with the author via
cassette, Basic, Intermediate and Advanced
levels. THE CURRICULUM: For schools only,
Teachers' Manual (lesson plans for two textbooks, charts, suggested session content).

MARTIN J. MILES
01 -686 2599

Students' workbook. Final Exams. For

ext.

551

information or to order contact: S.K.P., 1626 N.
Wilcox No. E -677, Hollywood, CA 90028. Order
by phone using Visa or Mastercharge by calling
(213) 708 -2933.

(M)

NACRA IS in leather case, as new. 100000 BF
Dirk Minnebo, Valkenputstraat, 73, B -2600
Berchem, Belgium. Tel. 03/332 3443.
(M)

EACH MICROPHONES AKG D202,
Neumann U87, Electrovoice C085, Neumann
KM76; 2 each AKG C451E and AKG D110. I
Rycote 815 windgag and pistol grip, panamic
boom, 2 floor stands. Price list available. Tel.
Exeter 33138.
(M)
1

McINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMPS. EMT
927DST, 930ST. Thorens TD -124. Garrard 201,
301, 401. Western Electric tubes, amps, mixers,
drivers, horns, speakers. Tel. 213/576 -2642
David YO, P.O. Box 832, Monterey Park, CA
91754, USA.

(C)

NEUMANN M50 (M250) microphones. Acoustic
Recbrding, St. Nyg. 53, S -211 37 Malmoe,
Sweden. Tel. 46-40 972876.
(M)

I.T.A. HIRE
LOWER RATES! EXPANDED RANGE!
TAPE RECORDERS
Fostex A8 8 -track '4"
Fostex Multitracker
Tascam Portastudio 244
Revox B77 Stereo
Otani MX5050B Stereo
Tascam 4 -track
Tascam 38 8-track h"
Otani Mk.III -88 -track Y,"
(tam 8-track 1"
Item 16-track 1"
Otani MTR90 24-track 2"

Week
(f)

3

days

(f)

Daily
(f)

60

40

20

35

20

10

35

20

10

40

25

15

60

40

20

50

30

20

90

Week
100

CASSETTE DUPLICATORS
Otani OP4050C2 cassette
master
Otani DP40500CF reel master

3

60

days
a0

Daily
20

60

35

150

80

40

300

200

80

50

30

110

60

40

VARIOUS

150

80

50

GBS Reverb

20

10

200

120

75

20

10

600

400

150

Quad 405 amp
DBX noise reduction 2 -track
Dolby C N.R. 4 -track
Fostex Digital Delay
Fostex Graphic EQ
Stereo compressor (various)

20

10

20
20

10

20

10

20

10

Roland Drumatix
Roland Space Echo
Roland Rhythm Composer
TR808

20

10

-

30

20

10

50

30

MIXERS
Teac Model 2A 6 x 4
Tasman Model 30 8 x 4

20

10

40

25

10

Fostex 350 8 x 4

35
45

20

10

25

15

Item Stereo 8 8 x 2
Seck 10 x 4
Seck 16 x 8

Location 8 x 2 portable
Item 14 x 4 8-track monitor

25

15

10

75

40

25

10

Subject to our standard conditions of hire. Prices exc. VAT.
Only a small selection shown here. Please phone for any requirement.

I.T.A.
1 -7

Harewood Avenue, Marylebone Road, London NW1 6LE
Tel. 01- 724 2497. Telex: 21879.

STUDIO FACILITIES

NEW 8 -TRACK lin master quality studio.
Central London. Instruments available and
inclusive include: TR808, CSQ600, SH2 OBI,
KorgTrident, and many more. £6 p.h. Tel. 01286 0642.
(M)

i11,

_

':! ul';l-li

01-348-1339

STUDER

A80's
24- 16 -8 -4 -2 track

ATTWELL AUDIO for classical sound recordings, location or studio (Steinway Grand),
demonstration tapes, records or high quality cassettes. 124 Lower Richmond Road, Putney
SWI5 1LN. Tel. 01 -785 9666.
A

Hilton Sound Lid

J;,,;,

Specialists in Studio Equipment Hire
A whole range of digital and analog

processing equipment

Phone Andy or Kerstin on
10

01 -708 0483

Steedman Street, London SE17
81

SITUATIONS VACANT
The Mersey Television
Co. Ltd.

SOUND ADVICE

making the twice -a -week serial for
Channel 4, requires a

SOUND MIXER
Experience in broadcasting is
essential.

Attractive Salary offered.
Please apply in writing sending a
C. V.

Are you an established sound technician with good practical experience of
TV studio work? You could improve your prospects by joining Central, a major
ITV company with an expanding future. We are looking for additional sound
staff for our production centre in Birmingham,and would like to hearfrom you if
you combine experience, ability and ambition. Our salary rates are above the
national level!
Application forms are available from: The Head of Staff Relations
Central Independent Television plc
Central House, Broad Street, Birmingham B1 2JP
Tel: 021 -643 9898 Ext. 4369
Please quote Vacancy No 62 (SS)

full

to:

CENTRAL

Ian Rowland -Hill

Company Administrator
Brookside Productions Ltd
Area 8 Broseley Site
Deysbrook Lane
Liverpool 12

Part Time
Maintenance Engineer
required for Country Recording

EXPERIENCED ENGINEER
I

a

Please apply to

Chief Engineer,

I.T.A.

Studio
Please ring (08675) 77551

.T.A.

vacancy for an experienced engineer to service a wide range of
equipment, including multitrack tape recorders. Applicants should be able
to work on their own initiative and deal sympathetically with customers'
problems. A driving licence is required as some on -site work is involved.
have

1

-7

Harewood Avenue, Marylebone Road, London NW1 6LE
Tel: 01- 724 2497. Telex: 21879.

CLASSED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Please use this coupon for your private sales and wants. Rates 40p per word Minimum £10.00. Box Nos. £2.50
extra. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications (Croydon) ltd.
To: Studio Sound, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Please

publish the advertisement below for

insertion /s under the heading

Cheque /P.O. enclosed £

Name

Is a

Address
82
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Box No. required Yes /No. If no, please include

remittance to cover name and address and /or Tel. No.

1

Please write in block capitals.
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ICC Studios

ADDRESS CHANGES
Acoustic Technology
Audicord Records
Audio Rents UK
Brabury
C -Tape Developments
Dell Technical Vehicles

34/10
22/2
34/10
20/8
28/4
42/7

Digital Recording Systems
Don Larking Audio Sales
Eastmill

22/1
36/11
22/2
42/7

Enertec
Lyrec (UK)
Paul Farrah Sound
Project Synthesis International

34/10
22/1

28/3
42/7
42/7
24/6
42/7
42/7
42/7
24/6

Raindirk

Sierra Audio
Tandberg A/S
Tannoy
Toa Electronics
United Scientific Corp
Webber Tapes
AGENCIES
AEG -Telefunken
AKG
Allen & Heath Brenell
Altec Lansing
Audio Kinetics
Brooke Siren Systems
Calrec

Capitol Magnetic Products
Eardley Electronics
Electro -Voice
Enertec
EXR

Fostex
King Instrument Corp
Param
Melkuist
Milab
McLeyvier
Orban
Red

Acoustics

Redwood Marketing
Sertec
Sondor
Sony
Soundout Laboratories
Sphere Electronics
Standard Tape Laboratories
Xedit

Mayfair Studios
Wave Studios
Blyth, Graham
Soundcraft automation
Brooke, Paul

90/7
36/6
94/7

- part

1

52/12

Cartridge Machine Design
56/10
Carbines, Peter
Abacoid 9211 professional ambisonic decoder
62/8
Ambisonics Circles of confusion
60/8
Calrec Model 3A Soundfield microphone & UHJ
encoder
86/9
Revox PR99 2-track
86/4

-

Chkiantz, George
Sony PCM -F1
Daubney, Chris
Ambisonics - an operational insight
Davis, Don
Experts' errors
Dibble, Ken
Standard - what standard?

54/12
52/8

66/10
54/2

Dove, Steve

28/3
30/4, 24/6
28/3
24/5
30/4
22/2
24/6
24/6
34/10
34/10, 24/12
24/12
24/12, 28/3
30/4
22/2
30/4
22/2, 24/5
30/4
30/4
24/5
20/8
42/7
22/2
36/11
30/4
34/10
22/2
24/5
30/4

AGONY
Hertz
Sweet -smelling discs?

54/10
40/11

AUTHORS

Ainsworth, Barry
Recording on the road
Anthony, Bob
Audio production for EPCOT
Post production at Disney
Pressure Zone Microphones
Sound FX for TRON
Bacon, Tony
Electronic music synthesis - Larry Fast
comments
Bell, Noel
AES 70th Convention report
AES 71st Convention report
Trident direct cut
Betteridge, James
Eel Pie Studio

26/8
34/12
64/11
54/9
48/11

Designing a mixing console - part 14
Duffey, Clark
Digital Recording - the 3M system
Elen, Richard
Ambisonics - questions and answers
Autograph - sound for the stage
British broadcasting in the '905
Centre Radio
Fostex 250 Multitracker
MicMix Dynafex
Neve special feature
Solid State Logic special feature
Trident Series 80 and TSR
Fletcher, Ted
Making tapes for disc
Ford, Hugh
AB Systems Model 1200
Aphex II Aural Exciter
Audio & Design Transdynamic
Bang & Olufsen signal /noise meter NM1
Bryston 4B power amplifier
Calibration tapes
Calrec Model 3B Soundfield microphone
system
dbx 2150A VCA

68/1

30/12
62/10
30/6
62/4
38/4
82/1

64/8
26/1

50/7
50/1

44/8
112/7
80/4
90/3
84/11
96/10
66/6

80/9
74/12
120/7
66/5
84/3
72/2
66/9
90/11
126/7
76/11

Electrocompaniet Ampliwire 1M
EMT 948 turntable
Furman LC2 compressor /limiter
Klark -Teknik DN60
Microphones
Nagra T -Audio
Nakamichi T -100 audio analyser
Otari MTR -90 -II multitrack
Pacific Recorders Tomcat cartridge machine
Sonifex micro HS cartridge machine
Sony PCM 3324
Soundcraft SCM 762-24
Soundex AMM 200
Sound Technology Model 1500A
Telefunken DDL -1
Telefunken MX80 digital audio recorder

82/10
90/10
64/12
74/1

78/6
64/2
82/5
72/5

Fox, Barry
52/6

76/3
58/6
50/8
24/5

Business

66/1, 58/2, 60/3, 46/4, 52/5, 62/6,
102/7, 30/8, 52/9, 74/10, 52/11, 51/12
Early stereo recording
37/5

Francis, James
Aosis Recording studio
Jacob's Studios, Surrey
Tasco at Wembly Arena

70/11
80/10
67/11

Grant, Neil
Studio monitor design
Jones, Mike
ICC Studios
Kashishian, Jim

Audiofilm

Lagadec, Dr Roger
Digital audio - the Studer view
Lehrman, Paul D
Ambience Recordings
A- Square Studios
A tour of Canada's Wonderland
Eastern Sound
Gerim Recording Studio
Hedden West Studios
KBK /Earth City Sound
Nimbus 9 /Soundstage

Starfleet Blair
The Chicago Recording Company
Lewis, Pippa
A life on the radio waves

84/7

90/7
38/6

42/3
64/9
29/3
88/7
78/10
67/11
32/5
39/3
68/11
40/4
24/2
60/2

Back to the land
82/3
This is a set up
76/4
Mangle, Harry
Eddie Veale in conversation
96/7
Genetic Sound
30/5
Martin Rushent tells all
62/1
NAB 60th Convention -a report
108/7
Munro, Andy
Control room acoustics - parts 1 & 2 106/7, 62/9
Nelson, Terry
Heubi's Mobile recording track
48/8
Studio Maunoir, Geneva
76/10
Ian
Southern,
Getting into VAPP
48/4
Wise, Sam
Film post production console design -a case
study
54/5
BUSINESS

All the tinsel and glitter of show business

'Armless connection

A Thorn in the side
Auto -EQ for monitors

Blumlein saga. The
Boost for dbx discs
British advance in opto -links
Bugging before Nixon
Compact Disc delay
Consumer digital audio
CX death knell
Damage protection

Distorted 1812
Double standards
Falklands news fiasco
Flying follies
Getting it straight

Hidden figures
Home tape fiasco
Is'Fishwick' part of red herring plot
Not- Fantasia
Old tales never die
Patent queries
Paying for publicity
Record industry blues
Red herring campaign continues
Red herring rides again (and again...)
Sliencing stereo TV
Sony PCM adaptor
Speaker phase checker
Spoiled

30/8
52/11
46/4
62/6
102/7
62/6
62/6
52/5
51/12
66/1
52/11
62/6
74/10
52/9
74/10
52/5
58/2
46/4
30/8
51/12
52/11
30/8
60/3
52/9
102/7
58/2
60/3
52/11
52/5
52/5
52/9
84 v.

83

Tweed Audio
Ursa Major

Index

22/1
22/1

Wilson Audio

-

Stereovision for some
Surrounding confusion
...the Swedes put it into practice
Up or down

Video futures
V1- Tonality
Wake up

Weather or not

42/7

66/1

58/2
51/12
52/5
46/4
66/1
46/4
52/9

DIARY

Acoustical consultants
Advision expansion
AES Anthologies
AES Anaheim
AES British section
AES conference

4017

40/7
4017

AHB USA
CONTRACTS
Alangrove Builders
Amek
Ampex
AMS
Aphex Systems

Audio Kinetics
Brabury Electronics
Broadcast Electronics
Calrec
CB Electronics
Cetec Gauss
Court Acoustics
Dennis Tyler
Eastlake Audio
Eela Audio
Elliott Brothers
Feldon Audio
FWO Bauch

Hardware House
Harris
HHB
ITA

JVC Cutting Center

Marconi
MBI
MCI

Melkuist
Midas

30/4, 42/7
20/8
20/8
30/4
22/2, 24/6, 42/7, 20/8
24/6
2212

30/4
22/2
24/6
22/2, 24/6
42/7
42/7
42/7
24/6
36/11
26/9
22/2, 24/6, 20/8
26/9
2416, 20/8
30/4
24/12
20/8
42/7
24/6
20/8, 2619
2212

Neve
Otani

Philip Drake Electronic
Quad/Eight
Scenic Sounds Equipment
Seltech Equipment
Solid Stage Logic
Sony

Swisstone Electronics
Syco Systems
Tamevie Service
3M (UK)

Trident
Turnkey Two

24/6
22/1, 30/4, 42/7, 36/11
26/9
22/2
24/6, 20/8
20/8, 24/12
2416

30/4. 24/6
22/2
26/9
24/6
26/9
34/10
24/6, 26/9
22/1

Altec restructure
Amek film console
AM stereo
A nightingale in Conduit Place
Anniversary
APRS: another winner
APRS digital recording survey
APRS engineering course
Audio & Design Marketing
Autograph Sales Ltd
Bach- Simpson catalogue
BBC order Neve digital console
Belgian name change
Broadcast Sound
California tax threat
Canford /Niverco
Cassette copying
Cassette duplication facility
Cassette label art guide
Castle containers
Celestion quality control
Chassis Europe
Computer music conference
Conservation conference
Corrections
Court Acoustics
Custom panel meters
DDA Ltd

Digital audio/video first for Molinare
Digital co- operation
Digital standards breakthrough
Doomlord has landed
DRC consumer digital
EECO products brochure
EECO timecode booklet
Electrical symbols
EMI Tape

Forced to change pitch
Free Ampex with Studer
Gary Hedden Ltd
Gotham and Neumann 25 years
Gotham cable price reduction
Helios reborn

-

Are you
legal, decent,

honest and
truthful?

36/10
22/5
28/4
28/4
20/2
28/4
22/6, 26/9
36111

24/12
36/10
24/12
42/7
26/9
24/6
24/5
28/3
36/11
34/10
22/6
22/6
40/7
24/5
22/5
20/2
40/7
36/10
44/7
22/1
'

24/12
44/7
28/4
24/6
30/4
20/8
20/2
34/10
22/2
24/1

36/10
22/5
22/6
28/4
24/12
22/6
34/10
28/3
36/10

18/8
20/2, 18/8
26/9
ILR/Polytechnic linkup
28/3
International Music Show
24/5
Ionize your studio
20/8
Klark -Teknik design award
28/4
Klark -Teknik DN60
18/8
LDJ Electronics
18/8
Linear IC catalogue
22/2
Lindos Electronics
36/10
Linn Products put money where mouth is
24/12
Low cost digital from dbx
26/2
Low -power television in the US?
28/9
Manor Mobile at LWT
22/6
Melkuist /Param
36/10
Levy
Memorial to Jacques
20/8
Microcircuit guide
18/8
Microelectronics in broadcast engineering
20/8
Midas errata
22/6
Mitsubishi/Telefunken digital
42/7
Multiwayconnectorscatalogue
28/9
MU threat to'copy cat' synths

Hits from the seventies
ILR news

NAMM news
Neal-Ferrograph developments
New music stand

Newpublications
Newsupplierformikearm
Omissions
Otani forms newdivision
Panduitcatalogue
Paramount pictures

22/1

write IO The AOhertRng Standards Aulhorn y
Is /Il ardgrlqur, SIR/.. lanbn WCll /Aw
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36/10
44/7
24/5
42/7
22/2
22/5
36/10
24/5
28/3
20/8
24/12

Racal -Zonal tape
Recording industry management
Red Acoustics USA
R -PAD
Sierra -Eastlake SA

Solid State for Editel
Solid State Logic developments
Sony Corp restructure
Sony/MCI
Sound Broadcasting Equipment Show
Soundfield loan
Sound recording courses
SPARS membership fees
SPARSoffice
SPARS standard
Spelling and such

24/1

24/5
24/5
18/8
20/2
26/9
18/8
28/3
40/7
36/11
24/1
36/11
22/6
24112
36/10
24/5
20/2
22/1
22/5
26/9
34/10
36110
24/6

Spellingforcomputers
SSLmodulesstolen

State of the industry
Steve Graham Audio name change
Stolen AMSequipment

Studertapetransports
Swedish contract forCalrec
Syn -Aud -Con sponsors
Tannoyreturnsto British hands
Technical Projects
Telex 6000 Series
Theatre Projects net BGW
3M acquire ITC
3M Scotch 226
Transrack
Trebas Institute
Trident Studios
20yearsago
Waters position transducers

44/7
26/9
22/5
44/7
22/1

20/8

EXHIBITIONS
AES70th convention New York papers reports 76/3
50/3
AES71st convention Montreux preview
58/6
AES7lstconvention report
72/11
AES72nd convention Anaheim preview
76/7
APRSexhibition preview
68/10
IBC '82 -a preview
66/5
NAB60th convention preview
108/7
NAB60th convention areport

-

FEATURES
A life on the radio waves
Ambisonics an operational insight

60/2
52/8
60/8
62/10
34/12

Ambisonics - Circles of confusion
Ambisonics - questions and answers
Audio production for EPCOT
Autograph - sound for the stage

3016

Back to the land

82/3

62/4
British broadcasting in the '90s
56/10
Cartridge machine design
106/7, 62/9
Control room acoustics parts & 2
Designing a professional mixing console part 14

-

The Advertising Standards Authority.

20/2
28/4
20/8

Newcablefacility

-

Advertisers have to be.

2215

1

-

68/1

42/3
Digital audio the Studer view
30/12
Digital recording the 3M system
36/5
Early stereo recording
9617
Eddie Veale in conversation
52/6
Electronic music synthesis Larry Fast
42/11
Evolution of the mixing console
66110
Experts' errors
Film post production console design -a case
54/5
study
48/4
Getting into VAPP
44/8
Making tapes for disc
62/1
Martin Rushent tells all
64111
Post production at Disney
54/9
Pressure Zone Microphones
26/8
Recording on the road

-

-

Soundcraft automation part 1
Sound FX for TRON
Standard what standard?
Studio monitor design
This is a set up
Using the Trident Series 80 and TSR

-

52/12
48/11
54/2
8417

76/4
50 /1

LETTERS

Aphex effects
A question of depth
Azimuth checking
Balanced outlook
Balancing act
Closed shop
Digital dilemma
Expert's errors
Hospital opinion
IBA sound broadcasting
Ion support
Jobs for the future
Leave it to the experts
Oops
Phase checker
Polarity testing
Professional standards
Roosevelt tapes
Shure standards
Soundcraft comments
The tape levy and all that...
XLR standards
NEW PRODUCTS
AC Electronic Services 16 -track
ADR DI box face lift
ADR F601 limiter

Agfa PEM 428 tape
Ampex broadcast recorder
AMS introduce delay compensator
AMS new products
Analog /Digital Associates STD -1 delay line
Audio Developments AD062
Audio Envelope Systems
Bach- Simpson multimeter
Bach-Simpson test equipment
BGW Model 7000
BGW Proline series
Bowmar analogue panel meters
Bruel & Kjaer mike preamp
BSS Phase Check
btx Shadow
Buzzbox protects valuable gear
Canford Audio mike preamps
Cable analyser from MSE
Carratron units
Cassette gauge

multitracks
Celestion acoustic lenses
Cirrus Research sound level meter
Citec faders
CB

C -Tape LP2

40/11

64/5
40/11
38/11
64/5
64/6
54/10
26/10
40111
7214

40/11
40/11
64/5
40/11
38/11
40/11
6416

26/12
54/10
38/11
54/10
38/11
4211

28/5
34/4
4617

30/3
40/10
36/4
30/2
22/8
28/2
32/4
38/2
3214

32/9
32/2
30/1
24/8
34/1

32/9
26/11

38/10
28/6
32/9
42/1

40/10
36/4
30/12
30/12

Dearden Davis Associates electronic crossover

DeltaLab Effectron delay lines
Denon digital editing
DDA Quadrack
Digital Keyboards Synergy
Dutch mini -mixer
Eagle boom headset
Edcor additions
Edcor radio mike systems
EECO MQS -100A
Eela S2000 -L console

30/1

38/10
30/12
38/10
2815

30/3
3011

26/6
46/7
36/1
46/7
36/1

Elector Mkll timecode series
Electro -Voice PL88
26/6
EMT broadcast turntable
38/10
EMT 245S remote
30/1
Emulator updated
30/9
Eventide Broadcast DDLS
24/8
Exposure VII preamp
34/3
Farnell test instruments
38/2
Fidelipac Master Cart II
26/5
Firmware and software from Eventide
30/9
Fitch Tape TA -2000 computer control system 32/1
Formula Sound Que-4
26/6
Fostex 250AV
36/11
Furman SG -10
2218
Galatrek voltage stabiliser
30/1
Gauss Model 7351
24/8
Gauss studio monitors
30/2
General Acoustics noise computer
32/4
Goldline spectrum analyser
38/2
Hall Engineering ATG -301
38/2
Harrison preview TV console
46/7
Hazelcom synthesiser
34/3
HH amp
30/12
ICC console
3413
IET Labs RMS voltmeter
38/2
IMF small speaker
33/10
Instant songwriters kit
24/8
Interface Electronics 400B
32/1
JBL4401 compact monitor
30/12
Jensen direct box transformer
28/5
JVC PCM cassette deck
34/1
Keith Monks record cleaner
34/3
Kikusui oscilloscopes
38/2
Klark -Teknik DN50
26/6
Levell test instruments
40/2

Lexicon Super Prime Time
Lexicon 224X
Linn LM -1 revised
Linndrum
Loft delay line /flanger
Loft products
Loudness monitor
MBI TXS system
Melquist items
MicMix Dynafex
MicMix XL-210A
Milab MP-30
Miniflux bargraph meters

32/3
28/2, 32/3
34/4
32/9
38110

30/9
40/10

32/1
48/9
32/3
46/7
36/11
32/2
Moog Rogue
34/3
Nagra T-Audio
26/6
Neve Digital Disc Mastering
36/11
Neve 51 Series, DSP, 8128 and 5322 consoles 26/1

Olsen power amp
48/7
Omni Q TL Series
36/1
Orban 424A available
30112
Orban Optimod -AM improved
32/9
Organizer
28/2
PB Systems computer automation for theatre
28/6
24/8
26/5
32/2

Phase Linear E51
ProTech additions
PSI ALD -12 audio level display
Pulsar sound level meter
Quad FM4 tuner
Quantec Room Simulator
Rack -mounted VCA
Radio transmission test system
RTS Model 410
Scotch 226 tape
Seltech 6010
Sennheiser HD40 & HD230 headphones

Sifam Presentor meters
Sifam slider knobs
Solid State Logic Real Time

2615

28/6
28/6
40/10
38/2
34/4
26/5
28/5
48/7
32/2
3214

&

Events System

Sonex acoustic foam
Sony DDU -1510
Sony digital delay
Sony Sound Crew
Soundcraft SCM 762 Series
Sound Workshop Logex and Diskmix
Sphere digital fader
SSMTM new VCA
Stage Accompany power amps
Studer A80 developments
Studer push digital and analogue

Studio Optimod
Studio Technologies reverb processor
Surrey Electronics broadcast and
communications receiver
Surrey Electronics distribution amplifer
Synclavier analysis /synthesis
Syncon M Series
Synton handle Big Briar synth controllers
Tangent VU/Peak meter
2 -Wire machine control
UREI CX encoder /decoder
Ursa Major 8X32 program revision
Ursa Major remote
Valley People Maxi -Q
VFM System from Trident Audio
Waters pots
Wayne Kerr AMS1

50/7
34/4
34/4
38/10
32/4
42/1
36/4
32/1
26/5
36/11
26/6
48/7
28/2
28/5

28/2
32/3
30/3
42/1

48/7
36/4
40/10
30/2
36/11
30/2

30/3
40/10
34/1

40/2

AES (UK)
AKG Acoustics

Alice (Stancoil)
Allen & Heath Brenell
Audio Video Marketing
Auditronics
Bourns
Broadcast Electronics
Capital Radio
Clark, Peter
Cronkite, Walter
Edcor
EECO

Emilar
Feldon Audio
Fostex
Fraser Peacock Associates
Furman Sound
Harrison Systems
IBA

Klark -Teknik
Molinaire
Moseley Associates
NCAC

Octopus Audio
Otani Corp
Quad /Eight
RTS Systems
Sennheiser Electronic
Sony Broadcast
Sony Corp
Soundcraft Electronics
3M (UK) Recording Materials Div

Acoustic materials and furnishings
Ambisonics
Audio tapes
Autopanners
Broadcast automation
Broadcast consoles
Cartridge machines
Compressors and limiters
Console automation
Digital recording equipment
Disc cutting equipment
Intercoms and talkback

68/7
38/8
48/5
48112
50110

52/4
48/10
66/3
42112

38/12
40/8
42/10

Interconnection
Magnetic film transports

5012

Metering
Microphones
Microphone stands
Mixing consoles
Monitors
Noise reduction and gating
PA processing equipment

Power amplifiers
Radio microphones
Record reproduction equipment
Sound reinforcement consoles
Sound reinforcement loudspeakers
Synchronisers and autolocators
Tape duplication
Tape machines 16 -track and over
Test equipment
Test tapes and discs
VCAs, faders and panpots

51/4
34/2
42/9
38/9
54/11
62/7
62/3
46/6
54/7
34/9
44/5
40/6
50/6
40/1
34/8
42/1
38/2
51/5
46/12

REVIEWS

Abacoid 9211 professional Ambisonic decoder
AB Systems Model 1200 power amplifier

62/8
112/7

Aphex II Aural Exciter
80/4
Audio calibration tapes
66/6
Audio & Design Transdynamic
90/3
Bang & Olufsen signal /noise meter NM1
84/11
Bryston 4B power amplifier
96/10
Calrec Model 3A Soundfield mike operational

-

86/9

Calrec Model 3B Soundfield mike
80/9
Calrec UHJ Encoder
88/9
dbx 2150A VCA
74/12
Electrocompaniet Ampliwire 1M power amplifier
EMT 948 turntable
Fostex 250 Multitracker
Furman LC2 compressor limiter
Klark -Teknik DN60 RTSA

12017
6615
82/1

90/3
72/2

MicMix Dynafex
64/4
Microphones
66/9
Nagra T-Audio
90/11
Nakamichi T-100 audio analyser
126/7
76/11
Otani MTR -90 -II multitrack
Pacific Recorders Tomcat cartridge machine
Revox PR99 2 -track
Sonifex micro HS cartridge machine
Sony PCM -F1
Sony PCM 3324
Soundcraft SCM 762-24
Soundex AMM -200 noise meter
Sound Technology model 1500A
Telefunken DDL -1 preview system
Telefunken MX80 digital audio recorder

82/10
86/4
90/10
54/12
64/12
74/1
78/6
64/2
82/5
72/5

SERVICE GUIDES

PEOPLE

Acoustic Technology

PRODUCT GUIDES

42/7
24/4
22/1

34/10
28/4
28/4
42/7
24/12
22/2
22/1

22/2
24/5
28/4
22/1

42/7
4217

22/2
28/4
34/10
24/5, 24/12
42/7
36/11
20/8
24/5
24/12
22/1
22/1

28/4
22/1
42/7
24/5
22/1, 28/4, 24/5
20/8

Contractors
Designers and consultants
Mobile recording

3218

72/7
32/8

STUDIOFILE

Ambience Recordings, Michigan
Aosis Recording Studio, London
A- Square, Michigan
Audiofilm, Madrid
Canada's Wonderland
Centre Radio, Leicester
Chicago Recording Co
Eastern Sound, Toronto
Eel Pie, Twickenham
Genetic Sound, nr Reading
Gerim Recording Studio, Chicago
Hedden West, Illinois
Herne Place, Berks
Heubi's Mobile, Switzerland
ICC, Eastbourne
Jacob's Studios, Surrey
KBK/Earth City Sound, St Louis
Kingdom Sound, New York
Mayfair, London
Nimbus 9/Soundstage, Toronto
Playground, London
Reelsound Mobile, Texas
Starfleet Blair Mobile, Massachusetts
Studio Maunoir, Geneva
Tasco at Wembley Arena
Trident direct cut, London
Wave, London
Windmill Lane, Dublin

64/9
70/11
39/3

38/6
88/7
38/4
24/2
78/10
34/5
30/5
67/11

32/5
56/1

48/8
90/7
80/10
39/3
56/1
36/3
68/11
56/1

50/8
40/4
76/10
67/11

50/8
94/7
24/2

2213
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USED EQUIPMENT BARGAINS

NEW

TASCAM

16

TRACK PACKAGES

85-16b AQ85B Model 15, Model 15B, Model 16 in 24 or 16 input
£P.O.A.
versions
85-16B AQ85B with SYNCON A 20/16/4 lin -line mixer, P &Gs,
£12,000
expandable)
£P.O.A.
85-166 with TRIDENT, SOUNDCRAFT or SYNCON B

TASCAM 8 TRACK PACKAGES
80-8 with DX8, Tascam Model 35 with EX35 (16/4 monitors 81
80-8 with DX8, Trident V.F.M. 116/8)
38 with DX8SW, Tascam Model 30
38 with DX8SW, Allen & Heath 8/4/2
TAPE MACHINES (When this 'AD' was placed in mid -October we

£3,495
£3,200
£2,095
£1,995
were a
little short of quality multitrack stock. Please call us because we have
probably bought some since!)
£1,550
TASCAM 80-8 (ex -demo)
£P.O.A.
TASCAM 85 -16B, new
REVOX PR99, all formats £P.O.A.
TEAC 35-28 DBX and console£1,000
formats
£P.O.A.
B77,
all
newf1,000
REVOX
DX44,
TASCAM 44 with
TEAC 32 -2B (sw IEC /NAB) £P.O.A.
fP.O.A.
TASCAM 34 (latest 4T)

LOGGING RECORDERS
TASCAM 3415/ 16ths 4 -track IBA spec (exclusive to Audio Services) £P.O.A.
CASSETTE MACHINES
£610
REVOX B710, new
TEAC Cl Mk.11 with RX8, new £599
£150
TEAC A550RX (DBX), new
TEAC CX65OR auto -rev, new £195
MIXERS
Soundcraft 1112/4/8, mint £1,450
£6,950
Syncon 'A' 28/24/4, new
£1,250
Alice 12/4/8, mint
£5,950
Syncon 'A' 20/16/4, new
Tascam 35+ EX35 16/4/8 new £1,300
£P.O.A.
TRIDENT VFM 16/8/2
£395
Allen & Heath 8/4/2, new
£895
Allen & Heath 24/4/2R II
£695
Allen & Heath 16/4/2R II
MONITORS
JBL new (pairs) 4301 £285, 4312 £450, 4315 £995, 4333 £1,150, 4350 £2,000,
4411 £595, 4430 £1,500.

Tannoy Super reds M1000 pair 'mint' £1,095, Little Red Monitors as new
£450.
Electro -Voice Sentry 100 new in box, pair £295.

EQUALISATION
Yamaha 01027 graphic, new £345
Audio &
Design E900RS
sweep, new
£390
£775
Klark Teknik DN 30/30

Teknik DN22 stereo
f425
graphic, new
Orban 6228 stereo parametric
£490
new
Klark

ANALYSERS

Klark Teknik DN60 with KT cal. mic, lead and plot sheets (ex- demo).. £1.100

POWER AMPS
H/H Mos -fet (all new in box) V150 £195, V500 f350, V800 £440. Yamaha
P2210, new £450. Turner A500VU, new £495.

COMPRESSOR LIMITERS
DBX 162 stereo, new
£425
Audio & Design Ex -Press
£385
DBX 165 'overeasy', new
£375
MXR 136 Dual Limiter, new
£250
SCAMP MODULES
S100 ex -demo (new) dual gates £175, S24 Time shape (new) £345, S07 8ve
EQ (new) £184, SO6 Lo -pass filter /gate £184, S05 Hi -pass filter /gate £184,
SO4 Parametric EQ £275, S03 Sweep EQ £184.
Aphex Aural exciters (new), from £800.

TIME PROCESSORS
Roland SDE2000, new
SPH323 phaser, new
Delta -Lab 'Effectron'

£420
£165
£495

REVERBERATION
EMT 140TS remote, PSU, mint£2,120

MICROPHONES

Neumann U87fet, cradle, w /s,
£390
mint
Neumann KM86fet, cradle,
£340
w /s, new

NOSTALGIA MICROPHONES

BEL BF20 Mk.II, new

£325
£795

MXR Delay II, new

Quad -Eight CPR 16 digital

AKG C33 stereo comb., new
C -Ducer 6-way las new)
2 -way (as new)

£2,200

£295
£220
£90

Neumann KM56 valve inc PSU,

S.T.C. 4038 (heart), orig. mint,

£350
mint
S.T.C. 4033 (rugby ball), orig.
£150
mint

S.T.C. 4021 (ball and biscuit),

each

£120

each

£35

HIRE DEPT.

Studio equipment and mics, effects and drum machines, literally everything
worth hiring, 'in vogue', etc. WE RENTI (Phone 'Rick' for list 06632 2442).
NOTE: The above prices are exclusive of VAT and carriage.
PHONE 06632 2442

PORTA STUDIOS
TEAC MODEL 244
Hours of fun for the musical family ... GREAT Christmas present!
For songwriters and arrangers ... BEST invention yet!
Buy from Audio Services and have a selection of FREEBIES!
AKG mics, stereo headphones, mic stands, drop -in switches.
FREE delivery by Securicor. Only £599 inc VAT (Credit cards accepted).

ALAN CHEETHAM AUDIO SERVICES
Phone 06632 2442 (9.30am -8pm Mon. -Sat.) (Sunday by appt)

Address:
Studio House, High Lane Village, Nr. Stockport SK6 8AA

AKG
Alice (Stancoil) Ltd.
AMK Berlin Audio Video 83
Aphex Systems Ltd.
Applied Microsystems Ltd.
Association Professional Recording Studios
Audio Developments
Audio Kinetics
Audio Service Co

67
10
55

77
14

20
20
61
14, 86

Beyer Dynamics
Bulgin, A. F., & Co. Ltd

75

Calrec Audio Ltd
Citec

49

7

75

D.E.A.F.

12

DDA Ltd
Don Larking Audio

22
22

Eardley Electronics
EMT
Enertec
Feldon Audio
Future Film Developments Ltd.
FWO Bauch Ltd
H.H.B. Hire
Hardware House
Harrison

57

1.TA

15

27
63

20
11, 13, 15, 17,

OBC
37, 41
14

OBC

8,9

ITC

17

Kelsey Acoustics Ltd.
Klark Teknik Research Ltd

39

Leevers Rich
Lexicon
Lindos Electronics

Magnetic Tapes
Mercury Middle East
Multitrack Hire Ltd
Music Labs
MXR Innovations
Otani Electric Co. Ltd.
Progressive Elect Products
Rebis Audio
Revox
Scenic Sounds
Schoeps

Shure Electronics
Sony (UK) Ltd.
Sound Associates Ltd.
Soundcraft Electronics
Soundout Laboratories Ltd.
Sowter, E. A., Ltd
Standard Tape Laboratory Inc
Studer
Surrey Electronics
Technical Projects
Theatre Projects
Tore Seem
Trident Audio Developments Ltd.
Turnkey

14

55, 61

IBC
10

4
18

19

43
35

50
23, 33
59
13

29, 69, IBC
69
73

45, 47, 71
18

IFC
21
6
61
1

1

6

6, 19
65

46
16

5,25

Studio Sound is available without charge to qualified readers: these are directors, managers, executives and key personnel actively engaged in sound recording, broadcasting and cinematograph
industries in any part of the world. The Publisher reserves the right to refuse applications considered inappropriate and restrict the number of free copies sent to any one company or organisation.
Non -qualifying readers can buy Studio Sound at an annual subscription of £12.00. All enquiries to : Subscription Department, Link House Publications PLC, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon
CR9 2TA, Great Britain. Phone: 01 -686 2599. Published by Link House Magazines (Croydon) Limited on behalf of the proprietors, Link House Publications PLC, Robert Rogers House, New Orchard,
Poole, Dorset BH 15 I LU and printed by Arthurs Press Ltd, Woodchester, Stroud, Glos. GL5 5PB.

It takes you
where no reverb has ever
gone before!

224X4%4
7

,`

The "X"

...the ultimate
reverb.

41

P

multiband chorus and delays. Or, recall ary of 36 of
your own pre -sets from non -volatile user registers.

Ultimate Sound Quality
Hear it to believe it! Enhanced clarity and openness
with full audio bandwidth for sound quality second to
none
a new world standard.

-

Split Reverberation
A Lexicon first! The "X " incredibly can operate as two
separate stereo output reverbs with each channel independently adjustable.

Ultimate Repertoire
33 factory programmed pre -sets from 13 basic program
families are provided. Punch up any of 10 Plates, 8 Halls,
6 Rooms /Chambers, 3 Hall/Plate combinations plus
6 effects such as arbeggiated chordal resonance and

e

Creative Versatility
New Dynamic Decay feature allows separately con trolled reverb times during pauses in program material
and 6 individually adjustable pre -echos give new
dimensions of expression.

Ongoing Factory Support
New programs/software updates are included free
for 5 years after purchase excepting a small
handling charge.
Call or write for a demo of the ultimate reverb in
your space.

Lexicon Incorporated Waltham MA USA TELEX 923468
In U.K. Scenic Sounds Equipment 97 -99 Dean Street London WIV 5RA

tel 01- 734-2E12

Harrison

Harrison
41111

UE

To

ECHO

METER

Facilities:

METER

SELECT

MODE

`

p1

The MR -3 is supplied
complete with integral
patchbay and varying
frame sizes to
accommodate up to 56
input channels.

+.'

TEST
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CAW

DSC
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CD
nI.

PEAK

Each input module has a
full 24 -track output -assign
matrix and three bands of
parametric E /q, with a
high pass filter and
optional variable 'Q' on
each band.

11111

AB

You can never afford to buy cheaply.

10

What you must do these days is buy

SLATE /OSC
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In addition, each module

offers six auxiliary sends
and a direct assign button
for multitrack recording.
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SPEAKER MUTE

economically.
Recognising this, Harrison has
developed the MR -3 music desk. High
on impressive features, but not on cost,
the MR -3 represents excellent value and
a unique opportunity to invest in

Harrison performance.
In other words the MR -3 guarantees
maximum efficiency in 24-track
recording.
The Harrison MR-3. Underpriced it
may be, undermade it's not.
To find out more about the Harrison
MR-3 contact F.W.O. BAUCH at the
address below.

Harrison

,C1RM

4U%. SPKF"

t

The standard VCA faders
enable the operator to
establish VCA groups
when recording and
mixing. The console is
prepared for rapid
installation of three
proven automation
systems: Melkuist, Allison
and Harrison's own
Auto -set.

f

i.
CRM

AUTOMATION
STATUS
A
B
no

Major console status
changes are effected with
one -button ease. Six
modes of operation are
available including two
new statuses for
broadcast and video post
production.

The
Harrison M R-3
High on Features
Low on Price.
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FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091, Telex 27502

